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Founding Fathers: 

"This was the object of the Declaration of Independence. Not to find out new principles, or new arguments, never before thought of, 

not merely to say things which had never been said before; but to place before mankind the common sense of the subject, in terms so 

plain and firm as to command their assent, and to justify ourselves in the independent stand we are compelled to take. Neither 

aiming at originality of principle or sentiment, nor yet copied from any particular and previous writing, it was intended to be an 

expression of the American mind, and to give to that expression the proper tone and spirit called for by the occasion."--Thomas 

Jefferson, letter to Henry Lee, 1825 
 

 
 

Gun Rights & Hunting Concerns 

Challenges to our Freedoms & Heritage 
There are many challenges for citizens and in this 

day and age of high unemployment and precarious 

economic conditions and it is not easy to report all this 

other information we have within this newsletter. As 

Volunteers we share the same demands on our time 

that you do. Amidst all these other challenges that we 

face with our families and day to day lives we must 

not lose sight of the fact that there is a cabal of groups 

and individuals who are taking advantage of the 

situation to eviscerate the very freedoms that are the 

foundation of our nation! 

 

In each legislative year there is a pattern for the 

issues that come before legislators such as the month 

of June is traditionally reserved for deliberations 

related to the budget. In the past this has usually taken 

30 days or longer to complete but members of the 

House of Representatives are reporting that they look 

forward to completing this process by June 15. 

Amongst all of this is the bluntly number of session 

days where we can have the opportunity to advance 

some of our critical legislation. 

 

Within each body, the Pennsylvania House of 

Representatives and Senate, there are certain voting 

blocs that intercede when controversial legislation is 

brought before either body. In this case, correcting 

some of the long-standing flaws in Pennsylvania gun 

laws becomes a nightmare of behind-the-scenes 

political intrigues! 

 

It will not come as a surprise to most of you that 

Pennsylvania has an endemic problem regarding local 

communities thumbing their nose at the authority of 

the Pennsylvania legislature and current Pennsylvania 

law regarding their lack of authority to enact local gun 

ordinances as proscribed by Title 18 subsection 6120. 

Please see the alert in the newsletter that is attached 

regarding our efforts to advance Representative Daryl 

Metcalfe's legislation-House Bill 1523-by taking the 

text of this legislation and amending Senate Bill 273. 

The Philadelphia caucus, spurred on by cease-fire 

Pennsylvania, has loaded both pieces of legislation 

down with dozens of amendments to try and stop the 

consideration of these measures. This is a classic 

parliamentarian move meant to intimidate leadership 

into tabling this legislation. 

 

As we have said in the past and I will say again 

here, we cannot do this without your help. These are 

our freedoms but groups like the Joyce foundation, the 

pew foundation, Cease-Fire PA, the Violence Policy 

Center, Mayors against Illegal Guns and George Soros 

and Michael Bloomberg are all depending on your 

willingness to avoid getting involved. This is not 

about the Republican Party or the Democrat Party is 

about the relevance of our Constitutional freedoms in 

the 21st century and whether or not you want to allow 

others to dictate the terms as to how you exercise 

these freedoms. Please remember they are working 

every day to undermine these freedoms that too many 

Americans take for granted! 
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Here are just a few recent stories that you 

probably didn’t hear about in the liberal media: 

1. Massachusetts Democrat Party REQUIRES 

Voter ID to enter the convention 

2. Posse Comitatus Law being ignored and 

rendered moot 

3. Philadelphia gun rights prejudice-example 

number one 

4. Indiana gun rights prejudice-example 

number two 

5. Department of Justice mole helping to 

expose Fast and Furious problems 

6. Victims intimidated by failure of the courts 

to hold on to violent career criminals 

 

As an example of how they undermine the rights of 

citizens to defend themselves, groups like the 

Violence Policy Center and Cease-Fire PA want 

mandatory, restrictive training requirements for 

citizens before they purchase and/or carry a firearm 

for self-defense. However what most of the media 

fails to report on is their complete silence when 

incidents like the below occur: 

1. Pennsylvania police officer shoots wife 

showing gun to friends 

2. Pennsylvania State trooper shoots himself 

 

Obviously, the most simple and basic concepts of 

handling firearms safely were ignored by these two 

officers. These are not isolated instances. But more to 

the fact is that citizens routinely handle firearms more 

safely and that firearms accidents are at their lowest 

levels in recorded history. These facts, to, are also 

ignored by many in the anti-gun media as well as the 

anti-gun groups who want to use mandatory training 

to further intimidate gunowners from exercising their 

freedoms. I have been in Harrisburg and Washington 

DC where I have personally witnessed the claims of 

these philosophically challenged the anti-gun media 

and anti-gun groups manipulating the facts to suit 

their agenda. 

 

Constitutional education: 

Please consider listening to this podcast by David 

Kopel regarding the Constitution and the creation of 

the Second Amendment. If you have a son or daughter 

who is still in school this is an excellent opportunity 

for them to get an education on the subject that they 

will not get in the average public school. 

 

Podcast on the creation of the Second Amendment 

- David Kopel • June 8, 2012 

http://www.volokh.com/2012/06/08/podcast-on-the-

creation-of-the-second-amendment/ 

 

For my co-authored textbook Firearms Law and the 

Second Amendment, I’ve been doing a series of 

podcasts on each chapter. Now available is the 

podcast for Chapter 4, which covers the Philadelphia 

Convention, the ratification debates, the creation of 

Bill of Rights, and St. George Tucker’s 

contemporaneous exposition of the original meaning 

of the Second Amendment.  The podcast is 45 

minutes. Here are the links for Aspen Publishers web 

page for the textbook, and the Amazon page. It’s also 

available from BN.com (Barnes & Noble). 

 

Alert: Preemption Bill (SB 273) To Stop 

Criminal Violations Of Gun Owners Rights 

Coming To Floor Of The House Monday 

June 11th 
 
Friday, 08 June 2012 

Long-Overdue Preemption Law Changes Coming 

To The Floor Of The House June 11-Senate Bill 273 

As many of you know and have read here on this 

site, many Pennsylvanians have suffered indignities 

and worse at the hands of local officials who thumb 

their nose at our state preemption law on firearms. 

Pennsylvania district attorneys continued to refuse to 

enforce the punishments provided in section 6119 of 

title 18. 

For years we have worked diligently to create 

legislation that will address these problems but to no 

avail. Rep Metcalfe’s HB 1523 preemption bill has 

languished in the house after passing overwhelmingly 

in the Judiciary Committee and the anti-gun groups 

filed over a dozen anti-gun amendments to try and 

block passage of this reasonable measure for several 

months now. 

This is unacceptable status for us be politically 

stonewalled by a small vocal group of philosophically 

prejudiced legislators who refuse to deal with crime in 

their own communities……. especially with all the 

preemption violations that are occurring right now in 

Pa and often posted on PAFOA. 

We have been working diligently to move this 

legislation forward, rewrite certain sections, and find a 
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vehicle that would give us another legislative option, 

that vehicle is SB 273. 

On June 5, 2012 in Judiciary committee SB 273 

was brought up for a vote and two agreed-upon 

amendments, A11039 & A11033, passed and rewrote 

SB 273 by striking the previous text and inserting 

most of the language from House Bill 1523. The other 

amendment dealt with holding career violent criminals 

responsible for their crimes. 

 

READ current text of SB 273 here 

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/billinfo.cf

m?syear=2011&sind=0&body=S&type=B&BN=0273 

Senate Bill 273 is going to come to the floor of the 

house for second consideration on Monday, June 11 

and this is where the amendments, by house rules, will 

be considered. We are asking you, each of you, to 

please call everyone in the House of Representatives 

that you can and voice your support for Senate Bill 

273 without any floor amendments. Furthermore, the 

amendments by Rep. Metcalfe to this legislation are 

acceptable if they survive the sure to be contentious 

negotiations and reach the floor for consideration! 

Should the Senate Bill 273 pass the House of 

Representatives and be in an acceptable form then it 

will go to the Senate for one single vote on the floor 

called a concurrence vote. From there it will go to the 

governor's desk for his signature. The more support 

this legislation has in the house will make it more 

compelling for the Senate leadership to bring it to the 

floor for a vote. 

So IF you are for the concept of 

strengthening preemption law, along with punishing 

bad guys using firearms.... please email all the Reps 

listed to vote for passage of SB 273 without any floor 

amendments. 
(For more information please go to the Allegheny 

County Sportsmen’s League Webpage - www.acslpa.org) 
 

Issa: New documents show ‘senior DOJ 

officials’ knew more about F&F 
By Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Senior Justice Department officials knew about the 

“reckless tactics” used in Operation 

Fast and Furious, according to new 

documents uncovered in the 

investigation, but Attorney General 

Eric Holder misled Congress about 

it, Rep. Darrell Issa (R-CA) has 

asserted. 

Issa’s allegation was in a letter he sent to Holder 

after the House Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform obtained information about six 

sealed wiretaps that were submitted to the Justice 

Department in Washington, DC. That letter may be 

read here. 

“The wiretap applications show that immense 

detail about questionable investigative tactics was 

available to the senior officials who reviewed and 

authorized them,” Issa wrote. “The close involvement 

of these officials – much greater than previously 

known – is shocking.” 

Issa’s six-page letter to Holder was mailed June 5 

and TGM obtained a copy. Issa chairs the House 

Oversight Committee, which has been investigating 

Fast and Furious and the alleged cover-up for almost 

16 months. In a press release, Issa said that while 

refusing to produce several subpoenaed documents, 

the attorney general had “previously denied 

knowledge of and cast doubt on the possibility that the 

wiretap applications contained information about 

reckless tactics.” 

Operation Fast and Furious is believed to have 

allowed some 2,500 guns to be “walked” into the 

hands of Mexican drug cartel gunmen. Many of those 

guns have been recovered at crime scenes, including 

two that were found in southern Arizona at the spot 

where Border Patrol agent Brian Terry was slain in 

December 2010. That incident led to the revelation 

about the gun trafficking operation, first by BATF 

whistleblowers and then by on-line bloggers David 

Codrea and Mike Vanderboegh. From there, coverage 

of the scandal expanded, as Gun Week and several 

other news organs began digging, and both CBS and 

Fox News launched investigations. The GunMag 

June/2012 

 

Issa memo outlines Holder contempt case 
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Fifteen months after Congressman Darrell Issa 

began investigating Operation Fast and Furious, the 

battle over whether Attorney General Eric Holder will 

be forced to comply with multiple subpoenas for 

documents relating to the case is reaching a head. 

Issa released a blistering memorandum detailing 

his case for issuing a Contempt of Congress citation 

against Holder for the Justice Department's 

stonewalling and cover-up on the Fast and Furious 

investigation. 

http://www.thegunmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Issa2.jpg
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The memorandum alleges that, "For over a year, 

the Department has issued false denials, given 

answers intended to misdirect investigators, sought to 

intimidate witnesses, unlawfully withheld subpoenaed 

documents, and waited to be confronted with indisput-

able evidence before acknowledging uncomfortable 

facts." 

The Issa memo further contends that the Justice 

Department has shown "demonstrable contempt for 

the congressional investigation" and "has inflicted 

harm on the people of two nations seeking the truth—

and very pointedly on the family of fallen Border 

Patrol Agent Brian Terry and ATF whistleblowers 

who now face retaliation in the wake of their own 

heroic efforts to expose wrongdoing." 

Issa, a California Republican who has been point 

man pushing the congressional investigation, adds in 

his executive summary, "Having exhausted all 

available options in obtaining compliance, the 

Chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee recommends that Congress find the 

Attorney General in contempt for his failure to 

comply with the subpoena issued to him." 

The 64-page memorandum, sent to members of the 

House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee, includes a draft contempt citation for 

Holder. It notes that, "Much of Operation Fast and 

Furious remained a mystery when the Department of 

Justice forcefully dismissed whistleblower accusations 

and denied that anything improper had occurred to 

Congress on February 4, 2011." 

This refers to a letter sent to Sen. Charles Grassley 

(R-IA), ranking member on the Senate Judiciary 

Committee, by then-Assistant Attorney General 

Ronald Weich, in response to two inquiries Grassley 

sent to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 

Explosives, related to accusations of "gun walking." It 

was in that letter— later rescinded by the Justice 

Department—that Weich told Grassley, "...the 

allegation...that ATF 'sanctioned' or otherwise 

knowingly allowed the sale of assault weapons to a 

straw purchaser who then transported them into 

Mexico—is false." 

But months of investigation, conducted jointly by 

Issa's committee and Grassley's office, proved 

otherwise. 

In his memorandum, Issa asks, "Why, after all, 

would anyone be so stupid as to think arming drug 

cartels was a good idea?" 

TGM and its predecessor, Gun Week, have been on 

the forefront of the Fast and Furious story for more 

than 15 months. The Issa memorandum calls attention 

to the fact that "A congressional investigation and 

reports by journalists utilizing whistleblowers and 

other sources have shed immense light on what 

occurred and why." 

After Issa released his memorandum, Grassley 

issued the following statement: 

"The subpoena authority of the House Oversight 

Committee, and the Chairman's willingness to use it, 

helped shed light on Operation Fast and Furious and 

the Justice Department's desire to allow guns to walk 

into the hands of Mexican drug cartels. Congressman 

Issa deserves credit for moving forward on contempt. 

The Attorney General and the Justice Department are 

thumbing their nose at the constitutional authority 

provided to the legislative branch to conduct 

oversight. 

"The Attorney General is facing a real test of 

leadership here. He has a choice to make. He can 

force the department to come clean, or he can force a 

high-stakes political conflict between the legislative 

and executive branches. It's past time to hold ac-

countable those public officials responsible for our 

own government's role in walking guns into the hands 

of criminals The family of Agent Terry deserves more 

than what they're getting from this administration." 

Congressman Trey Gowdy (R-SC), a member of 

the House Oversight committee, released a statement 

noting that "It did not have to come to this." 

"Congress has been patient—indeed too patient in 

my judgment—with the Department of Justice and its 

failure to comply with the lawful request for the 

production of documents," Gowdy said. "I understand 

that for some everything is political. Surely the 

Department of Justice can rise above petty, partisan 

politics and comply with a subpoena. The Department 

of Justice expects others to comply with subpoenas 

yet they will not do so themselves." 

A freshman congressman and former federal 

prosecutor, Gowdy said Congress has a constitutional 

responsibility to exercise oversight over the Executive 

Branch. 

"For us to make it as a republic," he said, "the 

citizens must have confidence in the institutions of 

justice and must have confidence in the top law 

enforcement official in the country. How can they 

possibly have either if the Department of Justice is 

withholding documents, ignoring legal process, and 



providing no answers when lives have been lost and 

will continue to be lost as a result of this botched and 

terribly ill-conceived operation?" 

Issa's memorandum details how Operation Fast and 

Furious was initiated and how it eventually went off 

the rails, and how the Justice Department allegedly 

began stonewalling Congress on the investigation. It 

also notes that former US Attorney for Arizona 

Dennis Burke—who resigned abruptly last August—

had stalled on indictments against street-level straw 

buyers. Further Issa said "...no one at ATF 

headquarters ordered the Phoenix Field Division to 

simply arrest the straw purchasers in order to take 

them off the street." 

According to the memorandum, "Fast and Furious 

first came to the attention of ATF Headquarters on 

December 8, 2009, just weeks after the case was 

officially opened in Phoenix. ATF's Office of 

Strategic Information and Intelligence (OSII) briefed 

senior ATF personnel about the case, discussing in 

detail a large recovery of Fast and Furious weapons in 

Naco, Sonora, Mexico. 

"The next day, December 9, 2009, the Acting ATF 

Director (Kenneth Melson) first learned about Fast 

and Furious and the large recovery of weapons that 

had already occurred. The following week, OSII 

briefed senior ATF officials about another large cache 

of Fast and Furious weapons that had been recovered 

in Mexico. 

"On January 5, 2010, OSII presented senior ATF 

officials with a summary of all of the weapons that 

could be linked to known straw purchasers in Fast and 

Furious. In just two months, these straw purchasers 

bought a total number of 685 guns. This number 

raised the ire of several individuals in the room, who 

expressed concerns about the growing operation. 

"On March 5, 2010, ATF headquarters hosted a 

larger, more detailed briefing on Operation Fast and 

Furious. David Voth, the Group Supervisor 

overseeing Fast and Furious, traveled from Phoenix to 

give the presentation. He gave an extremely detailed 

synopsis of the status of the investigation, including 

the number of guns purchased, weapons seizures to 

date, money spent by straw purchasers, and 

organizational charts of the relationships among straw 

purchasers and to members of the Sinaloa drug cartel. 

At that point, the straw purchases had bought 1,026 

weapons, costing nearly $650,000." 

Issa asserts in his executive summary that the 

Justice Department's "refusal to work with Congress 

to ensure that it has fully complied with the 

Committee's efforts to compel the production of 

documents and information related to this controversy 

is inexcusable and cannot stand." 

Noting that allowing an estimated 2,000 firearms to 

be walked into the hands of Mexican drug cartel 

gunmen "may have led to the death" of Border Patrol 

agent Brian Terry in December 2010, Issa disdained 

the operation. 

"The consequences," Issa said, "of the lack of 

judgment that permitted such an operation to occur are 

tragic." The GunMag June/2012 

 

Civil liberties lawsuits pile up for 

Bloomberg regime 
by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor 

Living in New York City under the reign of Mayor 

Michael Bloomberg is a hazard to your civil rights. 

Millions of New York City residents have been 

stopped, interrogated and frisked without probable 

cause since 2002 for the sake of public safety, and 

their names are preserved in New York Police 

Department (NYPD) records even when no charges 

were filed, as the billionaire mayor pursues his anti-

crime, anti-gun agenda. 

Bloomberg’s administration is 

fighting against the many class-

action civil rights suits filed in 

state and federal courts by 

hundreds of thousands of city 

residents with the help of groups 

like the New York Civil Liberties 

Union (NYCLU) and the Center for Constitutional 

Rights (CCR). 

So violative of civil rights has the NYPD’s “stop 

and frisk” policy become that in addition to the class-

actions a “silent march” is planned for Father’s Day, 

June 17, organized by the New York Civil Liberties 

Union (NYCLU), 1199 SEIU, the NAACP, the 

National Action Network and dozens of other labor, 

civil rights and community organizations. 

The lawsuits and street demonstrations target the 

city’s “Stop and Frisk” scheme as well as its 

subsidiary program “Clean Halls.” Stop and frisk 

applies to the public streets, sidewalks and other 

pedestrian passageways. Clean Halls applies to the 

hallways, stairwells, and any foot traffic passageway 

around apartment buildings which have been enrolled 

in the program. 

http://www.thegunmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Bloomberg.jpg
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Several suits target the NYPD’s administration of 

the Stop and Frisk policy, one filed on March 28 

targets the department’s handling of Clean Halls 

subset. The GunMag June/2012 

 

NYCLU offers free phone app to counter 

Bloomberg stop and frisk 
By Joseph P. Tartaro,Executive Editor 

The New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) 

today unveiled “Stop and Frisk 

Watch”, a free and innovative 

smart phone application that 

will empower New Yorkers to 

monitor police activity and 

hold the New York Police 

Department (NYPD) 

accountable for unlawful stop-

and-frisk encounters and other police misconduct, 

much of which is the focus of several civil rights 

lawsuits against the city pending state and federal 

courtrooms. 

“Stop and Frisk Watch is about empowering 

individuals and community groups to confront 

abusive, discriminatory policing,” NYCLU Executive 

Director Donna Lieberman said at a lunchtime press 

conference in the City. 

“The NYPD’s own data shows that the 

overwhelming majority of people subjected to stop-

and-frisk are black or Latino, and innocent of any 

wrongdoing. At a time when the Bloomberg 

administration vigorously defends the status quo, our 

app will allow people to go beyond the data to 

document how each unjustified stop further corrodes 

trust between communities and law enforcement.” 

A detailed analysis of the stop and frisk program 

under Mayor Michael Bloomberg using the NYPD;s 

own data can be downloaded from the civil liberties 

organization’s website: www.nyclu.org. 

The new app includes a “Know Your Rights” 

section that instructs people about their rights when 

confronted by police and their right to film police 

activity in public. The Stop and Frisk Watch is 

intended for use by people witnessing a police 

encounter, not by individuals who are the subject of a 

police stop. The GunMag June/2012 

 

Bloomberg launches attack on ‘Stand Your 

Ground’ laws 
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Anti-gun New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg 

has opened a nationwide campaign to repeal or 

significantly change "Stand Your Ground" laws in 

Florida and about two dozen other states, using the 

Trayvon Martin case as his launch pad. 

He opened the campaign during a media event at 

the National Press Club in Washington, DC, where he 

was joined by the Rev. Al Sharpton and several 

others. 

Bloomberg put the National Rifle Association 

(NRA) in his crosshairs, blaming the 4 million 

member orgarnzation for pushing Stand Your Ground 

laws in nearly half of the states. 

"It's now clear: the NRNs 'shoot first' laws that 

have passed in 25 states have undermined the integrity 

of the justice system, and done serious harm to public 

safety," Bloomberg said in a press release. "They have 

sown confusion in police departments about when to 

make arrests, made it more difficult for prosecutors to 

bring charges in cases of deadly violence and, most 

importantly, they have been responsible for a major 

increase in so-called `justifiable homicides.' " The 

GunMag June/2012 

 

Hindsight 
Crunch time coming up on UN Arms Trade 

Treaty 
by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor 

The specter of an intrusive global small arms and 

ammunition control treaty that has hovered over the 

United Nations (UN) headquarters on New York 

City's east side for 11 years may come into clear focus 

during a three-week meeting on the Arms Trade 

Treaty (ATT) in July. 

If the UN General Assembly adopts such a treaty, 

it will have an impact on American firearms owners; 

gun manufacturers, importers and retailers, whether or 

not the US is a signatory to the treaty. It could also 

cost industry jobs in this country 

However, the US has been sending mixed signals 

on the ATT during' more than a decade of preliminary 

work at the UN and in regional meetings around the 

world. At no time have US governments' signals been 

more confusing than at present 

Bear in mind that the UN discussions about global 

gun control have been driven by virulently anti-gun 

non-government organizations and foreign diplomats 

with financial support from governments like the 

United Kingdom, the European Union, Japan and 
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Canada. The anti-gun rights people also have enjoyed 

plenty of support from Latin America, Africa and 

Asia, especially those countries that see armed 

citizens as a threat to their way of governance. 

The US and other major arms-exporting nations 

have voted against many of the treaty ideas in prior 

years, and during George W. Bush's administration, 

John Bolton, then our ambassador to the UN, clearly 

explained that the US would oppose any treaty that 

would infringe on the Second Amendment rights 

guaranteed by the US Constitution. In addition, 

Bolton explained that the US would always reserve 

the right to ship arms to freedom fighters this nation 

supported in other countries. 

That position held until 2009, when the Obama 

administration said that it would support a UN small 

arms and ammunition trade treaty that was adopted 

"by consensus." That position expressed by Secretary 

of State Hillary Clinton renewed and enhanced fears 

of self-defense and gun rights advocates who feared 

that the Obama administration, already linked to 

global government enthusiasts in US politics, 

academia and the legal community, might end-run the 

US Second Amendment protections through the 

international body. 

Then, this April 16, as reported on the TGM 

website, Thomas Countryman, assistant Secretary of 

State, Bureau of International Security and 

Nonproliferation (ISN), articulated new objectives and 

positions of the US government during the meetings 

to draft a binding Arms Trade Treaty. 

Through Countryman's prepared remarks at the 

Stimson Center, the US State Department seemed to 

be spelling out another new policy on the ATT or 

assuaging US critics. 

Countryman said the US won't sign any ATT that 

prohibits Second Amendment rights, changes any 

domestic gun and ammunition transfer and possession 

laws, or alters current US arms export laws. 

During his remarks, Countryman focused on the 

enormity of the task of drafting a small arms 

agreement that would gain consensus among 193 

member nations of the UN. 

Countryman went on to highlight the main policy 

considerations of the US. 

"First, this is not a disarmament negotiation; it is an 

arms trade regulation negotiation," he explained. 

"International transfer of conventional armaments is a 

legitimate commercial and national security activity. 

Providing defense equipment to reliable partners in a 

responsible manner actually enhances security, 

stability, and promotion of the rule of law. We want 

any Treaty to make it more difficult and expensive to 

conduct illicit, illegal and destabilizing transfers of 

arms. But we do not want something that would make 

legitimate international arms trade more cumbersome 

than the hurdles United States exporters already face. 

"Second, let me be clear once more on the question 

of domestic transfers. The Treaty must not touch on 

domestic transfers or ownership. The United States 

has received widespread international support for this 

oft-repeated position that only international transfers 

would come within the purview of this Treaty" 

"We will not support outcomes that would in any 

way infringe on the Second Amendment to the United 

States Constitution," Countryman stated, and then 

clearly referred to the administration's receipt of 

letters from almost half of all US senators opposing 

any treaty restricting the Second Amendment. 

Countryman also touched on the ammunition 

control question, which has bothered many in the gun 

rights movement and the firearms and ammunition 

industry 

"Many states and organizations—many of them 

without major armaments industries or significant 

international arms trade—have sought to include 

ammunition in the scope of an ATT," he said. "The 

United States, which produces over seven billion 

rounds of ammunition a year, has resisted those 

efforts on the grounds that including ammunition is 

hugely impractical....We are skeptical that there is 

such a proposal on the table or ready to be proposed, 

but we will remain open-minded in respecting the 

wishes of international .parties and partners in 

studying such a proposal." 

We won't know if the Obama administration will 

actually be governed by his policy statement until the 

UN meetings in July are over, and maybe not even 

then. This is a presidential election year in which 

positions can shift daily. The GunMag June/2012 

 

KY Supremes say guns may be kept in cars 

on campus 
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

The Kentucky Supreme Court has ruled in favor of 

a former University of Kentucky employee that he 

was wrongfully terminated by the school for having a 

handgun in his car on campus property 

The ruling allows Michael Mitchell to pursue a 

civil claim of wrongful termination against the 
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university. It also protects individuals who keep guns 

and other deadly weapons in their car glove 

compartments, according to the Associated Press. 

Mitchell was terminated in 2009, one week after 

several employees at the university's Chandler 

Medical Center told hospital officials they believed he 

had a gun in his locker. A search of the locker turned 

up nothing, but Mitchell volunteered that he had a 

semiautomatic pistol in his car. 

Police confiscated the gun, according to the court, 

and Mitchell was placed on suspension on April 22. A 

week later, he was fired. Mitchell sued, asserting that 

his termination violated public policy. 

The trial court ruled in favor of the university, 

granting a summary judgment in the school's favor. 

Mitchell appealed directly to the state Supreme Court, 

bypassing the state appeals court. 

In its analysis of the case, the court referred to state 

statute which clearly protects people from keeping 

guns in their cars if they are licensed to carry. 

The court also found something of a conflict in 

state law, which also allows colleges and universities 

"the power and authority to govern and control the 

method and purpose of use of property owned or 

occupied by their respective institution[s]." 

However, the court ruled that state statute 

"...forbids public and private organizations from 

imposing any prohibition on possession of a deadly 

weapon in a vehicle, provided that (1) the person so 

possessing is properly licensed to carry a concealed 

deadly weapon, and (2) the person is in compliance 

with (state law)." 

"To the extent that (state statutes) are in direct 

conflict," the court ruled, "we hold that the conflict 

must be resolved in favor of (the concealed carry 

statute). We base this on the General Assembly's 

explicit statement that the concealed carry licensing 

statute is to be liberally construed in favor of the right 

to bear arms, as well as the legislature's clearly 

expressed policy of exempting a person's vehicle from 

firearms regulation." The GunMag June/2012 

 

CCRKBA Leg. Director unveils draft ‘pro-

gun road map’ 
Veteran gun rights activist Joe Waldron is 

unveiling his 'Progressive pro-gun road map' this 

week. He lobbies for Gun Owners Action League and 

is the legislative director for 

CCRKBA. 

By Dave Workman,Senior Editor 

A draft proposal for expanding gun rights in 

Washington State has been unveiled by a veteran gun 

rights activist and lobbyist that is getting lots of 

attention from Northwest gun owners, and he says that 

the proposal could be modified specifically to address 

problems in just about any state. 

Joe Waldron, legislative director for the Citizens 

Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, and 

a veteran lobbyist for gun rights in Washington State 

as chair of that state’s Gun Owners’ Action League, 

shared the document with TGM. He presented the 

document to the Board of Directors of the Washington 

Arms Collectors, and other gun owners. 

Waldron, who served for several years as 

CCRKBA’s executive director, is now headquartered 

in Florida, but still travels back to Washington during 

the legislative session. He told TGM that the draft 

proposal is just that: “Food for thought.” Even in draft 

form, it is quite a document that has been getting 

positive feedback from gun owners. 

Washington recently reported more than 365,000 

active concealed pistol licenses, making it one of the 

highest per capita states in terms of legal concealed 

carry among the more than 6 million residents. 

Washington is also an open carry state, with an active 

open carry movement. 

What makes Waldron’s timing important is that the 

city of Seattle has seen a sharp uptick in homicides so 

far in 2012, up 500 percent from where the city was at 

this time last year. Compared to other big cities, 

however, Seattle is relatively safe, with 16 slayings as 

of Memorial Day, where there were only three at the 

same time in 2011. 

With each of his 10 primary recommendations, 

Waldron does a detailed analysis, explaining the 

state’s situation and a bit of background. He does not 

limit the discussion to firearms, either. One of his 

major tenets regards assisted-opening knives, such as 

those produced by Kershaw in neighboring Oregon. 

Such knives are popular with police and shooters, but 

under some interpretations, they would be considered 

“switchblades.” 

Washington has gun owners have long enjoyed 

minimum gun laws, with one of the more liberal 

concealed carry statutes in the nation, dating back to 

1935. The state was a preemption pioneer, adopting 

the first statute in 1983 and strengthening it in 1985. 

Florida, believed by many to have ignited the roll 

toward state preemption expansion, did not adopt its 

law until 1987. 
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Gun control has not had much traction in the 

Evergreen State since the disastrous 1997 attempt by 

Washington Ceasefire to pass Initiative 676, which 

would have given Washingtonians the worst gun law 

in the nation. However, a combined effort by the 

National Rifle Association, CCRKBA, and an 

umbrella group WeCARE (Washington Citizens 

Against Regulatory Excess) mounted a statewide 

education effort. Several newspapers opposed the 

measure and law enforcement lined up against it. In 

the end, the initiative was crushed 71-29. 

However, a series of Democrat governors and a 

Legislature controlled by liberal Democrats have not 

allowed pro-gun legislation to advance. Gun owners 

see a chance to change that in November, and they 

look at the next two years as being a window of 

opportunity. Thus, Waldron’s “road map” was born. 
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A “PROGRESSIVE”  PRO-GUN ROAD MAP 
The Washington state constitution contains one of 

the strongest right-to-keep-and-bear-arms provisions 

of any state.  Article 1, Section 24 states:  “The right 

of the individual citizen to bear arms in defense of 

himself, or the state, shall not be impaired, but 

nothing in this section shall be construed as 

authorizing individuals or corporations to organize, 

maintain or employ an armed body of men.” (The 

“armed body of men” clause was intended to prevent 

corporations from employing armed strikebreakers.) 

In fact, in the mid-1980s the Washington State 

Supreme Court noted that the constitutional right to 

bear arms was stronger in our state constitution than 

that recognized by the U.S. Constitution. 

For the past forty years the individual right to keep 

and bear arms — rarely challenged before then — has 

been subjected to an unrelenting series of attacks at 

the federal and state levels by a small minority who 

have the ultimate goal of banning possession of all or 

some classes of firearms. 

In District of Columbia v Heller (2008), the U.S. 

Supreme Court ruled that the Second Amendment 

affirms the right of the INDIVIDUAL CITIZEN, not 

subject to any militia service, to keep and bear arms.  

In McDonald v City of Chicago (2010), the U.S. 

Supreme Court extended that affirmation of the 

individual right under the Second Amendment to ALL 

citizens nationwide. 

Befitting its history as a “progressive” state, the 

following items are proposed as a truly liberal (in the 

classical sense) and progressive agenda to reaffirm 

and expand the rights of Washington’s responsible, 

law-abiding gun owners. 

1.         SHOOTING RANGE PROTECTION 

2.         VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTOR CIVIL 

LIABILITY PROTECTION 

3.         DEFENSIVE FIREARM USE CIVIL 

LIABILITY PROTECTION 

4.         UNILATERAL RECOGNITION OF 

CONCEALED PISTOL LICENSES 

5.         FIREARMS PREEMPTION 

ENFORCEMENT 

6.         BRANDISHING STATUTE 

CLARIFICATION 

7.         ASSISTED-OPENING KNIVES 

8.         USE OF SUPPRESSORS IN HUNTING 

9.         DENYING FIREARM RIGHTS DURING 

AN EMERGENCY 

10.       FIREARMS REGISTERED UNDER THE 

NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT of 1934 

Shooting Range Protection 
Loss of safe shooting ranges, typically due to 

growth and encroachment, is a major concern of gun 

owners, and should be a concern to the public at 

large.  Shooting ranges not only offer a safe place to 

shoot, but most also offer firearm safety classes, at 

low or no cost to the individual.  44 states have passed 

legislation protecting shooting ranges from nuisance 

lawsuits and other measures intended to close the 

range or limit their activities (“Well, yes, I heard the 

shooting when I looked at the home we were buying, 

but the realtor assured me the range was closing.”) 

The Washington legislature has passed range 

protection legislation TWICE in previous sessions, 

only to have it vetoed by the sitting governor (Lowry 

and Locke) after heavy lobbying by range opponents.  

A range protection bill (HB 1508) passed the House 

of Representatives this year on a 93-5 vote, only to be 

arbitrarily killed in Senate Judiciary by the committee 

chair. 

Volunteer Instructor Civil Liability Protection 
Several not-for-profit organizations offer free or 

low-cost safety classes on a wide variety of topics, 

with instruction provided by volunteer, unpaid 

instructors, among them Red Cross first aid classes 

and firearm safety classes.  These classes provide a 

clear benefit to the community at large, typically at no 

cost to the community.  A significant out-of-pocket 

cost for these instructors is insurance coverage to 

protect from nuisance lawsuits.  This cost, and the 
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threat of lawsuits, discourages many knowledgeable 

and qualified individuals from offering their service. 

Defensive Firearm Use/Civil Liability Protection 
Washington state law is very clear in defining the 

circumstances when lethal force may be used in self 

defense.  In fact, Washington goes farther than other 

states in providing reimbursement for costs of defense 

and other losses when an individual pleads not guilty 

by reason of self defense and who prevails with that 

defense at trial (RCW 9A.16.110).  Washington also 

acknowledges that “The legislature recognizes that 

RCW 9A.16.040 establishes a dual standard with 

respect to the use of deadly force by peace officers 

and private citizens, and further recognizes that 

private citizens’ permissible use of deadly force under 

the authority of RCW 9.01.200, 9A.16.020, or 

9A.16.050 is not restricted and remains broader than 

the limitations imposed on peace officers.” [1986 c 

209 § 3.]  Unfortunately, while a prosecutor may 

determine that the use of force was fully justifiable, or 

a jury finds the same, the “victim” (actually the 

perpetrator) can still sue the citizen in civil court for 

wrongful death or injury.  If the citizen was acting 

within the law, he or she should not be subjected to 

such unjust lawsuit. 

Unilateral recognition of CPL 
Forty-nine states currently have some provision for 

licensed carry of a concealed firearm.  Forty of those 

states recognize some or all of the licenses issued by 

other states.  In 2004, Washington passed a fairly 

restrictive reciprocity law that — at this time — 

recognizes licenses issued by 12 other states.  In 

comparison, eleven states recognize ALL licenses, 

and most other states with reciprocity laws recognize 

25-35 other states’ licenses.  The issue is not whether 

another states’ licensing provisions are a mirror image 

of Washington’s, but rather did the citizen comply 

with the law in acquiring a license.  The person to fear 

is not the person with a pistol in one pocket and a 

license in the other, but the person with a pistol in one 

pocket and NO license. 

Firearms Preemption Enforcement 
Washington was one of the first states to pass 

firearms preemption (RCW 9.41.290) in 1983, 

limiting the regulation of firearms to the state 

legislature.  By doing so, it eliminated a patchwork 

quilt of county and city ordinances that placed law-

abiding gun owners at legal jeopardy as they traveled 

across the state.  Unfortunately, some jurisdictions 

openly and knowingly ignore preemption, because 

there are no penalties prescribed, continuing to impose 

local ordinances.  It is time that we put teeth into 

firearms preemption and hold those political 

subdivisions — and the elected officials who pass 

these illegal ordinances — accountable for their 

actions. 

Brandishing Statute clarification 
Along with 43 other states, Washington does not 

prohibit the open carry of a firearm, provided the 

person in possession can lawfully possess such 

firearm.  RCW 9.41.270 prohibits the display of a 

firearm “in a manner, under circumstances, and at a 

time and place that either manifests an intent to 

intimidate another or that warrants alarm for the safety 

of other persons.”  The language “manifests an intent 

to intimidate” is fairly clear, and requires overt action 

on the part of the individual to show intent.  The 

language “warrants alarm for the safety of others” is 

ambiguous and requires no inappropriate action or 

intent by the individual.  In effect, “warrants alarm for 

the safety of others” is in the eye of the beholder (e.g. 

the complaining citizen or the responding police 

officer). 

This language has been been used by some police 

officers to arrest an individual who is doing nothing 

other than lawfully carrying a firearm in a manner 

visible to others.  Individuals have been charged, and 

convicted, of brandishing when no actual brandishing 

(threatening) has occurred.  This section needs to be 

amended to require clearly inappropriate or 

threatening behavior on the part of the individual. 

Assisted-opening knives 
As a gang activity control measure, Washington 

and many other states passed “switchblade” laws 

decades ago, banning the possession or carry of 

knives whose blades opened by spring pressure after 

the push of a button.  Since that time, a whole new 

genre of knives have been developed that fall under 

the “switchblade” definition, but that have wide 

legitimate application.  A knife can be a valuable tool, 

in some cases a life-saving tool.  And under extreme 

circumstances, the individual may not have both 

hands available to open a conventional knife.  

Assisted-opening knives are widely used by police 

officers, emergency technicians and military 

members.  Once again, this is a ban based not on anti-

social behavior, but the simple existence of such 

devices. 

Hunting with suppressors 
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Exposure to loud and sharp noise can and does lead 

to significant hearing loss.  This fact has long been 

recognized by the shooting community, and most 

ranges require hearing protection while using their 

facilities.  But hunters in the field are operating under 

different requirements, including the requirement to 

hear game — and other hunters — moving in covered 

terrain.  Firearm suppressors (silencers) have always 

been legal to own in Washington (and most other 

states), subject to passing a federal background check 

and payment of a $200 federal transfer tax.  But up 

until last year, Washington law prohibited their USE.  

In its wisdom, in 2011 the legislature repealed the 

restriction on the use of lawfully-possessed 

suppressors.  No prohibition should be placed on the 

use of suppressors in the field while lawfully engaging 

in hunting or related activities. 

Emergency Powers gun ban 
RCW 38.52 empowers the governor and certain 

local officials to suspend the rights guaranteed under 

Article 1, Section 24 of the constitution, specifically 

the right to lawfully possess firearms and ammunition 

outside the home during a declared state of 

emergency.  This fails to recognize that the potential 

threat of disorder may be significantly greater during 

an emergency, limited law enforcement assets will be 

critically overcommitted, and protection of life and 

property will fall more heavily on the individual 

citizen.  Citizens may be required to draw food, water 

and other supplies from a centralized distribution 

point, and are at great risk of having these life-

sustaining supplies stolen while returning home. 

NFA Firearms 
In 1934, Congress passed the first federal gun 

control bill, the National Firearms Act of 1934.  NFA 

1934 imposed severe controls on fully automatic 

weapons, on rifles and shotguns with short barrels 

(rifles under 16″, shotguns under 18″), on suppressors 

(“silencers”), and on certain other classes of firearms 

or weapons classified as “destructive devices.”   

Recognizing the unconstitutionality of passing an 

outright ban on any of these, Congress imposed a 

$200 federal “transfer tax” on such firearms and 

devices, effectively ensuring such weapons would 

stay out of the hands of “average” citizens.  In 

addition to paying the $200 tax, a citizen wishing to 

purchase such a firearm or device must undergo a 

comprehensive, fingerprint-based background checck 

by the federal BATFE.  At this time, a quarter million 

automatic weapons are lawfully possessed by U.S. 

citizens. 

Washington passed an outright ban on the 

possession of automatic weapons (with a couple of 

vary narrow exceptions) decades ago.  It was legal to 

possess short-barreled rifles and shotguns in 

Washington until 1994, when the state legislature 

slammed that door shut.  (Existing owners were 

grandfathered, as were the small number of 

individuals owning automatic weapons; there is no 

record that any of these federally-registered firearms 

have ever been used in Washington in a crime).  Most 

states allow these firearms, and there does not appear 

to be a problem with their misuse.  It’s time to restore 

FULL firearm rights to Washington’s law-abiding gun 

owners. The GunMag June/2012 

 

ATF pursues over 120 gun probes 

throughout Texas 
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 

Explosives (ATF) is reportedly pursuing 123 criminal 

investigations in Texas as firearms retailers have been 

complying with multiple sales reporting requirements 

instituted by the agency in four southwest states last 

year. 

According to the Houston Chronicle, ATF is "not 

looking at everyone who makes multiple purchases, 

but those who draw suspicion for other reasons, such 

as repeatedly buying the same guns." 

The investigations reportedly include a gun 

trafficking ring in Houston that involves 11 suspects, 

and one in San Antonio and Del Rio involving the 

purchase of at least 30 rifles, the newspaper said. 

Although the National Shooting Sports Foundation 

has filed a lawsuit against the reporting requirement, 

some Texas gun dealers reportedly go along with the 

idea, provided it helps put criminals behind bars. 

Quoting Houston gun dealer Jim Pruett, the 

newspaper said he does not mind the additional 

paperwork. 

Pruett, the owner of Jim Pruett's Guns and Ammo, 

predicted to the newspaper that "only the dumbest 

criminals would get caught." 

Houston ATF spokeswoman Franceska Perot told 

the newspaper that some would-be gun traffickers 

have been trying to buy guns at gun shows rather than 

risk being identified by the multiple long gun 

reporting requirement at retail stores. 

Meanwhile, NSSF is appealing a court ruling that 

came down earlier this year in their challenge to the 
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reporting requirement. A federal judge sided with the 

ATF. The GunMag June/2012 

 

Governor nixes gun ban plea 
Florida Governor Rick Scott has shot down a 

request by Tampa's mayor to allow local authorities to 

ban guns from the city's downtown during the 

Republican National Convention in August, according 

to Reuters news service. 

Citing Second Amendment protections in the US 

Constitution, Scott told Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn 

that conventions and guns have co-existed since the 

nation's birth and would continue to do so during the 

four-day event beginning August 27. 

"It is unclear how disarming law abiding citizens 

would better protect them from the dangers and 

threats posed by those who would flout the law," the 

Republican governor said in a letter on May 8. 

In a letter to Scott requesting the gun ban, 

Buckhorn said the Tampa City Council had banned a 

host of other items from the area surrounding the 

convention facility, including water guns, poles and 

pieces of wood. 

That city officials have banned other items is 

irrelevant, Scott said. The GunMag June/2012 

 

TSA `pats down' congressman 
If you've been hassled by the Transportation 

Security Administration (TSA) at some airport, don't 

feel as though you have been targeted; the TSA is 

very equalitarian. 

A TV station released a video in early May 

showing a TSA official aggressively patting down 

Rep. Francisco "Quico" Canseco (R-TX), according to 

Newsmax Wires. 

After the incident occurred in April, the 

congressman described it to Fox News, saying of the 

TSA official, "he touched me in my private (area) and 

it hurt." 

Canseco has called the TSA search of his body an 

"assault." 

The clips obtained by San Antonio TV station 

KENS 5 show Canseco pushing the TSA agent's hand 

away after the agent reached to examine between his 

legs during a pat-down, The Hill reports. 

In the video, after Canseco pushes the hand away, 

TSA agents and San Antonio police officers gather 

around him, and he is patted down by another TSA 

officer. After the second pat-down, Canseco 

proceeded to board his flight. 

Canseco says he was singled out for another pat-

down a week after the controversial incident and said 

that's "not a coincidence." The GunMag June/2012 

 

VA DOC appears too tolerant 
A Virginia corrections officer who left her gun and 

ammunition in a bathroom and then six months later 

fell asleep while on the job with a group of prisoners 

in a road gang remained a state employee for more 

than a year after the second offense, according to a 

Department of Corrections inspector general's report. 

In March 2010, Officer Elizabeth J. Rosenbaum 

left her gun belt—which included a .38-caliber 

revolver, ammunition, cellphone, cuffs, and pepper 

spray—on a table in the restroom at the Virginia 

Department of Transportation (VDOT) headquarters 

building, reported The Washington Times. 

She received a counseling memo but should have 

received a written notice for violating safety rules, the 

report said. 

Then, in September 2010, the same officer was 

working with a different highway crew, including 

prison inmates, when a few VDOT employees saw her 

sleeping in a chair. 

Offenders walked around her and at lunchtime one 

of them came within a few feet of her, according to 

the report. The crew reportedly had to yell at her to 

wake up before they left. 

June Jennings, the Department of Corrections' 

inspector general, concluded that if Rosenbaum 

received the written notice she should have after the 

incident with the gun, she likely would have been 

fired after being caught sleeping on the job. But her 

employment with the state did not end until Dec. 15, 

2011. 

The infractions are not the only incidents to happen 

recently within the department. An internal report sent 

in February to Ms. Jennings said that Correctional 

Maj. Everett Cox directed that a drunk officer be 

placed on duty in a supervisory master control role. 

The newspaper noted that Jennings issued a report 

last year saying that former Regional Program 

Manager James Burgess gave then-corrections Lt. 

Lara Smith a state handgun and shotgun without 

Smith's having completed the necessary training. 

Burgess' employment with the state ended May 3, 

2011, and Smith's the following day. The GunMag 

June/2012 

 

Cuba decries guns in luggage 
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Cuba has joined other countries complaining about 

US guns and gunowners. 

The communist island nation complained to the US 

about guns arriving in luggage checked at Miami 

International Airport, a recently published report in El 

Nueveo Herald said. 

State Department officials said the Cuban 

government had cited two such incidents in 2010, and 

a travel company official told the newspaper that 

Cuban officials told her there have been at least six 

such incidents this year. 

A State Department spokesman said that Havana 

had made no complaints about guns since the 2010 

incidents, according to Newsmax.com. The GunMag 

June/2012 

 

Actor supports gun ownership 
"Pulp Fiction" movie star Samuel L. Jackson has 

been left baffled by the tragic case of Trayvon Martin 

but insists Americans must retain the right to bear 

arms, according to Seven magazine. 

The action film actor branded the law that initially 

protected Zimmerman "bulls**t" and has called for 

tough penalties for those who kill—but he still 

believes in the Second Amendment to the US 

Constitution, which gives all citizens the right to bear 

arms. 

Asked if he still owns a firearm, Jackson replies, 

"Hell yeah. I'm not going to be the one without the 

gun when the people who have guns show up." The 

GunMag June/2012 

 

CCRKBA GRASSROOTS ALERT: Legislative 

Report 

By Tanya Metaksa (The GunMag June/2012) 

Federal Legislation  

Pro-gun 
   S.2205—The Second Amendment 

Sovereignty Act, prohibiting the Obama 

administration from using, “the voice, 

vote, and influence of the United States, 

in connection with negotiations for a 

United Nations Arms Trade Treaty, to 

restrict in any way the rights of United States citizens 

under the second amendment to the Constitution of 

the United States, or to otherwise regulate domestic 

manufacture, assembly, possession, use, transfer, or 

purchase of firearms, ammunition, or related items, 

including small arms, light weapons, or related 

materials,” was passed by a voice vote in the US 

Senate as an amendment to the FY 2013 State, 

Foreign Operations and Related Programs 

Appropriations Bill. 

S.2205 was originally introduced in March by Sen. 

Jerry Moran (R-KS) with co-sponsors Sens. John 

Boozman (R-AR), Mike Johanns (R-NE), Rand Paul 

(R-KY) and John Thune (R-SD). Sen. Jon Tester (D-

MT) was instrumental in helping Moran move the 

measure as an amendment to to the budget bill. 

The measure is the companion to an amendment 

offered by Rep. Rehberg during consideration in the 

House Committee on Appropriations. 

   The US House of Representatives passed HR-

822, National Right-to-Carry Reciprocity Act of 2011, 

by a vote of 272-154. This bill would allow those with 

Right-to-Carry permits to travel to any state in the US 

except for Illinois. HR-822 still awaits Senate 

consideration. 

In mid-March Sen. Mark Begich (D-AK) 

introduced S. 2188, a companion measure, with co-

sponsors Sens. Joe Manchin (D-WV), Max Baucus 

(D-MT) and Jon Tester (R-MT). 

HR-3594—Second Amendment Protection Act of 

2011, introduced on Dec. 7, 2011 by Rep. Joe Walsh 

(R-IL), currently has 33 co-sponsors. HR-3594 would 

prohibit any funding to the United Nations (UN) for a 

fiscal year unless the President certifies to Congress 

that the UN has not taken action to infringe on the 

rights of individuals in the US to possess a firearm or 

ammunition, or abridge any of the other 

constitutionally protected rights of American. 

S.5326—An amendment to allow citizens to 

possess firearms on Army Corps of Engineers Water 

Resources Development lands was added to the 

FY2013 Energy and Water Development Related 

Agencies Appropriations Bill. Additionally several 

other amendments have been added to S. 5326. These 

amendments include a prohibition on changing the 

federal definition of curios and relics as well as 

prohibiting a federal requirement that imported 

shotguns meet a “sporting purposes” test. The 

Rehberg Amendment, stopping the ATF from using 

federal funds to track multiple rifle buys that were 

purchased within five consecutive days in the four 

Southwestern border states, was added to the FY2013 

Commerce, Justice and Science House 

Appropriations Bill during the mark-up in the House 

Appropriations Committee. On the House floor the 

amendment was NOT removed even though the 

Obama Administration threatened a veto because of 
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Rehberg’s pro-gun provision. Other pro-gun 

provisions added to the bill include prohibiting: 

requiring physical inventories of FFL dealers; denying 

licenses based on low-business volume; requiring 

export licenses for goods valued under $500; denying 

funds for transferring firearms to drug cartels; 

transferring ATF to another agency, and denying 

funding for DOJ if it sends Congress false statements 

or documents or conceals information. 

The bill now goes to the Senate where a number of 

anti-gun zealots could halt its progress. 

  

Anti-gun 
   S.436, Fix Gun Checks Act, introduced by Sen. 

Charles Schumer (D-NY) would eliminate all private 

sales of firearms, expand the definition of persons 

prohibited from owning guns and end gun shows as 

they are currently allowed. 

Sen. Diane Feinstein (D-CA) has placed a hold on 

both S. 2188 and HR-822. This does not stop the 

Senate from considering these bills, but stops any 

unanimous consent on moving forward on the 

legislation without a vote. 

Pro-hunting 
   The US Senate reauthorized the Land and Water 

Conservation Fund after adding an amendment by 

Sen. Jon Tester to put aside 1.5% of the fund to secure 

public lands for hunting. This amendment is part of 

the highway bill, S-1813, that has passed the Senate. 

   HR-4089—The House Natural Resources 

Committee has marked up this bill that includes 

denying the EPA the ability to regulate “shot, bullets 

and other projectiles, propellants and primers.” It also 

requires Congressional approval for shooting 

restrictions on BLM lands and mandates that Federal 

land management agencies encourage hunting on 

federal lands. Finally it will allow hunters to import 

polar bear trophies that were taken before the polar 

bear was listed as endangered. After this bill passed 

the Committee the Obama Administration’s BLM 

announced that it would not close the Sonoran 

National Monument in Arizona to hunting. 

State Legislatures 

Check your state for latest updates 

Alabama 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned and no pro-gun 

measures were enacted. 

Arizona 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned and no pro-gun 

measures were enacted. 

Alaska 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned and no pro-

gun measures were enacted. 

Arizona 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned. HB-2640, 

stopping the Arizona Game and Fish Commission 

from restricting the magazine capacity of hunters’ 

authorized firearms, was signed by Gov. Brewer on 

March 23. Brewer has also signed HB-2728, a bill 

allowing hunters to lawfully use suppressors on 

firearms for hunting. SB-1241, a bill to stop the 

destruction of confiscated firearms, was signed by 

Brewer on April 4. HB-2457, allowing hunters to 

carry a handgun while hunting, has passed both 

houses of the legislature and is awaiting Brewer’s 

action. Brewer vetoed HB-2729, allowing concealed 

weapons in public buildings. 

Arkansas 
   The 2012 session of the legislature ended with no 

firearms measures being passed. 

California 
   Senate Resolution 10 supporting a re-enactment 

of the 1994 Federal “Assault” Weapons bill that 

expired in 2004 encourages the federal government to 

target “corrupt” gun dealers and asking the Congress 

to pass legislation to stem firearms being transferred 

to Mexico, passed the Senate Public Safety 

Committee 4-2. 

Assemblyman Portantino (D), the author of AB-

144, banning the open carrying of unloaded handguns, 

also introduced AB-1527, banning the open display of 

long guns in public, which was passed by the 

Committee on Public Safety. AB-2182, banning 

anyone from entering an airport if they had 

inadvertently brought a firearm into the airport, was 

pulled from the agenda. 

On April 24 the Senate Committee on Natural 

Resources and Water passed two bills: SB-1221 and 

SB-1367. SB-1221 would ban hunting bears and 

bobcats with dogs and is being supported by the 

Humane Society of the US (HSUS), a group dedicated 

to banning all hunting. SB-1367 would allow those 

archery hunters with a concealed carry permit to carry 

a handgun while archery hunting. 

At the same time the Senate Committee on Public 

Safety defeated pro-gun bills, SB-1567 and SB-1569. 

The Assembly Committee on Public Safety worked on 

AB-2182, arresting people who inadvertently bring a 

firearm through a TSA checkpoint and banning said 

person from entering the airport in the future, and AB-



2549, only allowing a law enforcement officer when 

they leave their agency to retain one of his/her 

firearms, while confiscating all other firearms. Both 

bills passed the Committee by a vote of 4-2. 

On May 7 AB-2333, a bill to impose severe 

penalties on BB guns, was passed in the state 

Assembly by a vote of 48-24. Another bill, SB-1316, 

imposing draconian rules on BB guns, pellet guns and 

even toy guns, was also introduced. 

On May 14 the California Senate passed SB-1315, 

a bill allowing cities within Los Angeles County and 

the County to ban certain toy guns, and SB-1366, 

requiring victims of gun thefts to report lost or stolen 

firearms within 24 hours of knowing the gun was 

missing or face a fine or jail time. SB-1221 has passed 

the Senate on a second vote of 22-15, while AB-2549 

could be brought up in the Assembly at any time. 

Colorado 
The regular session of the Legislature adjourned on 

May 9, however it has reconvened in a special session 

dealing with the budget that includes cutting the 

pheasant-stocking program. 

Connecticut 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned. 

District of Columbia 
   The District of Columbia, which banned 

handguns in 1977, has finally developed a gun 

ordinance proposal that may satisfy the Supreme 

Court’s decision in the DC v. Heller case.  

Florida 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. Gov. Rick 

Scott has signed HB-463 allowing members and 

veterans of the US military to get a concealed carry or 

firearm license regardless of age or US residency, and 

HB-5601, reducing the fees for concealed weapons 

permits. HB-313, to allow hunting on private land, 

was presented to the governor and he signed it on May 

4, 2012. 

Georgia 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. Gov. Nathan 

Deal has signed SB-350, requiring all law 

enforcement to return seized firearms, or if the owner 

cannot be located, sell them at public auction. 

Hawaii 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned, but HB-679, 

a bill to limit liability for firearms instructors, has 

passed the House and the Senate but with differing 

amendments. A Conference Committee reported the 

amended version on May 1 and on May 2 both houses 

concurred the next day. Gov. Neil Abercrombie has 

until June 15 to declare his intent to veto. If HB-679 is 

not on the veto list, it becomes law with or without his 

signature on July 10. 

Idaho 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. House Joint 

Resolution 2a, a right to hunt and fish Constitutional 

Amendment was passed by the Idaho House and 

Senate and will be on the ballot this November. 

Illinois 
   SB-681 passed the Senate on March 28 and then 

on May 9 it passed the House by an 89-28 vote. It 

allows an Illinois resident to buy ammunition through 

the mail from an in-state federal firearm licensed 

retailer or seller of ammunition. It now goes to Gov. 

Pat Quinn. 

SB-1034 that was originally an anti-drug bill has 

now morphed into an anti-gun bill as well. The 

Obama administration under the guise that Illinois law 

needs to be changed to comply with the National 

Instant Criminal Background Check (NICS) includes 

many anti-gun provisions. This bill appears to have 

momentum and be on a fast track towards passage. 

   Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s (D) proposed 

tax and registration scheme for handguns, HB-5831, 

would require a $65 registration fee for each handgun 

with a $25 renewal fee every five years. Emanuel has 

been twisting arms to pass HB-5831 as well as HB-

5167 that would implement a 2% tax on ammunition 

purchases. On Feb. 22, the House Executive 

Committee gave both bills a “do pass” 

recommendation by a 7-4 vote. The committee 

changed the registration fee to $25 per handgun and 

$20 for renewals. 

The Illinois House Rules Committee took up three 

anti-gun bills on Jan. 24 and passed them. The bills 

include HB-1294, banning many semi-automatic 

firearms including .50 caliber rifles and ammunition; 

HB-1599, that classifies many semi-automatic 

firearms as “semi-automatic assault weapons” and 

classifies any ammunition of “.50 caliber or higher” 

and “high capacity ammunition” and creates enhanced 

felony penalties for possession of these firearms or 

ammunition; and finally HB-1855, that will make 

victims of firearms’ theft criminals if they fail to 

report the theft “within 72 hours after obtaining 

knowledge of the theft.” Rep. Edward Acevedo (D-2) 

has introduced all three of these bills. 

Several more anti-gun bills have been introduced in 

the House: HB-3809, makes it a crime to transfer a 

gun to someone known to be a “street gang member”; 



HB-4149, requiring all private sales of handguns to go 

through an FFL dealer; and HB-4457 increases 

penalties for those carrying firearms without a FOID 

card. 

SB-3218, a companion bill to HB-3809, was heard 

in the Criminal Law Committee and was not approved 

by the Committee. SB-3320, repealing the Illinois 

Firearms Owner’s Identification Act, was introduced. 

The bill’s sponsor, Sen. Sam McCann (R), stated that 

the current law “just punishes the law-abiding public.” 

HB-148, a Right-to-Carry bill, is on the House 

calendar for consideration, but was postponed in 

February. Three more pro-gun bills are progressing 

through the Legislature. HB-4901, allowing an Illinois 

resident with a federal Curios and Relics license to 

own a rifle with a barrel under 16 inches, passed the 

House 96-7. The companion bill, SB-2539, passed the 

Senate on a 50-0 vote. SB-3533, amends the Wildlife 

Code to expand the definition of carrying “case” to 

include shipping boxes, firearms carrying box and 

other containers, passed the Senate 54-0. It is 

currently before the House Rules Committee 

HB-4819, allowing the use of crossbows for 

hunting, was to be heard by the Senate Agriculture 

and Conservation Committee on May 8. 

Indiana 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned. After an 

Indiana Supreme Court ruling that citizens could not 

legally resist illegal police entry, SB-0001 was 

introduced to correct the problem. On March 20 Gov. 

Mitch Daniels signed the bill into law. 

   SB-315, to reform Indiana’s charitable gaming 

laws to allow Friends of NRA fundraising events to 

comply with Indiana gaming statutes was signed by 

Gov. Daniels on March 16. 

Iowa 
   The state legislature has now finally adjourned 

for 2012, but the Senate leadership denied all gun and 

hunting bills opportunities for consideration. On May 

11 Gov. Terry Branstad announced that he will kill the 

Iowa Natural Resources Commission ban on the use 

of lead ammunition. In July 2011, the Commission 

snuck in the ban when it promulgated regulations for 

the dove-hunting season. 

Kansas 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. HB-2491, a 

bill to allow hunters, fishermen and trappers to carry a 

handgun for personal protection has passed and was 

signed by Gov. Sam Brownback on March 29. 

   S-380, a bill allowing crossbow hunting had a 

hearing on March 8. The House approved HB 2363, 

concealed carry reform bill, on March 12 by a vote of 

70-54. However when the Senate Federal and State 

Affairs Committee failed to act on HB-2363, the 

House amended HB-2363 with the language of SB-

394 and passed SB 394 by a vote of 70-52. SB-394 

was tabled in the Senate by a vote of 22-17, thus 

killing it for the session. 

HB-2788, prohibiting the use of taxpayer money to 

fund lobbying for or against a legal product, failed to 

be enacted 

Kentucky 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned. Gov. Steve 

Beshear signed HB-484, strengthening Kentucky’s 

concealed carry law; HB-500, reforming the state’s 

preemption law; and HB-563, adding a “fraudulent 

firearm” definition to the firearms code, on April 11, 

2012. 

On April 27 the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld 

Michael Mitchell’s right to keep a pistol in his 

personal vehicle parked in a parking lot at the 

University of Kentucky. Mitchell had been fined for 

being in violation of the firearms’ ban at the 

University. He first filed suit in Fayette County 

Circuit Court where summary judgment was granted 

to the University, but his appeal to the Kentucky 

Supreme Court reversed the judgment of the state 

Circuit Court. 

Louisiana 
On April 3, SB-303, a Constitutional Amendment 

that would provide the strongest and most 

comprehensive state constitutional language of any 

state, passed the Senate and the House could consider 

the bill at any time. Gov. Bobby Jindal has endorsed 

SB-303. 

Maine 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. LD-1603, to 

allow persons with concealed carry permits to keep 

firearms in their vehicles while parked in public 

parking lots, has been passed by the Maine 

Legislature and was signed by Gov. Paul LePage on 

March 20. LD-1859, emergency powers legislation, 

passed both Houses of the legislature and was signed 

by Governor LePage on April 12. 

Maryland 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. 

Massachusetts 
   A “Castle Doctrine” bill, SB-661, was introduced 

and a hearing was held on Feb. 6, but the Joint 



Committee has yet to act on the legislation and the 

reporting date was extended. 

Michigan 
   In 2011 the Senate passed SB-525, to ensure that 

Michigan right-to-carry permits do not expire before 

the county permitting board meets to authorize the 

renewal, by a 35-1 margin. SB-525 passed 

unanimously and Gov. Rick Snyder signed the bill on 

Feb. 28, taking effect immediately. SB-984, a bill to 

allow the purchase of long-guns from any state, has 

been referred to the Senate Committee on Outdoor 

Recreation and Tourism. HB-5225, a bill to eliminate 

Michigan’s redundant state handgun “permit-to-

purchase” law including the handgun registration 

requirement, and two companion bills, HB-5498 and 

HB-5499 also passed the House Judiciary Committee 

on May 24. 

Minnesota 
   Gov. Mark Dayton on March 5 vetoed HF-1467, 

an omnibus bill that included “Castle Doctrine” 

language, recognition of Right-to-Carry permits from 

other states, and “Emergency Powers” language. 

On May 3 Governor Mark Dayton signed HF-

2171, allowing the hunting and trapping of wolves 

and providing for youth firearm education. 

Mississippi 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned. Gov. Phil 

Bryant signed two pro-gun bills, HB-695 and HB-

455. HB 695, automatically recognizing valid out-of-

state Right-to-Carry Permits, while HB-455, removes 

the state record keeping requirements that duplicate 

federal records. A Constitutional Amendment, House 

Concurrent Resolution 30, protecting the hunting 

and fishing rights of state citizens, was passed by both 

houses of the legislature and now will be on the 

November 2014 ballot. Bryant also signed HB-353, 

making it a crime to knowingly deceive an FFL by 

initiating a “straw sale.” 

Missouri 
The Missouri legislature has adjourned. The 

following bills were passed at the last moment and 

have been sent to Gov. Jay Nixon’s office: HB-1647, 

lowering the age requirement from 21 down to 18 for 

active duty personnel to apply for a Right-to-Carry 

permit; SB-489, Right-to-Carry reforms plus allowing 

citizens to own auto-opening, switchblade knives; and 

SB-480, establishes an NRA license plate. 

Nebraska 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. On April 18 

Gov. Dave Heineman signed LB-807, a concealed 

handgun reform bill, into law. Previously on April 11 

Heineman signed LB-804, a bill to provide persons 

who use a gun in self-defense with civil immunity, if 

the person has been cleared of wrong doing through 

an investigation. 

On March 27 a pro-hunting constitutional 

amendment to guarantee the right to hunt and fish, 

40GCA, was passed by the legislature and it will be 

on the November ballot. One other pro-gun bill that 

has been introduced in the legislature is LB-785, a 

“Parking Lot” bill.  

Nevada 
   Although Nevada did not have a legislative 

session this year, in early May the Nevada Sheriffs’ 

and Chiefs’ Association added South Carolina to 

those states whose Right-to-Carry permits are 

recognized by Nevada law enforcement. The entire 

list includes Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, 

Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, 

New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island, 

South Carolina, Tennessee and West Virginia 

New Hampshire 
    The only remaining pro-gun bill is HB-536, a 

right-to-carry reform bill that has passed the House 

180-144 and was tabled in the Senate on a 17-7 vote. 

If the Senate does not act to reconsider the tabling 

motion, this bill will die on May 17, the end of the 

session. HB 536 did not eliminate the current carry 

law, but allows changes to the permitting system by 

allowing persons to carry concealed without a permit. 

Gov. Lynch (D) has vowed to veto this bill should it 

pass the Senate. Three pro-gun bills, HB 194, HB 

330, and HB 334 have been exiled to an interim study 

committee–killing them for 2012. 

New Jersey 
   On Jan. 30 the Assembly Law and Public Safety 

Committee held a hearing considering AB-588 and 

AB-1013. AB-1013 was passed by the Committee and 

referred to the Assembly Appropriations Committee. 

This bill criminalizes the use of a “defaced” firearm if 

it is used while injuring or killing a police officer. AB 

588, a ban on armor piercing ammunition, which is so 

broad that it would cover almost all ammunition 

including BBs and airsoft pellets, did not pass the in 

committee but was held for further study. 

New Mexico 
The legislature has adjourned for this session. The 

New Mexico Department of Public Safety (NMDPS) 

has just clarified what other state permits are 

recognized by the NMDPS: “New Mexico currently 



recognizes concealed carry permits from or has 

reciprocal agreements with the following states: 

Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, 

Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, 

Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, 

Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and West 

Virginia.” Senate Bill 26, repealing New Mexico’s 

law limiting the purchase of long guns to contiguous 

states, passed the New Mexico Senate unanimously 

and was signed by Gov. Susana Martina on March 6. 

New York 
   Micro-stamping legislation, AB-1157B, was 

passed by the Assembly and was included in the 

governor’s budget bill did not survive a budget 

compromise. Additionally, the state’s 10-year old 

CoBIS recording system for handgun cartridge 

samples was terminated in the budget that was enacted 

and signed into law by Gov. Mario Cuomo (D). 

North Carolina 
   The General Assembly convenes on May 16, 

2012. Because this is the “short session” year, no new 

legislation can be introduced, only bills that carried 

over from the 2011 session can be considered. Only 

one firearm bill can be considered and that is HB-111. 

HB-111 would allow Concealed Handgun Permit 

holders to carry into restaurants that serve alcohol. 

Oklahoma 
   HB-2322, allowing the open carrying of firearms 

on private property, passed both houses of the 

legislature and was signed by Gov. Mary Fallin on 

April 23. Gov. Fallin signed SB-1760, an emergency 

powers bill, on May 15 and it became effective May 

18. She has also signed SB-1733, improvements to 

OK’s firearms’ law and SB-1743, allowing the use of 

suppressors while hunting. 

Ohio 
   HB-495, a bill to reform Ohio gun laws, was 

heard before the Ohio State Government and 

Elections Committee on May 14. 

Oregon 
The 2012 legislature has adjourned. On April 11, 

2012, Gov. John Kitzhaber signed HB-4045, a bill 

that “authorized a person applying for concealed 

handgun license to limit ability of a public body to 

disclose records or information that identifies a person 

as applicant for, or holder of, concealed handgun 

license.” 

Pennsylvania 
   Two pro-gun bills, HB-1523 and HB-1668, have 

been introduced. HB-1523 is a bill to strengthen the 

pre-emption law by allowing citizens to sue 

municipalities that flaunt Pennsylvania’s preemption 

law when they pass more stringent ordinances. HB-

1668 is a reform to the firearms’ transfer laws to make 

them easier to understand. HB-1523 was considered 

by the House Judiciary Committee on Feb. 6 and 

passed 19-4. In March the bill was removed from the 

active calendar. Mayor Michael Nutter of Philadelphia 

and Mayors Against Illegal Guns are actively 

campaigning to kill the bill. On March 7 SB-1438, 

strengthening Pennsylvania’s preemption law and 

allowing firearms storage in locked motor vehicles on 

publicly accessible parking lots, was introduced. 

Rhode Island 
   HB-7605 and HB-7881, bills that change the 

firearms law regarding intent for juveniles caught with 

a gun, are scheduled for hearings in the House of 

Representatives. Current law requires that a juvenile 

with a gun must use the firearm, rather than only 

possess it. These proposed bills only require 

possession, thus leaving juveniles caught with a 

firearm being prosecuted even though there is no 

intent to “use” the firearm. SB-2573, overturning 

firearms pre-emption law, and SB-2582, the Senate 

versions of HB-7605 and HB-7881are awaiting action 

in the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

South Carolina 
A bill, HB-3665, to end the duplicative state 

licensing of FFLs, and HB-4494, to comply with 

federal statutes on buying long guns out-of-state, were 

passed by the House and sent to the Senate. HB-3665, 

however, was amended to keep the state licensing of 

FFLs and to allow Right-to-Carry permit holders to 

carry in restaurants that serve liquor. It was further 

amended on second reading to include language 

allowing concealed handgun permittees to carry in a 

restaurant provided they are not drinking alcohol. HB-

3665 passed by an 83 to 7 vote on March 28. 

South Dakota 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned and no gun 

legislation was passed. 

Tennessee 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. After all the 

drama, no gun bills were passed. 

Texas 
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission voted 

on March 29 to allow the use of suppressors while 

hunting game. 

Utah 



   The legislature has adjourned for 2012. Gov. 

Gary Herbert has signed HB-129, the right to defend 

one’s person and property; HB-117, allowing a person 

with a right-to-carry permit to carry a handgun while 

hunting; and HB-395, stopping the practice of taking 

away firearms rights from persons who have been 

accused of a crime but have not been adjudicated. 

Virginia 
   The legislature has adjourned for 2012. No anti-

gun bills made it out of committee. The following 

bills have been signed by Gov. Bob McDonnell: HB-

940 that repealed Virginia’s one-gun-a-month law; 

HB-20, adding lawful carrying and transport of 

firearms in an emergency to Virginia’s Emergency 

Powers Law; HB-754, a bill to deny localities the 

ability to require fingerprints on right-to-carry 

applications; HB-22, to make it more difficult to hold 

gun buybacks; HB-26, regarding failure to present a 

permit to a law enforcement officer; and HB-237 that 

transfers the background check from the Virginia 

State Police to NICS. On April 18 Governor 

McDonnell signed HB-375, prohibiting localities 

from enacting laws to prevent an employee from 

storing a firearm in a locked vehicle. 

Washington 
The legislature’s regular session has adjourned for 

2012. All bills that were introduced during the session 

have died with adjournment with the exception of SB-

6628, mandating mandatory storage requirements for 

gunowners. 

West Virginia 
   The legislature has adjourned for 2012. Gov. Earl 

Ray Tomblin has signed three pro-gun bills: SB-149, 

requiring firearm that are taken by law enforcement to 

be returned to their lawful owners or sold at auction 

with the proceeds to go to the government (currently 

all seized firearms are destroyed); SB-353, allowing 

Right-to-Carry permit holders to be exempt from the 

National Instant Check System (NICS); and SB-478, 

creating an apprentice hunting license for hunters of 

any age. 

Right-to-Carry reciprocity with Texas was 

recognized. WV has reciprocity with 31 states. 

Wisconsin 
   The 2012 legislature has adjourned. Gov. Scott 

Walker has signed AB-311, the Hunting Heritage Act, 

and SB-411, a bill to allow the hunting of wolves. On 

April 21, Wisconsin issued its 100,000th concealed 

carry permit since the permit process was initiated six 

months ago, 

Wyoming 
The legislature has adjourned for 2012. No pro-gun 

or anti-gun bills were passed this session. The 
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Did cities use public funds to support anti-

gun mayors group? 
Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

Several cities across the 

country allegedly hired 

“regional coordinators” in 

2010 for the anti-gun Mayors 

Against Illegal Guns, using 

grant funds from MAIG in addition to providing some 

public money for fringe benefits beyond the grant 

amounts, plus office space under a matching funds 

arrangement, according to a Florida-based gun rights 

activist. 

Sean Caranna, who writes an on-line column 

headlined All Nine Yards, told TGM that he stumbled 

across the grant program information while doing 

research for another project. 

As detailed in a memorandum of understanding 

(MOU) with MAIG, grant cities received varioius 

amounts, with the typical total of $75,000, which 

includes $60,000 to go toward salary and benefits and 

$15,000 covered some travel and office expenses. One 

city, Reading, PA, received $93,604, according to 

2010 tax documents obtained by TGM for an 

organization called United Against Illegal Guns 

Support Fund (UAIGSF). 

Caranna found several cities with such 

coordinators including Seattle, WA, Minneapolis, 

MN, Lewiston, ME, Orlando, FL and Milwaukee, WI. 

In the job description obtained by TGM, these 

coordinators were to actively recruit local faith 

leaders, domestic violence groups and “other partner 

citizen groups to support the mayors’ agenda.” 

“Recruiting 25 faith leaders who agree to regularly 

write letters or testify in support of coalition-backed 

legislation, and communicate with their congregations 

about the coalition’s agenda,” is also part of the effort. 

In addition, the MAIG regional coordinator would 

also reach out “to sportsmen’s organizations 

sympathetic to the coalition’s mission of keeping 

illegal guns out of the hands of criminals and 

terrorists.” This outreach effort would involve 

“recruiting a core team of 5-10 sportsmen who could 

testify at legislative hearings in support of legislation 

backed by the coalition.” 
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Under this program, recipient cities would be 

eligible for a follow-up second-year award in the 

amount of $75,000. 

Funding would be through the UAIGSF. TGM 

learned this organization’s president is John Feinblatt, 

longtime criminal justice coordinator for the City of 

New York. According to the New York City 

government website, Feinblatt “serves as the Mayor’s 

chief advisor on criminal justice policy and liaison to 

the state court system, and the city’s five elected 

District Attorneys and the state criminal justice 

system.” He has been mentioned prominently in gun 

control-related activities involving the Bloomberg 

administration. 

In at least one of the cities, Seattle, the grant 

funding ran out at the end of fiscal year 2011. 

According to a source in the city’s budget office, the 

Office of Intergovernmental Relations discontinued 

staff work on the statewide gun violence initiative. 

Grant funding is not available for 2012. 

However, the source said that the city “continues to 

support local violence reduction programs through 

other departments.” 

In Orlando, FL, the coordinator’s job, according to 

the memorandum of understanding with MAIG and 

UAIGSF, included assisting the mayor and city 

government in “developing and implementing policies 

to combat illegal guns.” Among those efforts were: 

 Working on local initiatives to combat illegal 

guns; 

 Coordinating with local police to gather data 

and educate the public about gun violence; 

 With the assistance of area experts, developing 

illegal gun and gun safety messages and events to be 

utilized by city-funded youth service agencies, and 

public housing sites; 

 Building the status of the City of Orlando and 

Mayor Dyer, as leader of the Florida Mayors Against 

Illegal Guns coalition, and as a statewide and national 

leader in advocacy efforts against illegal guns. 

But there was more. The Orlando coordinator was 

also to act as “a primary point of contact on gun issues 

for Florida’s” congressional delegation. The 

coordinator also worked with academic institutions, 

hospitals and medical organizations, individual 

doctors and city officials “to explore ways to develop 

illegal gun and gun safety research, reports and data.” 

The one thing made clear in the MOU is that “the 

person hired to be the coordinator should work 

exclusively on this project.” The document also makes 

it clear that “No portion of the UAIGSF grant may be 

used to support lobbying activities.” 

Another stipulation was that the coordinator would 

report to the police chief or a designee, but “On 

firearm matters, the coordinator will report directly to 

the mayor.” 

Reports of this MAIG coordinator project raced 

across the internet after Caranna’s initial blast. 

“Nobody knows that these people are out there, 

installed in these local governments,” he told TGM. 

In his on-line blog, Caranna described the 

coordinator project as “a great way to reduce overhead 

and be effective at running a national organization 

dedicated to infringing on the gun rights of everyday 

people all at the same time.” 

Not only does this get cities involved in paying at 

least part of the coordinator’s salary, he asserted, ‘it 

also embeds your people as leaders in city government 

so that you don’t have to lobby there.” The GunMag 
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5/15/2012 IAPCAR WELCOMES COSTA RICAN 

GUN RIGHTS ORGANIZATION  

BELLEVUE, WA – Pro Defensa of Costa Rica is 

the latest organization to join forces with the 

International Association for the Protection of Civilian 

Arms Rights (IAPCAR), which now boasts 22 

affiliated groups in 14 different nations around the 

globe. 

With member groups on every continent, IAPCAR 

executive director Philip Watson has been elated with 

the positive response the group has received. 

“IAPCAR’s steady growth has been a welcome 

sign among those that love freedom,” Watson noted, 

“it proves that people in every corner of the world 

believe in the right to keep and bear arms. Personal 

security and the defense of one’s home and family are 

values shared across international borders, regardless 

of nationality or ethnic origin.” 

“We are very excited to be the newest and proudest 

member of IAPCAR,” said Pro Defensa’s Miguel 

Cifuentes. 

Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the Citizens Committee 

for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, was 

http://www.thegunmag.com/
http://www.thegunmag.com/
http://www.saf.org/
http://www.prodefensa.org/


instrumental in creating IAPCAR, Gottlieb was 

pleased to have Pro Defensa as IAPCAR’s newest 

affiliate. 

“We are excited to welcome our friends from Costa 

Rica,” he observed. “Gun owners in Costa Rica are 

currently facing some tough regulatory actions on gun 

registration and severe penalties for improper 

registration, we can learn a great deal from each other 

in our effort to protect firearms rights around the 

world.” 

The United Nations prepares to consider an Arms 

Trade Treaty this July, placing many arms rights 

groups at odds with global gun control advocates. 

“IAPCAR will strongly oppose any UN treaty 

infringing on national sovereignty or individual gun 

rights,” noted Julianne Versnel, director of operations 

at the Second Amendment Foundation, the second 

influential group instrumental in forming IAPCAR. 

 

5/14/2012 SAF, CALGUNS FOUNDATION SUE 

OAKLAND, SAN FRANCISCO POLICE 

BELLEVUE, WA The Second Amendment 

Foundation has filed a federal lawsuit against the 

police departments in San Francisco and Oakland, 

California for refusing to return firearms to people 

who had been charged with crimes, but subsequently 

cleared of any wrongdoing. 

SAF is joined in the lawsuit by the Calguns 

Foundation and two private citizens. The case is 

known as Churchill, et al. v. Harris, et al. 

The police agencies apparently are relying on a 

state Department of Justice document that requires 

proof of ownership of each firearm before they are 

returned. But Don Kilmer, counsel for the plaintiffs, 

has noted that, "In California, the Evidence Code 

makes it clear that simple possession is proof of 

ownership of almost all types of common property, 

including firearms. The California Department of 

Justice is misleading police departments in such a way 

that they violate the rights of gun owners who were 

investigated and found to have not violated the law." 

"What the police departments are doing is a 

deliberate theft of personal property, and they know 

it," said SAF Executive Vice President Alan Gottlieb. 

"Our partners at the Calguns Foundation have 

properly argued that this is inexcusable, and they are 

right. 

"We saw this sort of property theft following 

Hurricane Katrina," Gottlieb recalled, "and we took 

that case to federal court, and won. Government 

agencies simply cannot seize private property and 

refuse to give it back by playing bureaucratic games." 

"Law-abiding Californians should not be forced to 

seek out expensive legal representation just to get 

back what is rightfully theirs in the first place," added 

Calguns Foundation chairman Gene Hoffman. 

"This cannot be allowed to continue," Gottlieb 

observed. "That's why we have taken this action, and 

we expect to prevail." 

 

5/10/2012 IAPCAR WELCOMES AUSTRALIAN 

GUN RIGHTS ORGANIZATION 

BELLEVUE, WA – The Firearms Owners 

Association of Australia (FOAA) has become the 

latest organization to join forces with the International 

Association for the Protection of Civilian Arms Rights 

(IAPCAR ), which now boasts 21 affiliated groups in 

12 different nations around the globe. 

According to IAPCAR Executive Director Philip 

Watson, the affiliation of one of Australia’s premier 

firearm owners’ groups with IAPCAR means there is 

now representation from every continent. 

“IAPCAR’s steady growth over the past two years 

has been gratifying,” Watson noted, “because it 

proves that firearms owners from every corner of the 

world believe in their right to keep and bear arms. 

Personal security and the defense of one’s home and 

family are values shared across international borders, 

regardless of an individual’s background or 

nationality.” 

Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the Citizens Committee 

for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, was 

instrumental in creating IAPCAR, and he was 

delighted that FOAA is now affiliated. 

“We welcome our colleagues from Down Under,” 

he observed. “Australian gun owners have had unique 

experiences over the years with firearms regulations 

and gun prohibitionists, and we can learn a great deal 

from each other in our effort to protect firearms rights 

around the world.” 

Timing of the announcement is important, because 

this boosts the influence of the international gun rights 

movement as the United Nations prepares to consider 

an Arms Trade Treaty in July. IAPCAR strongly 

opposes such a treaty if it infringes on national 

sovereignty or individual rights, noted Julianne 

Versnel, director of operations at the Second 

Amendment Foundation, which was also instrumental 

in launching IAPCAR. 

 

http://www.foaa.com.au/
http://iapcar.org/


5/8/2012 N. CAROLINA LETS EMERGENCY 

POWERS RULING STAND, ADDING 

ANOTHER SAF 2A VICTORY 

BELLEVUE, WA - North Carolina's failure to 

appeal a federal judge's ruling that struck down the 

state's emergency power to ban firearms and 

ammunition outside the home during a declared 

emergency adds one more Second Amendment 

victory to the court record being established by the 

Second Amendment Foundation. 

"When the anti-gun lobby claims that courts have 

not struck down any laws on Second Amendment 

grounds," noted SAF founder and Executive Vice 

President Alan Gottlieb, "they deliberately ignore the 

fact that the District of Columbia's handgun ban was 

overturned. Likewise, Chicago's ban was stricken by 

McDonald v. City of Chicago, as was the city's ban on 

gun ranges. Maryland's draconian regulations on 

concealed carry were struck down, and so was the 

Massachusetts ban on firearms ownership by legal 

alien residents. Part of Omaha's registration law was 

overturned, and now North Carolina's emergency 

powers gun ban has fallen. 

"All but one of those cases," he added, "were filed 

by SAF, and in the Heller case against Washington, 

D.C.s ban, SAF filed an important amicus brief." 

Gottlieb said North Carolina's decision not to 

appeal their loss, "frees the foundation to file more 

legal actions against cities and states that still have 

laws on the books that violate our constitutional 

rights." There are now at least six federal court 

victories to SAF's credit, knocking down laws that 

infringed on Second Amendment rights, and Gottlieb 

is confident more are coming. 

"The North Carolina case should send a message to 

other states and municipalities with similar emergency 

powers laws that violate civil rights that they should 

remove those restrictions immediately," he stated. 

"I want to thank our plaintiffs, our legal team, our 

staff and in particular, our members and donors who 

have made all of these victories possible," Gottlieb 

said. "Three of these victories, including Bateman v. 

Purdue in North Carolina, affirm that the Second 

Amendment doesn't stop at your front door, like the 

gun prohibition lobby claims. 

"Winning firearms freedom one lawsuit at a time is 

a long, slow and expensive process, but SAF is 

committed to it," he concluded. 
 
***The Second Amendment Foundation (www.saf.org) is the nation's 

oldest and largest tax-exempt education, research, publishing and legal 

action group focusing on the Constitutional right and heritage to 

privately own and possess firearms. Founded in 1974, The Foundation 

has grown to more than 650,000 members and supporters and conducts 

many programs designed to better inform the public about the 

consequences of gun control. SAF has previously funded successful 

firearms-related suits against the cities of Los Angeles; New Haven, CT; 

and San Francisco on behalf of American gun owners, a lawsuit against 

the cities suing gun makers and an amicus brief and fund for the 

Emerson case holding the Second Amendment as an individual right. 
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Jesse Jackson: We Are Going to 

March on Gun Shops 
Posted on June 5, 2012 by Cowboy Byte 

http://cowboybyte.com/8503/jesse-jackson-we-are-

going-to-march-on-gun-shops/  

Last night in Racine, Wisconsin, while demanding 

jobs for the unemployed, Jesse Jackson decided to 

slam job creating gun dealers and called for a march 

on gun shops all over the country.  “Guns out, jobs 

in.”  Jackson wants to get rid of the very thing that has 

kept the economy afloat during Obama’s presidency. 

The firearms industry has not only created jobs in the 

past three years but has also provided the government 

with a steady revenue stream. 

 

SEATTLE HAS GANG PROBLEM, NOT GUN 

PROBLEM, SAYS CCRKBA 

 

BELLEVUE, WA – Seattle’s recent spike in violence 

and murder has more to do with gangs and the 

tolerance of a “thug culture” than it does with firearms 

ownership, the Citizens Committee for the Right to 

Keep and Bear Arms said today, in response to a 

remark from a police official. 

 

Seattle Deputy Police Chief Nick Metz is quoted in a 

newspaper asserting, “A person who has a gun is more 

likely to use a gun.” 

 

But CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb retorted, 

“With all due respect, Chief Metz needs to say that to 

the more than 365,000 law-abiding gun owners who 

now possess active concealed pistol licenses and 

haven't fired a shot in Seattle or anywhere else, except 

in self-defense. He needs to make that assertion to the 

estimated one million gun owners in Washington 

State who do not deserve being lumped in with a 

http://www.saf.org/
http://www.saf.org/
http://www.ccrkba.org/
http://cowboybyte.com/8503/jesse-jackson-we-are-going-to-march-on-gun-shops/
http://cowboybyte.com/author/rhonda/
http://cowboybyte.com/8503/jesse-jackson-we-are-going-to-march-on-gun-shops/
http://cowboybyte.com/8503/jesse-jackson-we-are-going-to-march-on-gun-shops/


bunch of criminals who cannot legally own or carry 

firearms.” 

 

Seattle has had 16 homicides so far this year, about 

four times the number of killings at the same time last 

year. 

 

“It is easier to blame guns than to confront gangs and 

a thug culture that glorifies violence and disobeys 

existing gun laws,” Gottlieb added. “Suspects in two 

recent high-profile murders were both 20 years old, 

and by law, they could not legally carry the handguns 

they used, and Chief Metz knows it. 

 

“Law-abiding gun owners are not going to take the 

rap for Seattle’s gang violence,” Gottlieb stated, “nor 

are we going to stand silently while public officials 

blame inanimate objects for the cruel, vicious deeds 

committed by people who ought to be behind bars. 

Rank-and-file Seattle police officers are dedicated to 

protecting citizens and their neighborhoods, and they 

know who the real trouble makers are. 

 

“CCRKBA has always been willing to sit down and 

have rational discussions about how to address violent 

crime,” he concluded. “We would be delighted to 

work toward solutions that do not blame, or penalize, 

law-abiding citizens or seek to erode their firearm 

civil rights. The fact that our telephones have not been 

ringing off the hook with invitations of participation 

suggests that Seattle politicians are more interested in 

exploiting crime than reducing it.” 

 

PA STATE POLICE SUSPENSION OF 2A FOR 

PICS UPGRADE ‘INEXCUSABLE’—CCRKBA 

 

BELLEVUE, WA – A complete shutdown of the 

Pennsylvania Instant Check System by the state police 

for a period of 60 hours later this month for a system 

upgrade is “inexcusable,” the Citizens Committee for 

the Right to Keep and Bear Arms said today. 

 

“Closing down the background check system, and 

thus suspending all firearms transactions and 

concealed carry license processing simply allows the 

Pennsylvania State Police to obstruct the gun rights of 

law-abiding citizens,” said CCRKBA Chairman Alan 

M. Gottlieb. “We are not reassured by a promise from 

the agency that it will expedite this computer system 

update in order to restore service as soon as possible. 

Access to the computers for background checks 

should not be suspended at all. 

 

“Surely,” he continued, “the State Police can find 

alternate means of processing firearms transactions 

and permit applications while the upgrade is in 

progress.” 

 

The system is scheduled for update from 10 p.m. 

Saturday, May 19 to 10 a.m. Tuesday, May 22. 

Gottlieb said this highlights a problem with such 

systems when there is no backup. Authorities can 

literally suspend the Second Amendment by turning 

off a switch or pulling a plug, he observed, and use 

whatever excuse they want. 

 

“We live in an age when computer upgrades should be 

accomplished considerably faster,” Gottlieb said. 

“Locking down such a vital system that is important 

to so many Pennsylvania residents for 60 hours is not 

an ‘inconvenience,’ it’s an outrage.” 

 

Keystone State gun owners will hold their 7th annual 

Second Amendment Liberty rally tomorrow, May 8 

on the main steps in the capitol rotunda. This would 

be a grand opportunity for firearms owners to contact 

their state legislators, and the governor’s office, to 

express their dissatisfaction over the PICS problem, 

he suggested. 

 

“Since the last time this happened in 2007, 

Pennsylvania gun owners have been pushing for an 

end to the PICS system,” Gottlieb noted. “It is time to 

put the State Police out of the background check 

business, and turn over this important job to the NICS 

system operated by the FBI. They do their upgrades 

faster, and they deal with the entire country.” 

 

N. CAROLINA LAWMAKERS TRYING TO 

NEGATE BATEMAN RULING 

  

BELLEVUE, WA – The Citizens Committee for the 

Right to Keep and Bear Arms is alerting North 

Carolina gun owners that state lawmakers are 

attempting to pass a new “emergency powers” law 

that may be more restrictive than the one a federal 

judge just struck down. 

 

House Bill 489, according to Grass Roots North 

Carolina, would enable cities to restrict firearms rights 



in the home in emergencies, something they never had 

the authority to do. Attorney Alan Gura, who 

represented GRNC and the Second Amendment 

Foundation in the recently-won federal lawsuit 

striking down the state’s emergency power to regulate 

firearms in a declared emergency, says that anyone 

who tries to enforce a ban on guns under this new 

legislation would lose qualified immunity. 

 

The legislation, now in the Senate Judiciary I 

committee, establishes “dangerous weapons 

restrictions in emergencies.” 

 

CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb said the new 

proposal suggests that North Carolina lawmakers 

responsible for this bill “either simply don’t get it or 

they are determined to undermine a constitutionally-

protected civil right no matter what a judge says.” 

 

“The federal court ruled against this sort of emergency 

regulation, but the legislature is turning around and 

trying to pass an even more restrictive law,” he 

observed. 

 

CCRKBA is urging firearms owners to contact their 

state senator to oppose the measure. 

 

“Try to adopt bad legislation in an effort to replace a 

bad law that was struck down by a federal judge is not 

just bad policy,” Gottlieb said, “it is an egregious 

abuse of legislative power.” 

 

MI MAN DESERVES PRAISE, NOT FIRING 

FOR GIVING ‘FOUND GUN’ TO POLICE, 

SAYS CCRKBA 

 

BELLEVUE, WA – Wayne County, MI employee 

John Chevilott should be honored, not fired for 

turning over a loaded gun to the police that he found 

while on the job, the Citizens Committee for the Right 

to Keep and Bear Arms said today. 

 

“This man was fired by the Wayne County 

Department of Public Services for doing the right 

thing,” said CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb. “We 

are stunned that this situation has continued for two 

weeks. Wayne County officials need to correct this 

nonsense.” 

 

Chevilott found the gun while he was mowing the 

grass in the Brightmoor neighborhood, according to 

published reports. He picked up the gun, which had 

been damaged by a lawnmower and held it hoping to 

turn it over to the police, after he called to report the 

discovery. When police didn't respond, he kept the 

gun and drove it to a police station after his shift. The 

gun turned out to have been stolen in 2005. 

 

“The police reportedly commended Chevilott,” 

Gottlieb noted, “but his bosses fired him for ‘violating 

policy.’ Since when is it policy in Wayne County, or 

anywhere else, to simply leave a loaded gun lying 

around where it might be picked up by a child? Are 

morons in charge in Wayne County?” 

 

In addition to firing Chevilott, the county also 

suspended his supervisor for 30 days. The local labor 

union has filed a grievance on Chevilott’s behalf. 

 

“The policy Chevilott violated forbids employees 

from having weapons while on the job,” Gottlieb 

observed, “but that’s aimed at the carrying of personal 

weapons, not picking up loose guns found on the job 

and turning them over to police. It doesn't take a 

rocket scientist to see the difference, and for Mr. 

Chevilott’s bosses to take such an inflexible position 

suggests it is bullheaded stubbornness, and nothing 

else, that is guiding their decision. 

 

“Mr. Chevilott should be immediately reinstated with 

full back pay,” Gottlieb said. “He clearly exercised 

responsibility by taking that gun off the street. What 

he did demonstrates far more civic leadership than his 

bosses at Wayne County.” 

 

CCRKBA HITS CHINA HYPOCRISY ON 

CLAIM THAT 2A IS HUMAN RIGHTS 

VIOLATION 

 

 BELLEVUE, WA – When the People’s Republic of 

China accused the United States of violating human 

rights because of our Second Amendment, they 

voluntarily became the world’s laughing stock, the 

Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear 

Arms said today. 

 

China’s State Council Information Office in Beijing 

criticized the United States’ human rights record 

because of this country’s high level of firearms 

ownership. In their report, the Chinese alleged, “The 



United States prioritizes the right to keep and bear 

arms over the protection of citizens’ lives and 

personal security and exercises lax firearm possession 

control, causing rampant gun ownership.” 

 

An outraged CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb 

noted, “It’s appalling that the Chinese complain that 

our constitution and Bill of Rights allows wide civil 

liberties latitude, including the right to keep and bear 

arms.” He accused the Chinese of engaging in world 

class hypocrisy by complaining about poor human 

rights in another country. 

 

“The Chinese have hardly set a sterling example for 

protecting and advancing human rights,” he observed. 

“Perhaps what offends them most is that our Second 

Amendment was authored to prevent this country 

from going down the same road toward totalitarianism 

that rulers in the People’s Republic have embraced. 

We are not like China, and we will never be like 

China so long as American citizens retain their right 

to keep and bear arms, and they know it.” 

 

The Chinese also criticized this country’s crime rates, 

to which Gottlieb responded that in the United States, 

citizens accused of crimes have the right to a fair trial, 

legal counsel and judgment by a jury of their peers. 

 

“We don't imprison political dissidents simply for 

speaking their minds,” Gottlieb noted. “We consider 

people to be innocent until proven guilty beyond a 

reasonable doubt, not the other way around. We afford 

an array of legal rights to people accused of crimes. 

Of course we don't have a perfect system or a perfect 

country, but it’s better than all the rest. When was the 

last time we saw an American asking the Chinese 

embassy for political asylum?” 

 

IL GUN OWNERS SHOULD CONTACT 

ASSEMBLY ABOUT SB 1034 

 

BELLEVUE, WA – The Citizens Committee for the 

Right to Keep and Bear Arms is urging its Illinois 

members and fellow gun owners to call lawmakers in 

Springfield and warn them to not allow Chicago 

lawmakers and the State Police to hijack SB 1034, 

transforming it into a stealth gun control measure. 

 

The original legislation has been replaced by language 

designed to severely impair the rights of law-abiding 

Illinois firearms owners, including new residents to 

the state. According to our colleagues at the Illinois 

State Rifle Association’s Political Victory Fund, the 

legislation as currently written would: 

 

• Expand the list of disqualifying misdemeanors that 

would prevent an individual from owning firearms. 

Under this legislation, something as simple as a 

shouting match with one’s brother over a football 

game could result in a revocation of one’s right to 

own firearms. 

 

• Allow representatives for the gun prohibition lobby 

to testify against issuance of FOID cards to individual 

citizens. 

 

• Institute a 60-day “waiting period” during which 

new residents of Illinois would be prohibited from 

purchasing firearms or ammunition. 

 

• Require disclosure of your Social Security number 

to obtain an FOID card. 

 

• Require immediate notification of a residence 

change to the State Police, even though a resident has 

30 days to change the address on his/her driver’s 

license. 

 

“This legislative revision is the handiwork of Chicago 

anti-gunners looking to adopt onerous restrictions on 

the rights of law-abiding citizens to keep and bear 

arms,” noted CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb. 

“Illinois gun owners should use the vote on this 

measure as a litmus test for every state lawmaker who 

will be claiming to support the Second Amendment 

come the campaign season this fall.” 

 
 **With more than 650,000 members and supporters 

nationwide, the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep 

and Bear Arms is one of the nation’s premier gun rights 

organizations. As a non-profit organization, the Citizens 

Committee is dedicated to preserving firearms freedoms 

through active lobbying of elected officials and facilitating 

grass-roots organization of gun rights activists in local 

communities throughout the United States. The Citizens 

Committee can be reached by phone at (425) 454-4911, on 

the Internet at www.ccrkba.org or by email to 

InformationRequest@ccrkba.org. 

 http://www.ccrkba.org/ 
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**Alerts** 

 
Great Wins for Gun Owners in Arkansas, 

Kentucky GOA Impacting Races Across the 

Country 
One week after Richard Mourdock’s defeat of anti-

gun incumbent Senator Dick Lugar in Indiana, the 

pro-gun community is celebrating tremendous 

victories in U.S. House races in Arkansas and 

Kentucky. 

  

Tom Cotton, who was supported by GOA in his 

race, won a narrow victory in Arkansas’ 4th 

Congressional District. 

  

Tom is a Harvard Law graduate who, after 9/11, 

put his law practice on hold and served five years as 

an infantryman in the Army. A decorated combat 

veteran and constitutional scholar, Tom will be among 

the strongest Second Amendment defenders in 

Washington. 

  

In Kentucky’s 4th District, Gun Owners of 

America was the only national gun group to support 

Thomas Massie in the Republican primary. 

  

“I am proud to have the endorsement of Gun 

Owners of America,” said Massie. “Politicians often 

give lip service to the Second Amendment but then go 

off to Washington and vote to restrict gun ownership. 

I will always stand alongside groups like GOA to 

protect our rights.” 

  

We need leaders who have studied and understand 

the proper role of government, and who can 

effectively fight radical leftist politicians. Gun owners 

gained two such fighters in Tuesday’s primaries.   

  

Of course, both candidates still need to get through 

the general election, and GOA will be communicating 

with Second Amendment supporters in these districts 

about where all the candidates stand on the gun issue.  

  

We are also going state by state to get rid of the 

people who threaten gun rights and put fresh faces 

into the U.S. House and Senate, and in state 

legislatures as well. 

 

Texas Sends Two Pro-gun Constitutionalists into 

July 31 Runoffs 
Don’t mess with Texas! 

  

The Lone Star State is on the verge of electing a 

U.S. senator who may be as bright, conservative, and 

effective as any senator in memory.  

  

And, were this not enough, Texas may be about to 

elect a House member who will send House do-

nothings scurrying for the exits.  

  

The ground-breaking Senate candidate is Ted Cruz, 

who, last night, forced Texas Lieutenant Governor 

David Dewhurst into a runoff.  Dewhurst fell a few 

percent short of the votes needed to avoid the runoff.  

  

The Cruz-Dewhurst mid-summer runoff election 

on July 31 -- coming at a time when RINO 

Republicans won’t bother going to the polls -- has 

been described by the mainstream press as Dewhurst’s 

“worst nightmare.” 

  

Fighting to fill the seat vacated by Texas Senator 

Kay Bailey Hutchison, Cruz was endorsed by Sarah 

Palin, Rick Santorum and the Gun Owners of America 

Political Victory Fund.  

  

While Dewhurst concentrated on buying the 

election with $13 million from his immense fortune, 

Cruz appealed to voters by standing up for the Second 

Amendment and a range of constitutional rights. 

  

Cruz has also been an outspoken critic of Eric 

Holder’s Fast & Furious program. 

  

And, just as important, Cruz has the momentum -- 

almost overtaking Dewhurst in votes actually cast on 

Election Day, notwithstanding a heavily divided 

conservative field.  

  

But that’s not all. 

  

../../FOAC/FOAC/Publications/Articles/New/Gun%20Owners%20of%20America
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Former Congressman Steve Stockman -- who was 

the preeminent proponent of Second Amendment 

rights during his tenure in the House in the 1990’s -- 

is apparently headed for a July 31 runoff with a 

political novice to represent Texas CD-36 in a heavily 

Republican district.  

  

Stockman’s opponent in this runoff has 

consistently refused to turn in his GOA survey, and 

this is usually an indication that the candidate is 

hiding anti-gun views. 

  

As a Congressman in the mid-1990s, Stockman 

took the lead in the House in calling for the repeal of 

the Brady Law, the semi-automatic ban, and other 

anti-gun laws.  He would often confound even 

conservative colleagues by using GOA-arguments in 

closed-door meetings on Capitol Hill.  

  

There is no one -- no one -- on the political horizon 

that will be the pro-gun fire-breather that Stockman 

will be. 

  

And there is no one who will stand up to the 

compromising leadership in the House -- to oppose 

the sell-outs and “grand bargains” which will 

inevitably come, no matter who is elected president. 

  

But here’s the bottom line:  Ted Cruz and Steve 

Stockman need your help.  Both of these races are 

very “doable.”  It is a fact that the second place 

finisher often wins during a runoff election. 

 

GOA needs your help in several “hot” races across 

the country 
The victory in Indiana last week -- where Richard 

Mourdock defeated anti-gun incumbent Senate Dick 

Lugar -- was earth shattering.  The national media’s 

collective jaw dropped to the floor, and the political 

pundits in Washington are now wondering whose 

scalp will be next. 

  

Gun Owners of America was a huge part of that 

victory.  “I can’t thank Gun Owners of America 

enough for their early support of my campaign,” 

Mourdock said after the victory. 

  

However, we’re not resting on our laurels.  Richard 

Mourdock faces a tough general election and people 

need to know where he and his opponent stand on gun 

rights issues.  We are going state by state to get rid of 

the people who threaten gun rights and put fresh faces 

into the U.S. Senate.  

  

But to do that, we are going to need your help.  We 

desperately need to get the gun records of candidates -

- challengers and incumbents -- into the hands of 

hundreds of thousands of voters, and then to mobilize 

them this Fall. 

  

This nation needs effective leadership in the U.S. 

Senate -- statesmen, not politicians, who will be 

willing to buck even their own leadership in order to 

support the Constitution. 

  

Senate races where GOA will be involved include 

Texas and Utah.  With Dan Liljenquist in Utah and 

Ted Cruz in Texas, GOA will be highlighting the 

differences between them and their opponents so that 

gun owners can make informed choices. 

  

There are, literally, hundreds of races at the federal 

and state levels where GOA will be active.  But in 

order to be successful in exposing anti-gun candidates 

at all levels -- we are going to need your help. 

 

GOA Supports Ted Cruz & Steve Stockman in 

Texas 

 

Mourdock Defeats Lugar! GOA-endorsed 

candidate wins most important Senate primary of 

the year  
 “I can’t thank Gun Owners of America enough for 

their early support of my campaign.”  

Richard Mourdock, Republican nominee for U.S. 

Senate, after defeating Indiana’s Dick Lugar 

  

Gun Owners of America is today celebrating the 

defeat of the most anti-gun Republican in the U.S. 

Senate, Indiana Sen. Dick Lugar. 

  

GOA’s Political Victory Fund endorsed his 

challenger, Richard Mourdock, early this year and has 

strongly backed his campaign ever since. 

  

Mourdock, who is Indiana’s State Treasurer, is 

100% in favor of our Second Amendment rights and 

understands that gun ownership is a fundamental, 

individual liberty that must be safeguarded in a free 

society. 



  

But Dick Lugar, rated “F” by GOA, established 

himself as the most anti-gun Republican in the U.S. 

Senate by supporting waiting periods for handgun 

purchases, a ban on many semi-automatic firearms, 

and all of President Obama’s radical anti-gun judicial 

nominees. 

 

Plus, Lugar was the only Republican Senator to 

refuse to sign a letter opposing a massive UN small 

arms treaty. 

 

Without a doubt, Dick Lugar was one of the anti-

gunners’ best friends in the Senate. But he went down 

in defeat thanks to gun owners nationwide, who 

supported Mourdock with their contributions, and to 

the voters in the Hoosier State. 

  

Mourdock acknowledged GOA members for their 

support in his race. “I can’t thank Gun Owners of 

America enough for their early support of my 

campaign,” he said. 

  

GOA also wishes to extend a hearty “thank you” to 

all of its members and activists for helping take part in 

this important victory! 

  

There are many more battles we must win as we 

take on anti-gunners in both parties in primaries and 

in the general election.  

 

Two Representatives Looking to Neuter the NDAA-- 

Amendment would protect you from indefinite 

detention 
Representatives Justin Amash (R-MI) and Adam 

Smith (D-WA) are looking to fix one of the most 

troubling pieces of legislation that have passed during 

Barack Obama’s presidency. 

  

As you know, at the end of last year, Congress 

passed and Barack Obama signed a defense 

authorization bill which contained two very dangerous 

provisions. 

  

The first of these troubling provisions in the 

National Defense Authorization Act [NDAA] is 

section 1021.  It would allow American citizens to be 

arrested on American soil, detained indefinitely, tried 

in a military court, and deported to a Third World 

country for torture. 

  

And all of this could be done without a trial! 

  

An American could be detained if he “substantially 

supported” an individual who engaged in a belligerent 

act against the U.S. or its allies, whether knowingly or 

unknowingly.  Thus, if you were to sell a gun to a 

Timothy McVeigh, unaware of his intentions, you 

could have all of your constitutional rights summarily 

taken away by Barack Obama and Attorney General 

Eric Holder under the terms of this law. 

  

The Amash provision would amend section 1021 

by barring the U.S. military from putting any citizen 

into indefinite detention without a charge or trial. 

  

Another provision in the NDAA [section 1022] 

actually requires the military to put certain civilian 

suspects into military detention.  While the 

administration has waived this provision’s 

applicability to certain groups of people, the 

underlying law could still be enforced one day by the 

Obama administration (or a future administration). 

  

The Amash amendment would repeal section 1022 

entirely. 

 

Obama Administration Pushing UN Gun Control 

Senator Moran Bill Would Cut Funding of UN 

Small Arms Treaty 
Kansas Senator Jerry Moran introduced legislation 

to prohibit the Obama administration from negotiating 

away our gun rights as part of the UN Arms Trade 

Treaty (ATT). 

  

The ATT is a backdoor attempt to impose massive 

restrictions on U.S. gun rights.  While negotiations on 

the treaty are being held behind closed doors, it is 

certain to include language that will: 

  

 Require the registration and licensure of 

American firearms; 

 Ban large categories of firearms; 

 Require the mandatory destruction of surplus 

ammo and confiscated firearms; 

 Define manufacturing so broadly that any gun 

owner who adds an accessory such as a scope 

or changes a stock on a firearm would be 

required to obtain a manufacturing license; 

 Require “microstamping” of ammunition. 



  

The treaty could also be self-executing, which 

would mean that it would achieve its anti-gun 

objectives whether or not implementing legislation 

was passed by Congress. 

  

Some people think the U.S. would never sign off 

on such a treaty.  Well, think again.  

  

In 2009, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 

announced the U.S. agreed to negotiate on the treaty.  

  

That’s a shift from the Bush administration, which 

declared the ATT dead on arrival.  President Bush 

wouldn’t have delivered the treaty to the Senate for 

ratification, but Obama can’t wait to use this vehicle 

as a way to show his anti-gun base that he is doing 

something on the gun control front. 

  

GOA is continually briefing Senators on the 

dangers of this treaty.  We even have a number of 

Senators who have committed in writing to oppose the 

treaty.  

  

But one thing we fear is that the ATT is so massive 

(it would regulate everything from battleships to 

bullets) that many Senators may feel that the small 

arms portion is insignificant compared to the entire 

document. 

  

A number of Senators who purport to be pro-gun 

could possibly go along with the treaty.  It is also 

likely that no Democrat Senators – even those from 

so-called red states – will vote against the president in 

the months leading up to the election. 

  

All this makes the Moran bill vitally important.  S. 

2205 will not allow the Hillary Clinton and the 

Obama administration to even attempt to negotiate 

away our gun rights.  

  

The Moran bill is also a good test of which 

Senators are willing to stand against the president and 

oppose the ATT. 

 

Darrell Issa is a Constitutional and American hero. 

- Last week, Congressman Darrell Issa (R-CA) sent 

a 44-page memorandum to members of his 

committee outlining the instances in which Attorney 

General Eric Holder perjured himself before the 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, 

which Rep. Issa chairs.  

  

In the eyes of GOA’s membership nationwide, this 

signals that Darrell Issa is a Constitutional and 

American hero.  

  

Eric Holder and his subordinates in the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) 

have lied under oath.  In fact, they even sent a letter to 

the congressional committee investigating Fast and 

Furious (the gun running scandal between the U.S. 

and Mexico) essentially admitting that they lied. 

  

Appointees in the Obama administration such as 

Eric Holder, Hillary Clinton and Janet Napolitano 

have historically shown themselves to be radically 

anti-gun.  And the Fast and Furious debacle is just the 

latest instance of this.  That’s why pro-Second 

Amendment Americans need to join in the fight to 

help Issa get rid of Eric Holder as the Attorney 

General. 

  

H.Res. 490 is a resolution which sends a message 

loud and clear that Congress has lost confidence in the 

Attorney General.  Over 100 members of Congress 

have already signed H.Res. 490 (see the list here).  If 

your Representative is one of them, please contact and 

thank him or her for helping.  

  

If your representative has not signed on to H.Res. 

490, contact them and demand to know why he or she 

has refused to do so.  Ask your congressman if they 

are anti-gun or if they condone lying to Congress?  Do 

they condone the U.S. sending guns to Mexican drug 

cartels who turn around and kill U.S. law enforcement 

and Mexican law enforcement, which is exactly what 

has happened under Eric Holder’s watch. 

 

Boehner feeling the heat … time to keep the 

pressure on 
 

House Republican leaders sent a letter to Attorney 

General Eric Holder last Friday demanding that he 

fork over the thousands upon thousands of documents 

that the Justice Department has continued to withhold 

from a congressional investigative committee. 

  

In the letter, House Speaker John Boehner warned 

that the House will be prepared to “act to fulfill our 

http://capwiz.com/gunowners/issues/bills/?bill=61311701&cs_party=all&cs_status=C&cs_state=ALL


constitutional obligations” if Holder continues 

stonewalling Rep. Darrell Issa (R-CA), who is leading 

the investigation of Operation Fast & Furious. 

  

The “constitutional obligations” mentioned in 

Boehner’s letter could include holding Eric Holder in 

contempt of Congress, which could result in extensive 

jail time and hundreds of thousands of dollars in fines, 

considering that multiple charges are involved. 

  

Boehner’s letter -- which was cosigned by other 

top Republicans in the House, including Rep. Issa -- 

said the American people “deserve to know” how an 

operation like Fast & Furious could have continued 

for so long, and it demands a full accounting of “who 

knew of and approved an operation that placed 

weapons in the hands of drug cartels.” 

  

The letter states that Americans have lost 

confidence in the ability of the administration to 

police these abuses by itself, although it does not call 

for the Attorney General to step down.  Currently, 

more than 100 congressmen have called for the 

Attorney General to step down or be fired -- a move 

which is also supported by Gun Owners of America. 

  

Previous news articles have noted Boehner’s 

reluctance to push for contempt charges against Eric 

Holder.  And so it’s not clear whether this letter 

represents a change of heart, or if it’s simply “smoke 

and mirrors” designed to make it seem that the 

leadership is “doing something.” 

  

Either way, this is NOT the time to let up on the 

pressure. 
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NSSF June 4, 2012 
FIREARM SAFETY EDUCATION . . . With the 

support of Gov. Luis Fortuno, Puerto Rico launched 

NSSF's Project ChildSafe firearm safety education 

program on Thursday at a well-attended press 

conference at the governor's mansion in Old San Juan. 

Two of the governor's cabinet members took the lead 

in announcing the program -- Secretary of Justice 

Guillermo Somoza-Colombani and Secretary of 

Sports and Recreation Henry Neumann. Puerto Rico 

will distribute thousands of firearm safety kits that 

include a cable-style gun lock and safety education 

brochure free of charge to gun owners through 27 

shooting facilities on the island. In addition to the 

firearm safety kits, NSSF also provided Puerto Rico 

with additional safety literature and videos and child 

safety pledges. Spanish-language versions of the 

program's firearm safety literature have been added to 

the website projectchildsafe.org. 
 

24TH STRAIGHT MONTH OF INCREASES . . . The 

May 2012 NSSF-adjusted National Instant Criminal 

Background Check System (NICS) figure of 840,412 

is an increase of 20.6 percent over the NSSF-adjusted 

NICS figure of 696,947 in May 2011. For 

comparison, the unadjusted May 2012 NICS figure of 

1,305,392 reflects a 7 percent increase from the 

unadjusted NICS figure of 1,219,872 in May 2011. 

This marks the 24th straight month that NSSF-

adjusted NICS figures have increased when compared 

to the same period the previous year. 
 

RUGER RESUMES TAKING NEW ORDERS . . . 
Sturm, Ruger & Co. (NYSE:RGR) announced it has 

resumed the normal acceptance of orders from its 

independent wholesale distributors. In March, the 

company had temporarily suspended the acceptance of 

new orders after receiving orders for more than one 

million firearms in the first quarter. Said Ruger, 

"Demand for our products is very strong, and the 

current backlog remains significantly above year ago 

levels. Our production and shipments in the first 

quarter of 2012 increased more than 50 percent from 

the first quarter of 2011 and remain very strong." 
 

ATK RECEIVES $36 MILLION ARMY AMMUNITION 

ORDER . . . ATK (NYSE:ATK) has received a $36 

million order from the U.S. Army to produce 120mm 

training ammunition for tanks. Since 1980, ATK has 

delivered more than four million rounds of 120mm 

tactical and training tank ammunition to the Army, 
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Marine Corps and allied militaries. The work will be 

conducted at ATK-operated facilities in Minnesota 

and West Virginia. 
 

NSSF PAC THROWS SUPPORT BEHIND WALKER IN 

WISCONSIN RECALL ELECTION . . . The NSSF 

Political Action Committee has thrown its support 

behind Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker in next week's 

recall election. Walker faces off against his 2010 

gubernatorial opponent, Milwaukee Mayor Tom 

Barrett, who is anti-gun and a member of New York 

City Mayor Michael Bloomberg's Mayors Against 

Illegal Guns. Last year, Walker signed legislation 

making Wisconsin the 49th state to legalize the 

carrying of 

concealed 

firearms. Barrett 

opposed this 

legislation and has 

also been quite 

vocal in attacking 

the federal 

National Right-To-

Carry Reciprocity Act of 2011 (H.R. 822), calling it 

"ill-conceived." 
 

N.Y. GOVERNOR: POLITICS WON'T AFFECT 

FUNDING FOR GUN MAKERS . . . The New York Daily 

News reported that New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo 

said he has no problem giving economic development 

funding to New York gun makers that have opposed a 

bill for microstamping that he wants to see passed. "I 

don't think (the state) should be in a position of 

funding or not funding based on my political position 

on microstamping," said the governor, according to 

the Daily News. The newspaper reported that the 

Empire State Development Corp. has awarded more 

than $6 million to Remington and Kimber since 2009 

to upgrade their plants. The article added that Gov. 

Cuomo was not optimistic that microstamping 

legislation would be passed before the current 

legislative session ends. 
 

IS YOUR RANGE LISTED ON 

WHERETOSHOOT.ORG? . . . Listing your range on 

WhereToShoot.org is an extremely effective way to 

bring shooters to your shooting facility. Why? For 

one, listing on WhereToShoot.org -- North America's 

most comprehensive directory of shooting ranges -- is 

free. Second, the site is visited more than 100,000 

times a month by people looking for a place to shoot. 

Also, NSSF recently launched "Where2Shoot," an 

iPhone app that puts the range directory in the palm of 

your hand. An Android app will be available this 

summer. Not listed in the WhereToShoot database? 

Enter your range information now. If your range is 

already listed, please take the time to review your 

listings to ensure all information is up to date. 
 

U.S. OLYMPIC SHOOTING TEAM CONTINUES TO 

TAKE SHAPE . . . Sgt. 1st Class Daryl Szarenski of 

Alabama and Nick Mowrer of Montana will represent 

the U.S. in Men's 50m Free Pistol in London this 

summer after securing spots at the U.S. Olympic 

Team Trials. The trials are being held through June 11 

in Fort Benning, Ga. Read more. 
 

NSSF May 29, 2012 
CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS BENEFITS OF NSSF-

MEMBER RETAILERS . . . Firearms retailers enjoy 

many services and benefits as members of the 

National Shooting Sports Foundation, but perhaps the 

most important is an intangible -- helping to 

strengthen NSSF as the "Voice of Industry." To help 

support this respected voice and build its member 

ranks, NSSF is launching a new firearms retailer 

membership promotion emphasizing the benefits of 

membership with messages such as "We've Got Your 

Back" and "Preventative Medicine." The new color ad 

campaign will launch in industry trade publications. 

"Though they face many challenges, firearms retailers 

don't have to go it alone when they are members of 

NSSF," said Bettyjane Swann, NSSF's director of 

member services. "Their support adds to NSSF's clout 

whether it's inside the Beltway or in state houses 

across the country." As the trade association for the 

firearms and ammunition industry, NSSF works to 

promote a positive business environment for firearms 

retailers by engaging in regulatory, legislative and 

market matters that are critical to retailers' businesses. 

Knowing that NSSF is monitoring these areas allows 

the retailer to focus on core business functions such as 

in-store sales and service. Learn more about the 

benefits of being an NSSF-member retailer. 
 

ATF COMPLIANCE: FFLs DON'T HAVE TO GO IT 

ALONE . . . Did you know that NSSF offers federally 

licensed firearms retailers the opportunity to work 

with experienced advisors who, as former ATF 

officials, understand what it takes to stay compliant 

with ATF rules and regulations? This service is a key 

benefit available only to NSSF retailer members; it 
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alone can be worth the price of a retailer membership. 
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ATF-INDUSTRY MEETING . . . NSSF voting 

members on Wednesday met with ATF officials at an 

NSSF-sponsored ATF-Industry Quarterly Meeting to 

discuss important regulatory issues and developments. 

Acting Director B. Todd Jones and Deputy Director 

Tom Brandon joined the meeting. In his remarks, 

Jones stressed the importance of having a cooperative 

and collaborative dialogue between ATF and 

members of industry who play an instrumental role in 

helping ATF achieve its mission of protecting the 

public safety by reducing and preventing violent 

crime. ATF is focusing on a risk-based approach to its 

regulatory enforcement efforts. He noted that ATF is 

aware that its regulatory decisions have an impact on 

lawful commerce and that it strives to be mindful of 

that fact in seeking to balance its law enforcement 

mission and the needs of legitimate businesses in our 

industry. During the meeting, important issues such as 

the importability of shotguns, marking variances and 

ATF efforts to reduce NFA Branch delays occasioned 

by a large increase in the volume of transactions were 

discussed. 
 

LATEST ATF NEWSLETTER . . . In an effort to keep 

Federal Firearms Licensees (FFLs) abreast of 

changing firearms laws and regulations, the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) 

provides semiannual FFL Newsletters. Read ATF's 

May 2012 newsletter. 
 

LA. BILL WOULD SECURE FURTHER SECOND 

AMENDMENT PROTECTION . . . Louisiana's 

constitution grants each citizen the right to keep and 

bear arms and states that this right shall not be 

abridged, but concerns by some regarding future 

restrictions on concealed carry have prompted La. 

State Sen. Neil Riser to sponsor what he has called the 

strongest Second Amendment-supporting law in the 

nation. Senate Bill 303 is a proposed state 

constitutional amendment that would strengthen the 

state's declaration of firearm ownership and 

possession as fundamental right. The measure, passed 

earlier by the state Senate, was passed last Thursday 

by the state House and must now receive a majority 

when presented to the Louisiana voters in November. 
 

TWO STATES ADDED TO HUNTING WORKS FOR 

AMERICA PROGRAM . . . Coinciding with the 75th 

anniversary of the Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid in 

Wildlife Restoration Act, two new states -- Iowa and 

Missouri -- have been added to the award-winning 

Hunting Works for America (HWFA) program. They 

join existing state chapters in Arizona, Minnesota and 

North Dakota. Hunting Works for America is an 

initiative that was developed by NSSF in 2010 to 

forge an alliance between sporting organizations and 

the many businesses and workers whose livelihood 

depends on hunting to survive. Read more.  
 

CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM ACCEPTS 

NEARLY 4 MILLION ACRES . . . Secretary of 

Agriculture Tom Vilsack has announced that the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture will accept 3.9 million 

acres offered under the 43rd Conservation Reserve 

Program (CRP) general sign-up. The CRP is a 

federally administered wide-scale, voluntary program 

for conserving land and wildlife habitat. The 

conservation organization Pheasants Forever 

expressed both pleasure in the number of offers for 

CRP enrollment and concern about the significant 

decline of CRP acreage across the Northern Plains 

states. See Pheasants Forever's press release. 
 

NEW MODERN TARGET SHOOTER REPORT 

AVAILABLE . . . On the heels of the updated Modern 

Bowhunter Report®, NSSF has updated its Modern 

Target Shooter Report®. This 50-plus-page report 

consists of 2010 and 2011 consumer demographics 

and purchase habits on a wide variety of target 

shooting items from firearms and ammunition to 

targets and cleaning kits. The data is sourced from 

Southwick Associates ShooterSurvey.com consumer 

panel. The report is available to members for $50 and 

to nonmembers for $500. The report can be ordered 

online. 
 

7 REMAINING U.S. OLYMPIC SHOOTING TEAM 

SLOTS TO BE FILLED SOON . . . Twelve days of 

intense competition will result in seven athletes 

securing spots on the U.S. Olympic shooting team 

when the 2012 U.S. Olympic Team Trials for 

Smallbore (.22 caliber) are held May 31-June 12. In 

conjunction with the USA Shooting National 

Championships for Rifle and Pistol, nearly 240 

athletes will attempt to realize their Olympic dream at 

the ranges of the U.S. Army Marksmanship Unit at 

Fort Benning, Ga. 
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SPORTING CLAYS SHOOT RAISES $25,000 FOR USA 

SHOOTING . . . The Hunting Heritage Trust last 

Thursday pledged the majority of proceeds -- $25,000 

-- from its Jack Robertson Sporting Clays Invitational 

Shoot to USA Shooting. "USA Shooting is 

tremendously appreciative of this major contribution. 

The Jack Robertson Shoot is a quality event, and we 

are indeed proud to be selected as the major 

beneficiary of this year's shoot," said Buddy Duvall, 

executive director of the USA Shooting Foundation. 

Duvall participated in the event along with USA 

Shooting team member Caitlin Connor. 
 

KOENIG WINS 2012 BIANCHI CUP OVERALL TITLE 

. . . Doug Koenig claimed his 13th Overall 

Championship at the 2012 MidwayUSA & NRA 

Bianchi Cup competition in Missouri. Other winners 

were Rob Vadasz (Metallic Division), Vance Schmid 

(Production), Julie Golob (Women's), Adam Lennart 

(Senior) and Tiffany Piper (Junior). Visit the NRA 

Blog for reports on the competition. The Bianchi Cup 

is the NRA's national action-pistol championship. 
 

ANOTHER FINANCIAL BOOST FOR COLLEGE 

SHOOTING TEAM . . . Ecclesia College, located in 

Springdale, Ark., has received another financial boost 

to its shooting sports program. In January of this year, 

NSSF announced a Collegiate Shooting Sports 

Initiative grant of $10,000 to the college. Now, 

MidwayUSA Foundation and the Scholastic Shooting 

Trust have reported that the National Wild Turkey 

Federation has donated $20,000 to the school's 

shooting team. NWTF partners with the MidwayUSA 

Foundation to support high school and college 

shooting teams. Funds raised by the shooting teams 

are matched by the Potterfield family, founders of 

MidwayUSA. 

 

NSSF May 21, 2012 
Shaping Up for London U.S. OLYMPIC SHOOTING 

TEAM . . . Vincent Hancock, Cory Cogdell and Glenn 

Eller--some of America's top international shotgun 

shooters--nailed down berths on the U.S. Olympic 

Team last week and will begin preparing soon, along 

with other Team members, for the Olympic Games in 

London this summer. Also last week, three-position 

rifle shooter Jason Parker showed he was in top form 

by winning gold at the World Cup in Milan. The U.S. 

Team's final slots will be determined at the smallbore 

trials in June. NSSF, a major sponsor of USA 

Shooting, will bring you results of all the Olympic 

shooting events and, we hope, our medal winners. 

Also, to help you shoot like an Olympian, NSSF will 

be providing you with video tips from USA Shooting 

Team members in future issues of the Pull The 

Trigger newsletter and on NSSF's YouTube channel. 

Read more about the USA Shooting Team.  Shown 

abive: including Rachael Heiden (shotgun) and 

Amanda Furrer (rifle) 
 

SMITH & WESSON BOOSTS 4TH QUARTER SALES 

OUTLOOK . . . Smith & Wesson Holding Corp. 

(NASDAQ:SWHC) today boosted its sales outlook for 

the fourth quarter. The company said it now expects 

fourth-quarter net sales from continuing operations to 

be $129 million, up 28 percent from its previous 

estimate of between $113 million to $118 million. 

Smith & Wesson also said that its firearms backlog 

increased to $439 million as of the end of the quarter, 

up from $187 million at the same period last year. The 

company said the increases were driven by continued 

strength in orders across its product line, including 

M&P branded products such as pistols, modern 

sporting rifles and the new Shield. 
 

FREEDOM GROUP SALES UP 17% IN FIRST 

QUARTER . . . Freedom Group Inc. on Friday 

announced that first-quarter sales were $206 million, 

up 17 percent from $176 million for the same period 

last year. Net income was $6.3 million, compared to a 

loss of $9.5 million in the fourth quarter of 2011. 

Based in Madison, N.C., Freedom Group's brands 

include Remington, Bushmaster, DPMS/Panther 

Arms, Marlin, H&R, NEF, Dakota Arms, LC Smith, 

Parker, AAC, Barnes Bullets, EOTAC, INTC and 

Mountain Khaki.  
 

SPATE OF JOB ANNOUNCEMENTS WARRANTS 

REMINDER OF FIREARMS INDUSTRY JOBS FEATURE 

ON NSSF WEBSITE . . . The generally thriving shooting, 

hunting and outdoor trade is a bright spot in the 

national economy, and one example is recently 
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published job openings on NSSF's Firearms Industry 

Jobs page. Remember, NSSF's website always has a 

listing of job opportunities, posted by member 

companies and accessible to all website visitors. 
 

URGING ACTION ON RIGHT-TO-CARRY 

RECIPROCITY . . . Passed by the U.S. House of 

Representatives last November, the "National Right-

to-Carry Reciprocity Act" remains stalled in the 

Senate. Recently, Attorneys General from 22 states 

and the territory of Guam sent a letter to the bill co-

sponsors Reps. Cliff Stearns (R-Fla.) and Heath 

Schuler (D-N.C.) detailing their support for the 

legislation and urging the Senate to act. H.R. 822 

would allow any person with a valid state-issued 

concealed carry firearm permit to carry concealed in 

any state that issues such permits or does not prohibit 

concealed carry for lawful purposes. Urge your 

Senator to support H.R. 822. 
 

TRADITIONAL AMMUNITION AMENDMENT IN 

DEFENSE BILL . . . The U.S. House of Representatives 

last Friday passed the National Defense Authorization 

Act (H.R. 4410) that contained an amendment of vital 

importance not only to the Department of Defense but 

also to all gun owners, the firearms and ammunition 

industry and the nation's law enforcement agencies. 

The amendment, sponsored by Congressman Jeff 

Miller (R-Fla.), clarifies that the Environmental 

Protection Agency does not have jurisdiction over 

traditional ammunition containing lead components. If 

traditional ammunition were banned, its cost would 

skyrocket for all users, causing people to shoot and 

hunt less, thereby reducing funding for conservation 

and harm national defense as the ban would apply to 

the U.S. military. This is the second time the House 

has passed language to make it clear the EPA does not 

have jurisdiction over ammunition. 
 

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATORS TAKE TO THE 

RANGE . . . Last Friday the Gun Owners' Action 

League and the National Shooting Sports Foundation 

held the Fifth Annual Firearms Safety and Education 

Day for Massachusetts Legislators at the North 

Leominster Rod and Gun Club. Legislators, their 

families and staffs were invited to a day at the range. 

Without the generous support of industry members, 

this event would not have been a resounding success. 

A record number of attendees (over 60 legislators and 

staff), both experienced and first timers, enjoyed the 

opportunity to try their hand at various shooting 

disciplines ranging from trap and skeet to rifle and 

handgun. NSSF extends a special thanks to Federal 

Premium for supplying the ammunition and to Smith 

& Wesson, Kahr Arms/Auto Ordnance, and Savage 

Arms (all Massechussets-based firearm 

manufacturers) for bringing numerous firearms and a 

team of representatives. Also, a thank you goes to all 

the instructors for providing a safe and fun 

environment and the North Leominster Rod Gun Club 

for supplying first-class facilities. 
 

REP. YOUNG MEETS WITH ATF ABOUT BOUND 

BOOK REQUESTS . . . The Alaska Dispatch reports that 

according to a press release from Rep. Don Young's 

(R-Alaska) office, the congressman has met with ATF 

regarding Young's concerns about reports that ATF 

agents were requesting records from firearms dealers 

in Alaska. Federal law forbids the removal or copying 

of such material unless there's an official criminal 

investigation. Rep. Young reported that ATF Deputy 

Director Tom Brandon assured him that this is not an 

accepted practice and that ATF will remedy the 

situation to ensure this won't happen again. The ATF 

apparently is acting on a suggestion by NSSF that the 

bureau hold a seminar, according to Rep. Young, "to 

listen and work with Alaskan gun shop owners to 

make sure their questions are answered and all of their 

concerns are heard." 
 

SAVE THE DATE: IMPORT/EXPORT CONFERENCE 

. . . To help federal firearms license holders stay on top 

of and in compliance with the myriad federal laws and 

regulations, a joint presentation of NSSF and the 

FAIR Trade Group will take place July 31 to Aug. 1 

in Reston, Va. Keep an eye on your inboxes for more 

details coming soon. 
 

SURVEY: 80% OF DONORS BELIEVE HSUS 

DECEPTIVELY FUNDRAISES . . . HumaneWatch.org, a 

project of the nonprofit Center for Consumer 

Freedom, has released findings from a survey of 1,000 

self-identified Humane Society of the United States 

(HSUS) donors that found that 90 percent were 

unaware that HSUS gives just one percent of its 

budget to local pet shelters and 80 percent believed 

HSUS engaged in deceptive fundraising projects. Read 

more about this survey and watch HumaneWatch.org's 

online video, which parodies the deceptive 

fundraising practices of HSUS. 
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TEXAS EXPANDS USE OF SUPPRESSORS FOR 

HUNTING OF NON-EXOTIC GAME . . . Officials in 

Texas have adopted rules allowing hunters to use 

suppressors on their firearms effective Sept. 1, joining 

a growing list of states permitting this device on 

sporting arms. Sportsmen still will have to apply for 

specific permits for hunting with suppressors in 

addition to going through the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives' procedure for 

acquiring the actual hardware. The regulation was 

actually approved by the Texas Parks & Wildlife 

Commission on March 29, but the final rules are now 

being prepared for publication in the Texas Register. 
 

TEAM REPUBLICAN WINS 'TOP GUN' AT 

CONGRESSIONAL SHOOT-OUT . . . The Republic team 

of shotgunners outscored their Democratic 

counterparts last week at the Congressional Shoot-Out 

at the Prince George's County Trap and Skeet Center 

in Glenn Dale, Md. This year's event drew a record 

number of Congressional Sportsmen's Caucus (CSC) 

members. CSC Co-Chair and team captain Rep. Jeff 

Miller (Fla.), joined by his co-captains, CSC Vice-

Chair Bob Latta (Ohio) and CSC Vice-Chair James 

Risch (Idaho), accepted the trophy for Team 

Republican. 
 

FREE VIDEOS FOR SCHOOLS FROM NSSF . . . NSSF 

has emailed its annual offer to teachers to receive--

free of charge--its Conservation and Firearms Safety 

Education DVDs. The campaign is off to a fast start, 

with nearly 3,000 orders received so far. Teachers and 

students in more than 100,000 public, private and 

home schools have benefited from the important 

messages these videos deliver. The Conservation 

DVD and Firearm Safety DVD can be ordered online, 

and the three separate videos contained on each DVD 

can be previewed online as well. Read more on NSSF 

Blog. 
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NSSF Grant Helps Florida - PILOT PROGRAM LIFTS 

HUNTING LICENSE SALES . . . The Florida Fish and 

Wildlife Conservation Commission used coordinated 

e-marketing campaigns to boost hunting license sales 

by 4.2 percent last year, one of the largest increases 

demonstrated in test promotions funded by Hunting 

Heritage Partnership grants from NSSF. Florida 

worked on the project with Southwick Associates, a 

specialist firm in outdoor statistics, and to reduce 

costs, enhanced its messaging with existing video tips 

on hunting and shooting from NSSF's extensive video 

tips library. "These relatively low-cost campaigns 

were amazingly successful in motivating recipients to 

purchase or renew their hunting licenses," said 

Melissa Schilling, NSSF director of recruitment and 

retention. "NSSF will share this success with other 

states. 

 
OPPOSE EXPORT CONTROL AMENDMENTS . . . 

Outdated U.S. export regulations put the firearms and 

ammunition industry and many other U.S. industries 

at a severe disadvantage when competing with foreign 

companies. Export reforms are underway, but now 

some in Congress are trying to derail those much-

needed reforms by offering amendments to National 

Defense Authorization Bill (H.R. 4310).  NSSF urges 

you to call your member of Congress at 202-224-3121 

and tell him or her to oppose any amendments to H.R. 

4310 that would undermine the Export Control 

Reform initiative. 

 
IOWA GOVERNOR PROTECTS TRADITIONAL 

AMMUNITION . . . In a major victory for all Iowa 

sportsmen and the firearms industry, Gov. Terry 

Branstad signed an executive order Friday to remove 

the traditional ammunition ban in the state. Last 

summer, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources 

decided to implement the ban during the state's first-

ever dove season, but the ban was eventually delayed. 

Gov. Branstad came to the relief of hunters after 

inaction by the Iowa Senate on SJR 2001, a legislative 

resolution to rescind the ban. NSSF would like to 

thank all sportsmen and women for making their voice 

heard and Gov. Branstad and Senator Dick Dearden 

for their extraordinary efforts to protect sportsmen and 

the industry. 

 
CONN. LEGISLATURE PASSES BILL TO REMOVE 

BOUND BOOK . . . NSSF-supported SB 196 passed 

both the Senate and the House and is awaiting Gov. 

Malloy's action. This bill will remove the requirement 

that firearms retailers keep a separate bound book for 

the sale of handguns. This state law has always been 

duplicative because firearms retailers already must 

comply with federal requirements to keep a bound 

book for all firearms transactions and also to file 

every Form 4473 for 20 years. Fortunately, retailers 

will now be able to conduct transactions more 

efficiently. 
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CALIFORNIA ADVANCING ANTI-GUN 

LEGISLATION . . . With economic problems facing the 

state, the last thing legislators should be doing is 

trying to advance bills that will impact law-abiding 

retailers and sportsmen throughout California. 

Unfortunately, SB 1221 and SB 1315 are close to 

receiving a vote in the State Senate as early as today.  

SB 1221 would ban hunting bears and bobcats with 

dogs and represent yet another negative impact to the 

more than $4 billion dollar hunting industry in the 

state. SB 1315 would allow the County of Los 

Angeles, and any city within that county, to regulate 

and ban the sale of any BB "device" such as a toy gun, 

replica of a firearm or other device, effectively 

destroying California’s firearm preemption law. This 

would lead only to patchwork of firearms laws 

throughout the state. Please call and e-mail your state 

senator today and urge him or her to oppose SB 1221 

and SB 1315. 
 

UPDATE ON BOA ALLEGATIONS . . . In response to 

recent allegations that Bank of America has an anti-

firearms industry policy, NSSF investigated the 

allegation, including contacting the Bank of America 

to insist on a response from them to the allegations 

that it has a corporate policy of not doing business 

with members of the firearms industry. As we noted in 

our original statement on this matter, we are aware 

that many members of our industry have had 

longstanding banking and business relationships with 

the Bank of America and had reported to us that they 

had not encountered any problems with the bank due 

to the fact that their business was in the firearms 

industry. In a May 2, 2012, reply, the Bank of 

America said that though it could not comment on its 

relationship with customers, the company has not 

made changes to its policies. "I want to assure you and 

your organization that we do not have a policy that 

would deny banking services to entities because they 

are in the firearms industry," wrote Anne G. Pace in 

BOA's letter. 
 

MARCH 2012 FIREARM & AMMUNITION IMPORTS 

AND EXPORTS . . . NSSF reports that overall U.S. 

imports (in units) in six sporting arms and ammunition 

categories increased 15.9 percent in March 2012 

compared to March 2011. March 2012 imported units 

in tracked categories totaled 182.3 million, up from 

157.2 million reported in March 2011. For the first 

three months of 2012, total units imported in the four 

sporting arms categories rose 53.1 percent while the 

two ammunition categories increased 6.8 percent over 

the same time period in 2011. NSSF reports that 

overall U.S. exports (in units) in six sporting arms and 

ammunition categories increased 27.3 percent in 

March 2012 compared to March 2011. March 2012 

exported units in tracked categories totaled 113.1 

million, up from 88.9 million reported in March 2011. 

For the first three months of 2012, total units exported 

in the four sporting arms categories rose 14.0 percent 

while the two ammunition categories increased 2.0 

percent over the same time period in 2011. Additional 

firearm import and export data, including monthly 

historical data and charts for each category, are 

available to NSSF members by logging in and 

clicking NSSF Industry Research then Monthly 

Firearm Import Export Data 
 

FREEDOM GROUP NAMES CAMPBELL AS LEAD 

DIRECTOR . . . Freedom Group, Inc. (FGI) has named 

James Campbell to its board of directors as lead 

director. Campbell spent 10 of his last 30 career years 

as president and CEO overseeing a global appliances 

and lighting business. "As we continue to enhance the 

operation of our family of companies, Jim's 

understanding of manufacturing, product 

development, supply chain and quality control will be 

a strong asset," said George Kollitides, CEO and 

chairman of the FGI board.  
 

BLM TO ALLOW SHOOTING ON NATIONAL 

MONUMENT LAND . . . The Federal Bureau of Land 

Management last Friday said it would recommend 

keeping the Sonoran Desert National Monument area 

outside of Phoenix open to recreational shooting. This 

is welcome news since BLM had previously 

recommended to close the entire monument area to 

shooting, which would have put 90 percent of the 

public lands in a 30-mile radius surrounding Phoenix 

off limits to target shooters. Members of the federal 

Wildlife and Hunting Heritage Conservation Council 

recently met with BLM officials to express their 

concerns about the closure. "We appreciate them 

taking our concerns to heart," said NSSF President 

and CEO and WHHCC member Steve Sanetti. "It is 

our hope that this will help stop the steady erosion of 

availability of federal lands for recreational shooting 

across America." 
 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR NAMED FOR SCHOLASTIC 

SHOOTING SPORTS FOUNDATION . . . Dan Hathaway 

has been named executive director of the Scholastic 
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Shooting Sports Foundation, which oversees the 

NSSF-developed Scholastic Clay Target Program 

(SCTP). Hathaway brings more than 40 years of 

business experience in a variety of industries to the 

organization. SSSF is responsible for all aspects of 

SCTP, including participant registration, coaches, 

state coordinators, state and national championships, 

promotion, communications, websites, public 

relations and growth strategies. 
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$100,000 in Grants Available for Boy Scouts Councils - 
FUNDS WILL HELP STENGTHEN SHOOTING SPORTS 

ACTIVITIES . . . For the second year, NSSF will make 

available a total of $100,000 in challenge grants to 

encourage developing and expanding shooting sports 

programs at local Boy Scouts of America Councils. 

The challenge grants from NSSF are available to 

qualifying BSA Councils that plan to strengthen and 

increase their activities in the shooting sports. Such 

programs teach Scouts marksmanship skills, firearm 

and range safety, teamwork and fundraising. "Our 

challenge grant program extends our longstanding 

partnership with the Boy Scouts of America and 

presents councils with a great opportunity to teach 

Scouts about the shooting sports and safe, responsible 

firearms ownership," said Melissa Schilling, NSSF's 

director of recruitment and retention. "Target shooting 

is one of the most popular Scouting activities, and 

NSSF hopes even more Scouts will gain knowledge of 

the shooting sports by taking advantage of these 

grants." Applicants may view NSSF BSA Council 

Challenge Grant guidelines and application 

procedures at www.nssf.org/bsagrant. 
 

APRIL NSSF-ADJUSTED NICS BACKGROUND 

CHECKS UP 10.5% . . . The April 2012 NSSF-adjusted 

National Instant Criminal Background Check System 

(NICS) figure of 931,658 is an increase of 10.5 

percent over the NSSF-adjusted NICS figure of 

843,484 in April 2011. For comparison, the 

unadjusted April 2012 NICS figure of 1,416,074 

reflects a 5.7 percent increase from the unadjusted 

NICS figure of 1,339,673 in April 2011. This marks 

the 23rd straight month that NSSF-adjusted NICS 

figures have increased when compared to the same 

period the previous year. 

 

FIREARMS SALES SURGE IN WISCONSIN . . . Since 

the state's concealed carry law went into effect last 

November, permit applications and firearms sales 

have been surging in Wisconsin, according to a story 

in the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel. Steve Lauer, 

owner of Lauer Custom Weaponry, a manufacturer of 

firearms, coatings and accessories in Chippewa Falls, 

said, "It's incredible. We can hardly keep up." Use of 

the state's background check hotline is at record pace. 

Anti-gun groups trying to downplay Americans' rising 

interest in gun ownership use the weak argument that 

those buying guns in Wisconsin (and nationally) are 

simply adding to their collections, but Kevin Nugent, 

owner of the Shooters Shop in West Allis, says 

otherwise. "We're seeing a lot of new shooters and a 

lot of women shooters," said Nugent, whose business 

is up 20 to 30 percent. 
 

RUGER SALES JUMP 49 PERCENT IN FIRST 

QUARTER . . . Sturm, Ruger & Co. (NYSE:RGR) 

reported that first-quarter sales were up 49 percent 

compared to the same period the previous year. Said 

CEO Michael Fifer, "New product introductions were 

a significant component of our sales growth as new 

product sales represented $40.8 million or 37 percent 

of sales in the first quarter of 2012." Ruger's results 

again beat Wall Street expectations. The company has 

beaten the Zacks Consensus Estimate in seven of the 

last seven quarters. 
 

ATK SALES UP 12 PERCENT IN SECURITY AND 

SPORTING GROUP . . . ATK (NYSE:ATK) reported 

that fourth-quarter sales were up 12 percent in its 

Sporting and Security Group, which includes 

ammunition for law enforcement, military and 

sporting applications as well as optics, reloading gear 

and sport-shooting and tactical accessories. For the 

full year, Security and Sporting group sales were up 8 

percent compared to the previous year. As announced 

in February, ATK going forward will adopt a three-

group structure. The three operating units are the 

Aerospace Group, the Defense Group and the 

Sporting Group. 
 

TAURUS ACQUIRES HERITAGE MANUFACTURING 

. . . Taurus, well-known maker of firearms, has 

announced the acquisition of Heritage Manufacturing, 

Inc. of Opa Locka, Fla., manufacturer of the Western 

Single Action Revolver and other firearms. Read more 

about this development. 
 

PROPOSAL TO CITE HOLDER WITH CONTEMPT . . 

. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) last week circulated a 

draft proposal to hold Attorney General Eric Holder in 
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIokZ112rMFe3PDFmOuXYeP6hmeeYLDEwI_I21ul4B4ep9oI-H307tTEVVezHbCtheuM0Q3ZkUl1MLXXLGLqq8Y8GpBsjpmc1BcOAFfy71hThcyj_2h35VGxQ7Prb_7pKH4Tt40y84Tcj4fXcRRewhI-
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqMcLu-vMI9LWIGskjR57Myrn8HeUzFlR_Ezv8SrFkukLk1vKb61E_YbDObiHI93irM4VDde6ychh8c_K4KoAOFCCMzK_mrkHdJOn7E2zLxjtWv81Inz3NQVJq6VAe7k_w-P5z50-L6XsdCUebxous9fZUx0ODVAj8hu0xGvxKBRiCG8B5rlRJfEYlunWuw135cjHbU6fdICcnvgGxNHmim
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqMcLu-vMI9LWIGskjR57Myrn8HeUzFlR_Ezv8SrFkukLk1vKb61E_YbDObiHI93irM4VDde6ychh8c_K4KoAOFCCMzK_mrkHdJOn7E2zLxjtWv81Inz3NQVJq6VAe7k_w-P5z50-L6XsdCUebxous9fZUx0ODVAj8hu0xGvxKBRiCG8B5rlRJfEYlunWuw135cjHbU6fdICcnvgGxNHmim
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqSUN0CRHaArNmwk6zFD1fvPJKQUloh5BY46jN-hZP-0VjRQAZsROpFdDodSplZ40b7vCYwo94UcFoRtF0z-Xbz4r05XE7DBOe-o_zz4nn83mGvoZqjNZXJtDbPkeQRUQFwRaL0xbjDB6SJgYnzR7Bi
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqmpg0NvSDxkV60ChEPf7MFVghQTKcqSpEwwFDmVHDP0PZdyyWhvhCQFjBWtMXZjsKlvcYhOnB8STV6WsA8AJrDFDOLYRRDhGog0QZ849sy3ChIqXo3_xPTqRl5pC3fmjRda4p6PyEBdIbUjoLRMHcq
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqmpg0NvSDxkV60ChEPf7MFVghQTKcqSpEwwFDmVHDP0PZdyyWhvhCQFjBWtMXZjsKlvcYhOnB8STV6WsA8AJrDFDOLYRRDhGog0QZ849sy3ChIqXo3_xPTqRl5pC3fmjRda4p6PyEBdIbUjoLRMHcq
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIrYj_rFZ9eKSbJEAZMxCaKbYO8aFVOeNN69z5-BFmAEk2uOOqqeeWWefeS0ZkandmmkcOcVXalnOCN7rThelzBRKuLo9gMXu6_CwT40On0dtmcWcyEVftaCyoshWwUAjY_Qk3dbleW3aA==


contempt of Congress for failure to cooperate fully in 

the inquiry of "Fast and Furious," the mishandled, 

ATF-directed gun-trafficking scheme. In the 

document, Issa, who is chairman of the House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee, which 

is investigating the gun operation, charged DOJ with 

issuing false denials, misdirecting investigators, 

intimidating witnesses and withholding subpoenaed 

documents. According to a Washington Post story, the 

Justice Department disputed the accusations. 
 

NATIONAL TAKE YOUR DAUGHTER TO THE 

RANGE DAY . . . June 9 will mark the first annual 

national Take Your Daughters to the Range Day, 

presenting an opportunity for shooting facilities across 

the country to make a special effort to attract and 

perhaps introduce young women and their parent or 

parents to the world of shooting. 
 

ATF POSTS REVISED FORM 4473 . . . ATF has 

posted a revised Form 4473 to its website. This 

follows Open Letters published in December 2011 

advising Federal Firearms Licensees (FFLs) of 

upcoming changes to regulations relating to the 

definition of "State of residence" and the prohibitions 

relating to firearms possession by nonimmigrant 

aliens. The revised forms may not be used to record 

firearms transactions, however, until the two 

regulatory amendments are published in the Federal 

Register. Until then, FFLs should use the current 

Form 4473, revised in August 2008. ATF will send 

FFLs a supply of the new forms well before the 

effective date, as well as a notice of the effective date 

of the new regulations. NSSF will send class one and 

two FFLs the revised pages for its 4473 overlay to 

accommodate the amended regulations. All FFLs are 

encouraged by ATF to monitor its website for further 

information on this development. 
 

ATF COMPILES TOP 10 FREQUENTLY ASKED 

QUESTIONS (& ANSWERS) . . . The Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), in an effort 

to address the many telephone calls and electronic 

inquiries it receives, has compiled a list of top 10 most 

frequently asked questions and has provided the 

answers to those questions.  

http://www.atf.gov/firearms/industry/0501-firearms-

top-10-qas.pdf  
 

LETTER TO FFLS ADDRESSES A COMPLIANCE 

VIOLATION . . . An Open Letter from ATF addresses a 

situation that occurred in Miami where a Federal 

Firearms Licensee facilitated the licensed export of a 

firearm to a foreign buyer by checking in the firearm 

as luggage of the foreign buyer. The ATF letter points 

out that this would be a transfer under the Gun 

Control Act (GCA), thus requiring a Form 4473 and 

NICS check. The letter describes in more detail the 

Miami scenario and how the firearm could be lawfully 

exported without violating the GCA. 
 

ARMED CITIZEN ALLIANCE: OUTREACH 

ORGANIZATION FOR NEW GUN OWNERS . . . NSSF is 

proud to support the newly founded Armed Citizen 

Alliance. The ACA is the only national organization 

created for the sole purpose of assisting ordinary 

American citizens in preparing themselves for the 

responsibilities of armed personal and home defense. 

It is supported by a broad-based nationwide coalition 

of companies and organizations from the shooting 

sports and firearms community. The ACA has two 

core missions. The first is to provide the overall 

concealed-carry and personal-defense community and 

industry with an organization and a program to which 

personal-defense firearms customers can turn as their 

"first-contact" point for practice and familiarization. 

The second, and equally important, mission is to offer 

an attractive and easily accessible program to "draw 

in" new and inexperienced purchasers of concealed-

carry and personal-defense firearms through which 

they can become familiar with their personal- and 

home-defense firearms while having fun doing it. 

Learn more about the ACA at 

armedcitizenalliance.com. 
 

RICHMOND WINS DOUBLE TRAP GOLD AT 

WORLD CUP COMPETITON . . . Josh Richmond, of 

Hillsgrove, Pa., and the U.S. Army Marksmanship 

Unit, earned the gold medal in double trap on Sunday 

at the ISSF World Cup in Lonato, Italy. Richmond, by 

virtue of his performance in World Cups and as the 

2010 World Champion, has already secured a spot on 

the 2012 U.S. Olympic Team. 
 

OLYMPIC TEAM SPOTS FOR SHOTGUN TO BE 

DETERMINED IN TUCSON . . . The nation's best 

shotgun competitors will put years of hard work and 

training on the line May 17-20 in hopes of earning the 

right to represent the United States at the 2012 

Olympic Games in London. Olympic spots are 

available in women's trap, men's double trap and two 

in men's skeet. The trials for shotgun will be held at 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIrqLJZkwSXjitoPGXq_3bjPtqhuRPJ1La7b7kVSUZfSg0Hn3X6RdMzBMA-_BN5RWGFS6PORE4MNkwq3s120i7_Wqc3xAYXEL2TPa7rM6vmo46Pyq_JSBS3Ub84tBtAznIwpVVh9FXsmEqjmPh8F90GhWaHibY87mVJyy1lKVu4uev9yMfmiaXER05G0Usmoh3cGSF-sQSr-Mov5MnhJPnZwiL4eom2Hr46ETj_r3vJgJWCZNGntSEGdyRbJ71RKLSQyaCc1FwGP6VFOzwgH7cpUgB-AEZ8nLSA=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIoW1ypEJBs8Q0rcY4Wt7t--aAE2sIam2z5Mde9can-OvLVftFcAz6xSyg-LT2KxOaoPxu2WQ7nIrd0MWAWjHIhPpxShzy7NjOCEZSlWTJyZ-kemeb3dak07VPGDOpXjYWHCKOos9TS8vuxTkPT6A25qfklfj7winwk=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqHDGzZ75RlSBS5xJGPKJGMLEPFXkuf-6b-diD-JteR68gSBcwPGJWEhBKOIgHG-aSdZO016smkhZsbcolLnu8Whk0C4HmXqTeuMR_5hn_Xuh5l7F2QQarJgrm2mdMLcao=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIqpHoAF_DwKpJjWd760tIfhkT0-E1Huw8t4T7UUIGFx6dUgDoCid_0cx4caNXrrh7tM74zGkaKeiYboxW5iByKsHxk_xMeD2Zk5dcjjPJUcth9PFRGCUC0mZoer3Wm-Z_c=
http://www.atf.gov/firearms/industry/0501-firearms-top-10-qas.pdf
http://www.atf.gov/firearms/industry/0501-firearms-top-10-qas.pdf
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIo3g_38CoFx-qz-qIW8S9eTZn314RlrRiIu_iWGpDkGEfi3d_GxKFTwEiLGaN5KC9wsBPdrKu2wICa0ETqdXsPHArb6mO8B7H1ZwHJMs8masyvSWNiKyCVX4OD_06bP3txWbcChosa9fdZ_3JL0-pPaFxPbTUe2Hj4=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIoN3HzdRfgmL0kjrEEHqq2cxAxoJROAZct6elcKdXHHLi5EqjWhZiOnJdTAy2OLQbdU8GpkbX71p3BXynr6tJ-JmvQ1hElk6Peb7ccaVEdcFO_dU3aoutBg
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIp6T0Gm2qItsCj4FM39wZZN-MFUatxL69v2r--7Y3wHIM2iGnHtVFBMQEHAiMgxJehytWmv5Ix3YBAqTmQIh9eziS7WuqNiF90JM-rAxXW-4Wql6f6Ay8g5Uu-lXexgm4j-teY-mmdpqnUvRFegwT_qZl5TjLNFyJOdUN9dAW2ILmybUh5ez-djg31YYENEy1gnXtaRJZPkRA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIrQR2x1IIdYmo2AVaKO4sr3kUfKMHvA207Vtlm27878hoznhH0k88cl8UJgwMNTHr0rSTIxObGc5bD-K9FXEPM4tcmIa-BMe_Ce4aybdO_tH3rftVJ6Yqw0MhE21h0EV_lZxlHfoamKdLh7TPtjIN2vPuiWcezAjd9Vwxc0L4uCZkZKrZiQ6_FOyKH0ij8pS3u3x1Yp37Q16HaAshluXcciJye_sF9-oHC-pDpyUittRVrwmj3t_X5T


the Tucson Trap & Skeet Club, outside Tucson, Ariz. 

Kim Rhode (women's skeet) and Josh Richmond 

(men's double trap) have already secured 

"nominations" for the Olympic team. 
 

JACKSONVILLE U. SHOOTING TEAM ON THE 

MOVE, WITH CSSI SUPPORT . . . Jacksonville 

University, a relative newcomer to collegiate 

shooting, got a boost in its formative club stage with 

funding from NSSF's Collegiate Shooting Sports 

Initiative. Now, having climbed to "team" status, the 

Florida university's squad is facing high-level 

collegiate shooting competition--and distinguishing 

itself. At the ACUI Clay Target Championships in 

San Antonio, Texas, the team took third place overall 

in Division III, as well as thirds in both American 

Skeet and International Skeet. Next year 

Jacksonville's program will move into Division II 

competition. 

 

NSSF Bullet Points (above): 

 

================================ 

JEWS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF 

FIREARMS OWNERSHIP  
America's Aggressive Civil Rights Organization 

  

Why Jews Hate Guns - A Jewish Rabbi, working 

with a gun-law expert, has released a White Paper that 

claims to have identified the underlying causes for 

well-known Jewish hatred of guns and gun owners in 

America.   WorldNetDaily, in an exclusive, has 

released the paper prepared by Wisconsin-based Jews 

for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership, a 20-

year-old civil-rights group: read the White Paper here. 

 

"It's no secret that one of the largest blocs of people 

pressing for so-called gun control in America is the 

Jewish community," says orthodox Rabbi Dovid 

Bendory, the Rabbinic Director of JPFO. "This 

confounds many observers," he says, who would 

expect Jews, given their troubled history, to cling 

tenaciously to personal firearms and the right to self 

defense.  

"The most vigorous anti-gun-rights leaders in 

Congress are Jewish," notes the report's co-author, 

Bloomfield Press publisher and gun-law expert Alan 

Korwin, naming Charles Schumer, Barbara Boxer, 

Diane Feinstein, Barney Frank, Frank Lautenberg and 

Carl Levin, among others. "Why so many elected 

Jewish leaders are enemies of the very thing that helps 

keep us all safe was a mystery begging to be solved." 

Although this highly charged subject is rarely 

discussed publicly, it is on the front burner for a 

controversial organization like JPFO, which bills itself 

as "America's most aggressive defender of gun 

rights," and is open to membership from all faiths. 

JPFO was responsible for the ground-breaking expose 

"No Guns For Negroes," documenting the systematic 

racist roots of gun control from the Civil War to 

modern times.  

 

No Compromise Against Gun Control 
Here is an article from the past, circa 2009, we'd 

like to bring to the surface again. Our late Founder 

Aaron Zelman was interviewed by John F. McManus, 

President of the John Birch Society, and answered a 

series of questions, including JPFO's mission, how he 

got involved, aspects of 'gun control' and other issues. 

 

There is little at all in this interesting article that 

one could see as being dated - it is still totally relevant 

to the present day. Aaron's words endure, and we 

remember him with great affection. 

 

McManus: What is your organization’s main goal? 

 

Aaron Zelman: Our main goal is to destroy gun 

control. We are an organization that believes we have 

the moral authority to point out to the rest of the world 

the evils that have come from gun control and how 

humanity has suffered because of gun-control 

schemes. 

 

McManus: Are people who aren’t Jewish 

members of your organization? 

 

Zelman: We have members of our organization 

that have told us they are not Jewish. We don’t ask 

people what their religion is. And we are not an 

organization that is preaching religion to anybody. 

We think the history of gun-control schemes has 

been so harmful to Jews that we have the moral 

authority to speak out. We welcome anybody who 

accepts the JPFO position that gun control must be 

destroyed. 

We’re not interested in compromise. We are only 

interested in the destruction of something we consider 

to be a very evil and deadly policy known as gun 

control. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIr3nl0iVqSVv1cPRi7d-d36fJH4D4SWvy-E2LRy4PrFSOHz5wlCkQrc3gHGggDZO6ILCELCjR4w7yd6g_joOedR9xBd1q_IgNlGLOVRf9kixw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001di4Plcg4QIr3nl0iVqSVv1cPRi7d-d36fJH4D4SWvy-E2LRy4PrFSOHz5wlCkQrc3gHGggDZO6ILCELCjR4w7yd6g_joOedR9xBd1q_IgNlGLOVRf9kixw==
http://www.nssf.org/
http://www.jpfo.org/
http://www.jpfo.org/
http://jpfo.org/articles-assd02/why-jews-hate-guns.htm
http://www.jbs.org/


 

McManus: How did you become involved in 

something like this? 

 

Zelman: Well, I’ve been involved in promoting 

gun ownership because of my family history to some 

degree. When my father was about six months old, his 

family had to leave the Ukraine in Russia because 

Stalin came to power. Stalin was not interested in 

kulaks owning land. 

And so they lost everything they had, essentially, 

and fled to Canada where my dad was raised and 

served in the Canadian Army during World War II. 

So, I learned at a very, very early age what happens 

when you can’t defend your life against a government 

gone bad. 

 

McManus: Could you give us some examples of 

what has happened in other nations where gun control 

was in place? 

 

Zelman: Well, there are several. Why don’t we 

start with the film we created called Innocents 

Betrayed? The film shows the history of and the 

connection between gun registration, confiscation, and 

how a police state is able to come about. It shows how 

the police state can target individuals they don’t want 

to live and murder them — otherwise known as 

genocide. 

 

McManus: Where has this happened? 

 

Zelman: Historically it happened in Turkey, 

known as the Armenian Genocide, and then, of 

course, in China, Russia, Germany, Cambodia, 

Rwanda, Uganda, and even now in Darfur. 

 

McManus: You’ve actually obtained some of the 

documents from these different countries, and you’ve 

translated them so that we who read only English can 

read them? 

 

Zelman: A number of years ago we started this 

project of trying to find out if there was a connection 

among governments and if governments did the same 

thing. As we put it, these folks all go to the same 

dictators’ school. Indeed, there is a connection 

because there is a pattern. 

They realize they can’t stay in power if the 

peasants have pitchforks and can march on the gates 

of the city. The way to bring about a dictatorship or 

police state is to make sure the people are disarmed. 

 

McManus: I understand you have done work 

showing the source of the 1968 gun law here in the 

United States. 

 

Zelman: The 1968 Gun Control Act, as we know it 

today, became law during the Johnson administration. 

The history behind the 1968 act is indeed fascinating. 

The author of the federal Gun Control Act, Senator 

Thomas Dodd, was an attorney with the U.S. Justice 

Department at Nuremburg. He obtained the 

Reichsgesetzblatt, which is the German equivalent of 

our Federal Register. He was able to use the German 

gun-control laws after giving them to the Library of 

Congress to translate for him. They did indeed 

translate the laws for him, and that was the model, the 

basis, for the 1968 Gun Control Act in America. (See 

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/GCA_68.htm) 

 

McManus: Many Americans believe that it is the 

duty of police to protect them. Comment? 

 

Zelman: The police do not have a duty to protect 

individuals. The shield on the side of the car may say 

“to protect and serve,” but the reality is, and by state 

law and the state statutes and case law, you do not 

have a right to police protection. 

We have a book we publish entitled Dial 911 and 

Die. It’s written by an attorney named Richard 

Stevens. The book details laws in every single state in 

the Union, the state statutes as well as case law, 

concerning calling 911. 

You can sue the police if they fail to protect you, 

and your heirs can sue the police if you die during a 

criminal’s attack on you, but you won’t accomplish 

anything because the judge will finally tell you that 

there is no duty for the police to protect an individual 

unless there’s been a prior agreement that they will 

offer you protection. 

If you’ve been an informant for the police, if you 

are involved in some type of work for the police 

where the police are not able to protect you, if it’s 

dangerous work, you are entitled. But short of that the 

police have no duty to protect you. 

 

McManus: Could you tell us about “Goody 

Guns”? 

 

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/GCA_68.htm
http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/GCA_68.htm


Zelman: Goody Guns is a program we started to 

save our children from the clutches of the gun 

prohibitionists in the public school system. Goody 

Guns are cookie cutters in the shape of revolvers or 

pistols, and the purpose of using them as you bake 

cookies for your children, or grandchildren, is to teach 

them firearm safety while they are eating their cookie. 

You tell them to eat the cookie from the back of the 

gun where the handle is to the front of the gun where 

the muzzle is. And so they learn an important fact on 

firearms safety — controlling where the muzzle is 

pointed. You start early with the Goody Guns, and by 

the time they get to the public school system and they 

hear all the propaganda about guns being bad, they 

will know better. 

When we first introduced Goody Guns, gun 

prohibitionists had a conniption fit because they knew 

the psychology behind our program. They realized 

they can’t get into your home when the kid is two 

years old; they have to wait until your child is six 

years old in the school system, and by then they’ve 

lost. 

Once Goody Guns went up on the Internet, 

everybody knew about it. We had, concerning Goody 

Guns, a call from a television station in England that 

was producing a program on guns in America. And 

they were curious about Goody Guns. 

The person who called me wanted to know what 

the rationale behind Goody Guns was, and I sensed 

from the way she was asking the questions that she 

was trying to figure out a way to maneuver something 

to cause us a problem. Finally, she acknowledged, 

after we were almost done, that this was very clever 

and would probably be very effective. End of 

conversation. She put the phone down. 

 

McManus: Have you been blasted by the media 

for this? 

 

Zelman: Well, the media is being true to form. 

They want to ignore anything that JPFO does. But the 

gun prohibitionists remain incensed. They had to 

speak out against it. 

 

McManus: What’s the greatest threat on the 

horizon right now for the right to keep and bear arms? 

 

Zelman: I think there are numerous threats, but 

one is that the American public really doesn’t 

understand a need for an armed citizenry. Our country 

became independent because citizens were armed. 

This is why an organized, state-controlled militia 

received attention in the U.S. Constitution. So we 

have a lot of work to do. 

We have to reach out to people and help them 

understand why citizens must be armed, and what’s 

happened to citizens throughout the world and 

throughout history when they couldn’t defend 

themselves against a government gone bad. 

 

The Last of the BOHICANS. 

"BOHICA!" screamed the e-mail alert. "Bend 

over, here it comes again!"  - It was a familiar story. 

Politicians were about to pull yet another colossal act 

of betrayal, about to break yet another compromise 

with gun owners, about to put thousands more citizens 

at risk of prison for obscure technical violations of 

law. 

 

BOHICA has become a way of life for people who 

care about the Bill of Rights, especially the Second 

Amendment. 

 

So what did the group sending the urgent e-mail 

alert beg everybody to do? "Call your representative!" 

-- again -- "Write the governor!" -- again -- "Tell your 

friends to call their representatives!" --again. 

 

Let’s be realistic: Do we honestly believe an 

arrogant group of known liars and oathbreakers is 

suddenly going to morph into Patrick Henry just 

because they receive yet another batch of desperate, 

angry pleas from people who’ve been on the losing 

side of every gun-law battle since the National 

Firearms Act was passed in 1934? 

 

"BOHICA," indeed! If you keep bending over 

like that, they’ll keep doing "it" again. 

So why do so many of us keep on bending over -- 

making the same predictable responses to political 

chicanery -- long after we’ve seen that our desperate, 

hopeful actions don’t win us freedom? We do it 

because we’ve been conned. It’s that simple. We’ve 

been buffaloed into believing that "politics as usual" is 

our only option. We’ve even been told that being 

political puppets is our "responsibility" as citizens. 

It’s not. There are more effective things we can do. 

But first, look at the devastation caused by this 

political con we’ve been suckered into.  

 

http://www.goodyguns.com/


Throwing away your money, your efforts, freedom, 

and your future 
 

How many billions of dollars have freedom groups 

spent financing political campaigns, lobbying, or 

struggling to change laws through legislative letter-

writing blitzes*? How many checks have firearms 

manufacturers written to how many lawyers and 

lobbyists? How many hundreds or thousands of your 

own hard-earned dollars have you poured into 

politics? How many thousands of hours have you 

simply thrown away writing begging letters to 

politicians, standing at rallies, voting, campaigning, 

sending faxes, and making calls to "representatives" 

whose bored office staffers don’t even bother to pass 

along your messages and whose bosses wouldn’t 

listen if they did? 

 

How many times have you helped send some guy 

to Washington or Albany or Sacramento thinking, 

"There, now he’ll take care of us" -- only to have him 

come back a month later telling you, "You just don’t 

understand how things are done on Capitol Hill" – as 

if he were representing the government, not you? 

 

We rally ’round Party R, alarmed by the terrible 

things Party D wants to do to our Second Amendment 

rights. Party R marches into office, banners of 

"reform" flying high. In the name of "compromise," 

Party R then does exactly what Party D threatened to 

do – and comes back looking for more contributions 

and votes! "Think how much worse it would have hurt 

if Party D had done it to you!" they say. BOHICA! 

 

And how many times have you felt sick as the 

public applauded the latest law or regulation against 

freedom -- because peoples’ hearts belong to the other 

side, and their minds are uneducated about the real 

issues behind the feel-good language of "safety," 

"preventing crime," and "reasonable measures" to 

"protect children"? 

 

Yes, you may have had an occasional, temporary 

victory, particularly at the local or state level. (Even a 

card sharp knows he sometimes needs to let the marks 

win to keep them hoping.) But in the end, every one 

of your political dollars, every one of your countless 

political hours, has not only been wasted, but has 

actually helped your opponents beat you in a rigged 

game. 

The illusion that you’re doing something to protect 

freedom has kept you occupied like a sucker trying to 

spot the shell with the pea under it while fast- talking 

politicians and remote bureaucrats carried out long-

term anti-freedom plans that your eye couldn’t follow. 

 

Fighting to lose your gun rights 

 

Second Amendment fighters: What have you gained 

by relying on politicians? 

 You’ve lost the right to own some firearms 

unless you pay a tax and submit to a 

government license. 

 You’ve lost the right to purchase a gun 

through a catalog and have it sent to you. 

 You’ve lost the right to own some firearms, 

simply because politicians and regulators 

thought they looked ugly or scary. 

 You’ve lost the right to carry a gun with big 

enough magazine capacity to be useful in a 

serious firefight. 

 You’ve lost the right to defend yourself in 

schools, churches, city hall, airports, parks, 

and hundreds of other places. 

 You’ve lost the right even to drive or walk in 

the neighborhood of a school. 

 You’ve lost the right to own guns if you were 

convicted of even certain minor crimes 

decades ago (and along with that, you’ve lost 

the ex post facto protections of the 

Constitution). 

 You’ve lost the right to carry concealed and 

exchanged it for a revocable, government-

granted privilege, complete with fingerprints 

and criminal background checks. 

 You’ve lost the right to buy a gun quickly to 

protect yourself against someone who’s 

threatening you. 

 You’ve lost privacy in all but a handful of gun 

purchases (and are soon to lose that, thanks to 

dogged and dishonest efforts to "close the gun- 

show loophole"). 

 And you’ve ended up living in a culture that 

demonizes you as a violent, cretinous, "gun 

nut." 

 

Despite short-term compromise "victories," the 

bottom line is that you’ve put up with a steady erosion 

of rights that hasn’t stopped since you father’s, 

grandfather’s, or maybe even great- grandfather’s day.  



 

And now we rejoice because, with the Clinton 

regime gone, we believe politicians are going to be a 

LITTLE LESS QUICK about taking the next round 

of our rights. We get excited when we learn that 

Attorney General John Ashcroft says the Second 

Amendment protects an individual right to own 

firearms -- so excited that we overlook the fine print, 

where he says next that Congress has the right to enact 

"gun control" laws "for compelling state interests." 

 

What exactly does "compelling state interests" 

mean? Who defines it? Who’ll enforce it -- and how 

brutally? 

 

What kind of mentality have we developed, that we 

get excited over something like that? Have we adopted 

the numbed mindset of the carnival mark who walks 

away feeling victorious because he won some cheap 

piece of junk not worth one-tenth the money he 

invested in the crooked game? 

 

Have we come to expect to lose our freedoms? 

Have we come to believe there’s no realistic 

alternative? Good news: There is an alternative -- and 

a powerful one. But first, we’ve got to get over this 

BOHICA thinking and the BOHICA, "politics as 

usual" actions it leads to. 

 

The key to understanding what’s going on 
 

Long ago, and for a very short time in America, 

what your teachers told you was true. You could 

change things by voting and campaigning and writing 

letters to your representatives -- because they actually 

were your representatives. 

 

An informed citizenry and a legislature made up of 

ordinary fellow citizens could protect rights -- for a 

while. But that system was doomed to exactly the fate 

it has met. A professional class of politicians, 

bureaucrats, lawyers, and lobbyists took over, and 

citizens (increasingly uninformed or dis-informed) 

were left out in the cold. While the professional class 

still pays lip service to "democracy," their 

fundamental relationship to us is to 1) get money out 

of us, 2) make us dependent on them, and 3) keep us 

pacified enough that we don’t pick up pitchforks and 

tear their little con castle down. 

 

Now, when a teacher, politician, U.N. worker, 

bureaucrat, or some other government supporter 

preaches about your "responsibility" to vote and 

otherwise "work within the system" she’s basically 

conning you. She’s either ignorant of reality or trying 

desperately to prevent you from exercising the 

"pitchfork option." She’s like the carnival pitchman 

whose patter and flamboyant gestures are designed to 

keep you from noticing what’s going on behind the 

curtain.  

 

A few fundamental facts to keep in mind: 

 Just as the press is free for the man who owns 

one, "The System" works for those who run it. 

And that isn’t you. That isn’t any group you 

belong to, not even the biggest and most 

powerful. "The System" works just fine - but 

doesn’t work for your interests. 

 The one or two politicians who actually care 

about your rights are vastly outnumbered and 

rendered powerless by established ways of 

doing business. Their bills rarely even make it 

out of committee, thanks to manipulative 

leaders and procedural chicanery. 

 The whole process of "law-making" is about 

making more laws, not repealing them. It’s 

about centralizing power, not distributing it. 

 Even if your representative claimsto favor 

your rights, she almost certainly votes against 

them in huge, unread bills passed late at night. 

 Freedom can’t be won back exactly as it was 

lost, through a long, slow process of 

lawmaking and regulation. The thousands of 

bureaucracies and special-interest fiefdoms 

that cling to government are easy to build, 

almost impossible to tear down. They’ll only 

be dismantled if there’s a vast change in the 

American consciousness -- which we aren’t 

achieving through all our politicking. 

 

Perhaps the most important thing to remember is 

that those posturing politicians you’re begging to 

aren’t even the ones in charge anymore. As Mark 

Bateman put it so well in a letter to Jews for the 

Preservation of Firearms Ownership:  

 

We defeat them in the ballot box. We defeat them 

in the legislature. We defeat them in the courts. 

However, here is where they CAN AND ARE 

WINNING: the bureaucracy. The bureaucracy has for 



quite some time been the NEW lawmakers in our land 

and the ability of the BATF to simply make a ruling 

that turns YOU into a FELON for possession of what 

was once legal is creating law without representation. 

This is BANNING (through economics) and 

REGISTRATION by bureaucratic ruling!  

 

All the voting, rallying, and political letter writing 

in the world won’t reach this class of professional 

bureaucrats and enforcers. They’re not elected by you. 

They’re not answerable to you. They don’t care about 

you and your pathetic little claims of "rights," and 

"justice." 

Reality has changed. And if you don’t change with 

it, your rights will soon perish. 

 

Changing the culture 
 

"But if we don’t keep doing this," the freedom 

fighters cry, "things will get worse!" 

Well, duh, things are getting worse ANYWAY. 

In the ghettos of Europe, the "wise" men of the 

Jewish councils advised their communities to play by 

the Nazis’ rules – to go along to get along. "If we 

don’t," they warned, "things will get worse." People 

were loaded into cattle cars. People were taken into 

the woods and shot. People were enslaved, 

imprisoned, gassed, and flung naked into mass graves 

– and still the "wise" men counseled cooperation 

because otherwise, "things will get worse." 

 

How much worse do things have to get before 

some people realize you can’t win at a rigged political 

game? Stop cooperating in the con! If the mark won’t 

play, the con artist can’t win. 

You don’t even have to take the risks the young 

ghetto fighters eventually took. Your solution may be 

as simple as talking with your next-door neighbor. But 

it requires thinking far outside the political box. The 

solution is a grassroots reawakening. A rebirth of a 

Bill of Rights culture in America. 

 

That’s is a major change, to be sure. 

Accomplishing it will take hard work and time - but 

no more time than you’re currently wasting on 

politics. Grassroots change is doable because, instead 

of trying vainly to influence unreachable men and 

women far away, it involves influencing the people 

around us -- family members, co-workers, neighbors, 

fellow students, children, fellow activists -- people we 

can reach. 

 

Do something really dangerous, something that 

will truly scare our would-be rulers into taking us 

seriously -- encourage people to think and give 

them the tools to help them do it. 
 

Bob LeFevre, the great, unconventional educator 

(on whom Robert Heinlein based his memorable 

character Bernardo de la Paz in the novel The Moon is 

a Harsh Mistress), once told an audience that, if he 

could push a button and instantly impose freedom he 

wouldn’t do it, because unless people had a change of 

heart, they would quickly turn around and create a 

new (and perhaps even worse) system of oppression. 

 

Once we have a Bill of Rights culture, including a 

strong, healthy appreciation and understanding of the 

Second Amendment, the government will follow. (If it 

fails to follow, it will fall.) Even the bureaucracy, 

unalterable as it seems now, will be dismantled once 

people no longer want, and are no longer willing to 

pay for, what it represents. On the other hand, if we 

don’t attain a freedom- oriented culture at the most 

basic, grassroots level, then all the politics in the 

world won’t save us. 

 

What you can do 
 

Let’s be up front. This section includes an 

unabashed pitch for you to use JPFO literature. We’re 

also going to ask you to help us finance a TV 

documentary "Innocents Betrayed," based on the new 

book Death by ‘Gun control’ by Aaron Zelman and 

Richard W. Stevens. 

But don’t tune out. Even if you decide never to buy 

a single booklet from JPFO, the main thing you need 

to do to effect a grassroots culture change is the same.  

 

You need to convey the value of the Bill of 

Rights, very simply and clearly, to people who’ve 

been "hypnotized and Jenningized" by television, 

who expect instant gratification, and who’ve been 

soothed into believing that government’s purpose 

is to be a father and mother to them. 
 

This kind of simple -- but factual and verifiable - 

pro-Bill of Rights message is what we at JPFO 

specialize in. 



 

Our Gran’pa Jack series of illustrated booklets gets 

across messages like these: 

 Gran’pa Jack #1 - "‘Gun control’ kills kids". 

Learn how governments use "gun control" to 

disarm and murder people.  

 Gran’pa Jack #2 - "Can you get a fair trial in 

America?". Know the historic and present 

benefit of a fully informed jury. 

 Gran’pa Jack #3 - "It’s common sense to use 

our Bill of Rights". A simple, fun-to-read 

explanation of the Bill of Rights.  

 Gran’pa Jack #4 - "‘Gun control’ is racist". 

Supporters of "gun control" in the black and 

other minority communities really need to read 

this one. 

 Gran’pa Jack #5 - "The United Nations is 

killing your freedoms". See how the U.N. is 

trying to destroy the Bill of Rights. 

 Gran’pa Jack #6 - "Will ‘Gun control’ make 

you safer?". Exposes the myths behind "gun 

control" beliefs. 

 Gran’pa Jack #7 - "Do gun prohibitionists 

have a mental problem?". Learn to 

communicate more effectively with people 

whose mindset has made them fear firearms. 

 Gran’pa Jack #8 - "Is America becoming a 

police state?’. See how governement is 

destroying our freedoms. 

 

Learn more about these invaluable booklets - you 

can visit the descriptions page describing them all 

with, options to purchase (note, deep discounts for 

bulk orders), or also - visit a newer page with an 

informative video presentation. 

 

Using the character of wise Gran’pa Jack and his 

ever-questioning family members, these booklets 

convey a ton of specific legal, historic, factual 

information while being as easy to read as comic 

books. They’re perfect for teaching people who’ve 

never thought about the issues, but they also contain 

enough solid information to help persuade an 

educated opponent. (Even an experienced freedom 

fighter will find new intellectual ammo in them.) 

 

Use them almost anywhere with anybody. Put them 

on a counter at a gun store. Hand them out at a school 

presentation. Distribute them at an information booth. 

Give them to your children or neighbors. (Just the 

other day we got a call from a National Guardsman 

stationed at a major airport. He asked us to send 50 

assorted copies for him to share with people in his 

unit. Realizing how little some of the others knew 

about freedom, he thought of Gran’pa Jack as the 

simplest way to educate them. We wouldn’t be 

surprised if, after being passed around among the 

Guardsmen, many of these Gran’pa Jacks ended up in 

the hands of "security" screeners, airline passengers, 

and air crew members -- some of whom especially 

need to learn about the Bill of Rights.) 

 

There are nearly one million Gran’pa Jack booklet 

already in circulation. Imagine the impact if there 

were 50 million ... 100 million. As the late Sen. 

Everett Dirksen said, "When I feel the heat, I see the 

light." Let’s enlighten everybody. 

 

Now JPFO is working on the top-quality, one-hour 

TV documentary, "Innocents Betrayed." Louis James 

of the Henry Hazlitt Foundation said this 

documentary, "… might well be the stake in the heart 

of victim disarmament that destroys the ‘Gun control’ 

myth and helps restore the fundamental human right 

of self-defense in America, and beyond." 

 

TV may be the best medium for reaching our 

fellow Americans. Unfortunately it remains the most 

expensive. This historical opportunity is going to cost 

$170,000. So we’re asking everyone to make a one-

time, tax-deductable donation of $29 or more between 

now and June 2002. A $75 donation gets you a free, 

autographed copy of the new book, Death by "Gun 

Control." For a donation of $100 or more, you’ll get 

Death by "Gun Control" ($16.95 value, postpaid) and 

the new book, The State vs. the People ($19.95 value), 

which shows how America is sliding toward a police 

state. Donate more and you’ll get both books and a 

copy of the film. (This information was current at 

time of writing - it is left in for completeness' sake, 

although it has to be said, donations are always much 

appreciated and welcome.)  

 

If you don’t want to buy Gran’pa Jack booklets or 

donate to the documentary, that’s your decision, of 

course. But please go out and do something that gets 

the Bill of Rights message across in ways as simple, 

dramatic, friendly, and clear as Gran’pa Jack does it. 

You can start by distributing this article far and wide. 

E-mail it to your friends, link to it on the Web, print 

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/ib.htm
http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m2/movieplay-gpjack.htm
http://shop.jpfo.org/cart.php?m=product_list&c=5


copies and hand them out to people who need to get 

the message. 

 

Anything you do to create a freedom culture will 

be worth doing. But take a look at what JPFO has to 

offer. There’s a huge job ahead for everyone who 

wants to fight effectively for freedom. We’ve already 

done a lot of groundwork to give your efforts a more 

powerful impact. 

 

Open the eyes of people who’ve been conned. 

Make this generation the LAST of the 

BOHICANS. 

 

Use our latest handbills - http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-

m/freebies.htm this includes our latest additions. 

 Remember to check out all JPFO's movies - 

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/movies.htm 

 Please support JPFO with donations, memberships 

and purchase of our materials ( http://shop.jpfo.org/ ) - 

so we can continue to provide you with these alerts 

and defend your rights. 

JPFO Membership form - http://jpfo.org/pdf02/memb-

form.pdf 

JPFO On line secure membership sign up - 

http://shop.jpfo.org/cart.php?m=product_list&amp;c=
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 PS - Visit our alert archive / sign up to receive email 

alerts - http://jpfo.org/alerts.htm 
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U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance Foundation 
801 Kingsmill Parkway, Columbus, OH  43229 

Ph. 614/888-4868 • Fax 614/888-0326 

Website: www.ussportsmen.org • E-mail: 

info@ussportsmen.org 

U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance 

 

June 7, 2012 An Army of Animal Rights 

Attorneys? 

The recently released Humane Society of the United 

States (HSUS) 2011 Annual Report reveals some 

interesting (and scary) facts that all hunters, anglers, 

trappers, and Americans should note. Particularly, we 

seem to be on the verge of attack by attorneys 

seemingly under every rock. 

Two Anti-Sporting Dog Bills on the Move 

Rhode Island and Delaware Sportsmen and Dog 

Owners Must Act Now to Protect Their Rights 

Rhode Island House Bill 7663, introduced by 

Representative John J. DeSimone (D-Providence), 

would arbitrarily ban many common dog confinement 

practices used by sporting and other dog owners. 

Keep On Hunting 

aWhile the spring turkey hunting season has faded 

from the calendars, some hunters feel as though they 

are left with nothing to do until fall arrives. 

 

May 31, 2012 PWR Blog: Why the Lies Being 

Told in California Should Worry Sportsmen 

Nationwide  

By: Evan Heusinkveld, USSA Director of State 

Services 

It’s easy to understand why California Houndsmen are 

up in arms as the animal rights lobby continues its 

push to ban hunting with hounds for bobcat and 

bears.  But what you might not know is why itshould 

matter to sportsmen in the other 49 states.  

Wildlife Land Trust Is a Farce 

The Humane Society of the United States has many 

“fronts” that work to ban hunting while at the same 

time raking in money and other commodities from the 

unsuspecting public. One such front is The Wildlife 

Land Trust (HSWLT).  This “trust” is actually a 

covert affiliate that sways landowners into thinking 

that their donation of land, easements, or dollars helps 

wildlife – that is far from the truth. 

 

May 24, 2012 PWR Blog: Could You Lose Your 

Job Because You Went Hunting?   

By Jeremy Rine, USSA’s in-house counsel and assoc. 

director of state services 

The answer is yes, of course. Especially if you were 

supposed to be at work, your work was not completed 

prior to your hunting trip, or if you lacked time off to 

actually miss work. Visit the Protect What’s Right 

Blog for more.  

Bowhunters Again Under Attack by PETA 

Grab your calendars and turn them back about 20 

years, and then you’ll see today’s PETA—a radical 

animal rights group that continues to oppose 

bowhunting. PETA has again turned its ire on the 

bowhunting community. In the small, quaint town of 

Avon Lake, Ohio, the city council will soon permit 

bowhunting to help reduce nuisance deer and control 

population numbers. PETA, however, is trying to 

overwhelm the town with hatred by its uneducated 

members. 
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Exposed: Meet the Senators Responsible for 

California’s Hunting Ban Vote 

By Evan Heusinkveld, USSA's director of state 

services 

The behind the scenes story about how the California 

Senate came to vote to prohibit bear and bobcat 

hunting with hounds is a real eye-opener to hunters 

about how state government actually functions in the 

Golden State. And it should be a lesson to sportsmen 

nationwide as it would be naïve to believe this 

couldn’t happen elsewhere. Visit the Protect What’s 

Right Blog for more. 

Hunting with Family 

A top complaint in today’s nomadic America is that 

when family members move out of state, it’s costly or 

nearly impossible for that “nonresident” to return and 

hunt with families and friends. A new program in 

Montana could set the standard for other states to 

follow. 

 

May 21, 2012 Anti-Hunting Bill Passes California 

Senate 

(Columbus, OH) –California Senate Bill 1221, a 

bill that will ban the use of hounds to hunt black bears 

and bobcats, passed the state’s Senate today. The 

passage of SB 1221 by the senate casts a dark cloud 

over the future of all hunting and wildlife 

management in California.  Senate Bill 1221 passed 

with a vote of 22 to 15 in favor. 

The bill, which is sponsored by the radical animal 

rights group Humane Society of the United States 

(HSUS), triggered a strong outpouring of opposition 

from California sportsmen and women, plus 

sportsmen’s organizations, in the state and 

nationwide. The U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance (USSA) 

denounced this retaliatory wildlife management bill 

that was created when HSUS could not have a state 

game commissioner removed for his legal mountain 

lion hunt.  As the bill moved forward from 

introduction and through the hearing process, 

hundreds of opponents wearing orange “NO on SB 

1221” buttons also packed the corridors of the capital 

to let their Senators know they opposed this anti-

hunting bill.  

“The California Senate today chose retribution and 

revenge over sound science-based wildlife 

management,” explained Evan Heusinkveld, USSA’s 

director of state services. “Despite having a Fish and 

Game Commission explicitly designed to handle these 

questions free from the politics of the statehouse, the 

California Senate voted in favor of a hunting ban.” 

USSA has been working with the Masters of 

Foxhounds Association, California Houndsmen for 

Conservation and the California Outdoor Heritage 

Alliance to defeat SB 1221. 

Fast Facts on SB 1221 

The bill would outlaw the use of hounds to hunt 

bears and bobcats. 

Hunting bears and bobcats with hounds has been 

legal since the state formally organized a game 

commission and established game management and 

hunting laws. 

Hounds are actually used in wildlife management 

practices and projects. 

Hunters using hounds to pursue bears actually take 

fewer bears than is recommended by the state’s game 

department. 

This bill is being pushed by the radical animal 

rights group—the Humane Society of the United 

States—the same group that has pushed anti-farming 

and puppy mill bills in California in the past. 

 

May 17, 2012 Partnership Gets Young Women 

Outdoors    

The shooting and hunting community has gained a 

much larger participation base thanks to a new 

partnership between the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance 

Foundation’s (USSAF) Trailblazer Adventure 

Program and the American Heritage Girls (AHG).  

The two organizations signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding on May 17. 

PWR Blog:  Sportsmen – Don’t Fall for Politician 

Doubletalk 

By Jeremy Rine, USSA’s in-house counsel and assoc. 

director of state services  

Whether you’re making calls to defeat California 

Senate Bill 1221, which would ban hunting bears with 

hounds, or working to support legislation such as H.R. 

4089, which protects hunting, fishing and shooting on 

public land, here are a few responses you might hear 

from lawmakers and a few hints about what they are 

really saying. 

Fishing at the Library 

Summer is near and in most areas that means going 

fishing with family and friends. For others it means 

that their kids have briefly tried fishing at a U.S. 

Sportsmen’s Alliance Foundation Trailblazer 

Adventure Program event, and now those kids eagerly 
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want to go fishing again. As a parent or adult, what 

will you do? 

Hollywood’s Walk of Shame 

While Hollywood is often known for being generous 

to causes, a growing legion of well-known 

entertainment stars is also anti-hunting and opposed to 

trapping. They show their animal rights leanings by 

supporting the Humane Society of the United States. 

That radical animal rights group then recognizes the 

stars with a Genesis Award for being “one their own.” 

 

May 9, 2012 Who’s Supporting Animal Rights? 

Ever wonder which groups are supporting the animal 

rights movement through partnerships and dollars?  

The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 

Animals (ASPCA) works to end trapping and hunting. 

  

PWR Blog: Latest Polls Show Sportsmen Decide 

By Evan Heusinkveld, USSA’s Director of State 

Services 

Sportsmen and women are gearing up for a big 

presidential election this fall as the Republican 

primary battles wind down and Mitt Romney shifts his 

focus to taking on President Obama.  Sportsmen will 

play a significant role in deciding who the next 

president is, as well as who will control Congress.  In 

addition to being politically important, many of these 

states are also some of the biggest sportsmen's states 

in the nation, meaning hunters, anglers and trappers 

will have a direct influence on the outcomes of these 

elections. 

Delaware Anti-Tethering Bill Introduced 

Senate Bill 211, sponsored by Senator Patricia M. 

Blevins (D- Elsmere), would add commonly used dog 

tethering practices to the states definition of animal 

cruelty.   Animal cruelty is a Class A misdemeanor in 

Delaware.    

PWR Blog: Truth is Collateral Damage to Anti-

hunters and the Legislators Who Vote Their Way 

By Rob Sexton, USSA’s Senior Vice President 

When it comes to asserting the rights of animals, the 

end truly justifies the means for the animal rights 

lobby and their minions in Congress and state 

legislatures across the country.   

 

USSA News Alerts (above): 

U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance 
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Jesse Jackson: We Are Going to 

March on Gun Shops 
Posted on June 5, 2012 by Cowboy Byte 

http://cowboybyte.com/8503/jesse-jackson-we-are-

going-to-march-on-gun-shops/  

Last night in Racine, Wisconsin, while demanding 

jobs for the unemployed, Jesse Jackson decided to 

slam job creating gun dealers and called for a march 

on gun shops all over the country.  “Guns out, jobs 

in.”  Jackson wants to get rid of the very thing that has 

kept the economy afloat during Obama’s presidency. 

The firearms industry has not only created jobs in the 

past three years but has also provided the government 

with a steady revenue stream. 

 

12-06-05 Issa: Wiretaps show 'immense detail' 

about questionable Fast & Furious tactics 

A House investigative committee said Tuesday it 

has obtained new information from wiretaps related to 

the Obama administration’s Operation Fast and 

Furious that suggests high-ranking officials know 

more than they are telling Congress about the flawed 

weapons sting. 

The announcement appears to be the latest attempt 

by GOP Rep. Darrell Issa, chairman of the House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee, to 

press U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder into 

providing Congress with more information about the 

operation and an account of which officials knew 

about any problems -- and when. 

“The wiretap applications show that immense 

detail about questionable investigative tactics was 

available to the senior officials who reviewed and 

authorized them,” Issa said in a June 5 letter to 

Holder. “The close involvement of these officials -- 

much greater than previously known -- is shocking.” 

The targets of "Fast and Furious" bought nearly 

2,000 weapons over several months. For reasons that 

are still in dispute, most of those weapons were never 

followed. High-powered weapons tied to the 

investigation ended up at crime scenes in Mexico and 

the United States, including the December 2010 

murder of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry. 

The wiretaps were intended to allow investigators 

in Arizona to listen to the phone calls of suspects as 

part of the strategy to reveal evidence of involvement 

by high-level Mexican cartel associates. The six 

applications for wiretaps, which have been sealed by a 
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federal judge, detail specific actions taken by agents 

involved in the operation, the GOP-controlled 

committee said in a statement. 

The information shows the officials made 

“conscious decisions” not to interdict weapons that 

agents knew were illegally purchased by smugglers 

taking weapons to Mexico, according to the statement. 

Rep. Elijah Cummings, the ranking Democrat on 

the House oversight committee, said Tuesday that he 

is concerned about Issa's possible mis-characterization 

of the "contents and significance" of the wiretap- 

related documents. 

In a 10-page letter, Cummings tells Issa that he 

omitted a critical fact and that the omission 

"completely undermines your conclusion." The 

information in dispute was redacted. 

Cummings also said the "undisputed fact" before 

the committee is that senior Justice Department 

officials never saw the wiretap applications. 

Cummings says the summaries of the applications 

were prepared by federal attorneys and reviewed by 

deputy assistant attorneys general, standard practice in 

previous Democrat and Republican administrations.  

Holder has said he has given congressional 

investigators all of the relevant information. 

Issa, R-Calif., issues a subpoena in October 2011 

for the remaining documents and last month asked 

House Speaker John Boehner to support his plans to 

hold Holder in contempt of Congress for failing to 

meet the subpoena deadline. 

The committee also said the information in the 

wiretaps had been requested in the subpoena. The 

content of the wiretaps cannot be made public because 

they are sealed. 

The Justice Department said it cannot comment on 

the contents of court-sealed applications but directly 

challenged Issa and expressed concern about 

documents related to ongoing criminal cases being 

leaked. 

“Chairman Issa continues to distort the facts and 

ignore the law," said agency spokeswoman Tracy 

Schmaler. “Senior Justice Department officials were 

not aware of the flawed tactics in Fast and Furious 

until they became public in early 2011."  

Schmaler said the unauthorized disclosure of such 

materials is illegal. 

"The committee also knows full well that Assistant 

Attorney General Lanny Breuer did not review the 

wiretap applications in Fast and Furious," she said. 

"That does not stop the committee, however, from 

falsely asserting ...Breuer was 'responsible for' 

authorizing them." 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/06/05/issa-

wiretaps-show-immense-detail-about-questionable-

fast-furious-tactics/ 

 

12-06-05 Court: I-70 Drug Checkpoints 

unconstitutional 

WICHITA, Kan. — A federal appeals court panel 

ruled Tuesday that a drug checkpoint ruse is not 

sufficient grounds to justify law enforcement 

authorities stopping vehicles, a decision that has far-

reaching implications for the constitutional rights of 

motorists. 

The ruling is the first in the 10th Circuit Court of 

Appeals to grapple with the widespread practice by 

law enforcement agencies nationwide of setting up 

bogus checkpoint signs along major routes, then 

stopping all motorists who take rural exits to avoid 

them. The 10th Circuit comprises the states of Kansas, 

Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and 

Utah. 

The three-judge panel reversed a lower court's 

denial of a motion to suppress evidence and ordered it 

to toss out the December 2010 drug conviction of 

Dennis Neff. The Kansas man is serving a five-year 

sentence for traveling in interstate commerce with 

intent to distribute cocaine. 

In the case, the Kansas Highway Patrol posted 

signs reading "Drug Check Ahead" and "Drug Dogs in 

Use" in English and Spanish along Interstate 70 

through Wabaunsee County. There was no real 

checkpoint on the interstate. Troopers instead 

positioned themselves near an exit ramp just beyond 

the signs to watch for vehicles attempting to evade the 

bogus drug check. 

Neff's defense attorney, Christopher Joseph, said 

the KHP routinely does checkpoint ruses along I-70, 

particularly in Wabaunsee County, where Neff was 

stopped. He said troopers find a way to stop 

everybody who gets off that exit, and then come up 

with a justification afterward. Tuesday's decision is a 

warning to them to rethink that approach, he said. 

"It is big business for the Highway Patrol. They 

make big millions of dollars off of it in forfeitures," 

Joseph said. "I probably have had 10-20 cases a year 

for the past few years off the drug check lane, and that 

is just a small fraction of them." 

Troopers searching Neff's vehicle found a duffle 

bag containing nearly 7 kilograms of cocaine and 
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$10,000 in currency, court records show. Neff 

conditionally plead guilty to the drug charge, but 

appealed the district court's denial of his request to 

toss out the evidence. 

Jim Cross, spokesman for the U.S. attorney's 

office, said in an email that prosecutors are reviewing 

the court's decision. 

"A Fourth Amendment seizure that relies solely on 

a driver's decision to use a rural or 'dead exit' 

following checkpoint signs falls short of the 

requirement of individualized, articulable suspicion of 

criminal activity," the appeals panel wrote. 

The justices said that an officer must identify 

additional suspicious circumstances or independently 

evasive behavior to justify stopping a vehicle. 

Their ruling is in line with an 8th Circuit decision 

in 2002, which said that while some drivers may have 

taken the exits to avoid getting caught for drug 

trafficking, many more took the exit for wholly 

innocent reasons - such as wanting to avoid the 

inconvenience and delay of being stopped or because 

it was part of their intended route. 

http://www.kansas.com/2012/06/05/2361087/court-

drug-check-ruse-not-cause.html 

 

12-06-04 CFR & U.S. Army Chief of Staff: Use 

Army for Domestic Enforcement 

The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) proposes 

that the U.S. Army be used to plan, command, and 

carry out (with the help of civilian law enforcement) 

domestic police missions. So says a story appearing in 

the May/June issue of the influential organization’s 

official journal, Foreign Affairs. The article lacks a 

single reference to the Posse Comitatus Act, which 

prohibits such actions. 

In an article penned by Chief of Staff of the U.S. 

Army, General Raymond T. Odierno, the CFR would 

see the Army used to address “challenges in the 

United States itself” in order to keep the homeland 

safe from domestic disasters, including terrorist 

attacks. Odierno writes: 

Where appropriate we will also dedicate active-

duty forces, especially those with niche skills and 

equipment, to provide civilian officials with a robust 

set of reliable and rapid response options. 

That’s right. Should the sheriff suspect that a 

particular citizen in his county poses a threat to 

security and feels he doesn’t have the proper “skills 

and equipment” to deal with the situation, he can just 

call out the U.S. Army and bring a “rapid response” 

force that is robust enough to eliminate the problem. 

These are not the musings of an unknown 

academic written in an obscure journal of little 

importance. These are the black-and-white plans for 

“building a flexible force” as laid out by the man in 

charge and published for all the world to read by the 

people who may have put him there. 

In order to justify this new (and illegal) mission for 

the Army, General Odierno points to three “major 

changes” that have precipitated the re-tasking of the 

troops: First, “declining budgets due to the country’s 

worsened fiscal situation; second, “a shift in emphasis 

to the Asia-Pacific region; and third, a “broadening of 

focus from counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, and 

training of partners to shaping the strategic 

environment, preventing the outbreak of dangerous 

regional conflicts, and improving the army’s readiness 

to respond in force to a range of complex 

contingencies worldwide.” 

There are so many things wrong with every one of 

these points that each deserves its own article focused 

solely on its deconstruction. Unfortunately, there is 

only so much space and each of these considerations 

has one critical flaw in common: no constitutional 

authority for any of it. 

Start with the woeful economic state of American 

affairs. Odierno lists this first among his unholy trinity 

of reasons the army must “transition” from its 

traditional role to one with a wider domestic and 

international scope. 

Perhaps it has escaped General Odierno’s attention, 

but the decline of America’s economic fortunes may 

be in some significant part tied to the illegal wars in 

Iraq and Afghanistan that siphon about $13 billion per 

month from the U.S. Treasury. Since the attacks of 

September 11, 2001, estimates are that Congress has 

approved a total of $1.283 trillion in military 

operations, base security, reconstruction, foreign aid, 

embassy costs, and veterans’ health care spread over 

three operations: Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) 

Afghanistan and other counter terror operations; 

Operation Noble Eagle (ONE), providing enhanced 

security at military bases; and Operation Iraqi 

Freedom (OIF). 

There is a certain macabre irony to the claim by a 

military leader that his troops are forced to adapt to 

stringent budget considerations partially brought 

about by the use of his troops as the tip of America’s 

sword of empire. 
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General Odierno’s third “major change” is the need 

to use the Army to solve complex international 

conflicts. Again, these conflicts and the solutions to 

them are made more complex by the fact that there is 

not a single syllable in the Constitution that grants the 

President or Congress the authority to deploy 

American armed forces to work out the world’s 

difficult dilemmas. 

On this point, regarding the rules to govern the 

creation and governing of a federal army, the 

Constitution says very little. In Article I, Section 8, 

Congress is authorized to “raise and support Armies” 

and to “make rules for the government and regulation 

of the land and naval forces.” That’s it. That paucity 

of information has been magnified by the Council on 

Foreign Relations and their members in positions of 

power to include the use of the Army in ways and 

means that would seem unimaginable even to the most 

martial of our Founding Fathers. 

One of the unconstitutional missions advocated by 

Odierno and the CFR is the use of the U.S. Army as 

“a critical guarantor of stability in the Asia-Pacific 

region.” This is one of the many new “assigned 

missions” promoted by Odierno in his Foreign Affairs 

article. 

This echoes the pronouncement by his 

Commander-in-Chief made in Australia last 

November: 

This is the future we seek for the Asia-Pacific — 

security, prosperity and dignity for all. That’s what we 

stand for. That’s who we are. That’s the future we will 

pursue in partnership with allies and friends and with 

every element of American power. 

That is to say, General Odierno and President 

Obama believe that deterring aggression against our 

allies in Asia and the Pacific trumps any constitutional 

stricture on the appropriate use of the Army. There is 

nothing it seems that will stand in the way of our 

Army being placed at the disposal of foreign princes 

and presidents, provided they appreciate their 

resulting status as satraps of the American Emperor. 

Not to worry; other provinces of the emerging 

American empire are accounted for in the 

Odierno/CFR plan. 

“The posture of the U.S. military in the Middle 

East is critical to maintaining regional stability there,” 

writes Odierno, again without any noticeable sense of 

irony. 

Is the general privy to some reports of stability in 

the Middle East kept secret from the rest of us? There 

is no end to the media’s reminders of the instability in 

the Middle East. In fact, it is this very unsettled 

foundation upon which the need for ongoing 

American military presence there is built. 

In other words, the Middle East is stable because of 

the Army, the Middle East will remain stable only so 

long as the Army remains on permanent patrol, and if 

we were to completely abandon our posts, the region 

would devolve into outright — instability. Thus is the 

quality of the reasoning demonstrated by those with 

command and control of the armed forces of the 

United States. 

One of the timeliest tenets of the Odierno/CFR 

proposal is the integration of “cyberspace capabilities 

into our tactical and operational units.” According to 

an article published last Friday in the New York 

Times: 

From his first months in office, President Obama 

secretly ordered increasingly sophisticated attacks on 

the computer systems that run Iran’s main nuclear 

enrichment facilities, significantly expanding 

America’s first sustained use of cyberweapons, 

according to participants in the program. 

For the CFR it seems the message from the Obama 

administration is ask and ye shall receive. 

Lest there remain any doubt as to America’s 

resolve, Odierno wants our nation’s enemies (foreign 

and domestic) to understand that we are not afraid to 

“compel capitulation.” Should those “potential 

adversaries” be American, moreover, Odierno 

promises that the Army will “be ready to decisively 

achieve American ends, whatever they may be.” 

Finally, we will, Odierno declares, demonstrate 

“our country’s commitment to global security.” 

Sadly, Americans know this too well, as there are 

rows and rows of white headstones and flag-draped 

coffins already demonstrating the seriousness of that 

commitment. 

http://thenewamerican.com/usnews/foreign-

policy/item/11588-cfr-us-army-chief-of-staff-use-

army-for-domestic-enforcement 

 

12-06-04 Former speaker of the houses Bill 

DeWeese and John Perzel: Cellmates 

It’s actually happening. According to Capitolwire, 

former state House Speakers John Perzel and Bill 

DeWeese – each convicted of corruption – are 

cellmates in a Camp Hill state prison. 

Being non-violent offenders, the pool of possible 

roommates is more limited. DeWeese had a choice 

http://thenewamerican.com/usnews/foreign-policy/item/11588-cfr-us-army-chief-of-staff-use-army-for-domestic-enforcement
http://thenewamerican.com/usnews/foreign-policy/item/11588-cfr-us-army-chief-of-staff-use-army-for-domestic-enforcement
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between Perzel, his legislative rival, and Mike Manzo, 

his former Chief of Staff who testified against him. 

Pete DeCoursey has the amazing account: 

Once DeWeese arrived, and was not thrilled 

bunking with Manzo, Perzel told DeWeese he wanted 

to room with him. DeWeese was enthusiastic but 

skeptical, telling the most powerful legislative leader 

of the last 20 years: “John, I don’t think we pick who 

we room with here.” 

Perzel told him not to worry, and that if and when 

DeWeese came back after an anonymous Superior 

Court judge briefly freed him, “It’s a done deal.” 

When DeWeese came back, it was a done deal, and 

the two men are apparently making the experience 

more endurable for each of them. 

While Perzel and DeWeese were phone pals even 

when they ran opposing caucuses, now they have a lot 

more time to talk. 

Another reason might be moments like a recent trip 

to the prison dining room, where a guard teased 

DeWeese: “Here comes Sticky Fingers.” 

DeWeese roared with laughter, as he tells the story 

and responded: “I’m Sticky Fingers?” 

He pointed at himself: “They accused me of 

[misusing] $100,000.” 

He pointed at Perzel: “They accused him of $10 

million! He’s the Sticky Fingers!” 

Perzel, guards, other inmates crack up. 

DeWeese (D-Greene) was convicted on five counts 

of theft and criminal conspiracy in February and 

sentenced to 30 to 60 months in prison. The charges 

stemmed from his role in Bonusgate, a investigation 

by then-Attorney General Tom Corbett into $3.8 

million in bonuses paid to legislative staffers for doing 

campaign work. 

DeWeese is appealing his conviction. 

Perzel (R-Phila) plead guilty to his role as the 

mastermind of “Computergate,” in which he used 

taxpayer-funded computer software for campaign 

purposes. He was sentenced in March to 2 and a half 

to 5 years. 

Former state Senator Jane Orie was sentenced 

Monday to 2 and a half to 10 years on similar charges. 

http://www.politicspa.com/bill-deweese-and-john-

perzel-cellmates/36309/ 

 

12-06-02 Police hunt for Toronto mall shooter 

after gunman kills one and wounds eight others in 

rampage  

A gunman fired shots in a crowded food court in 

one of Canada's busiest malls killing a man and 

injuring eight others, police said. 

Ahmed Hassan, 24, of Toronto was shot dead and 

two others were in critical condition after the shooting 

at the Eaton Centre in downtown Toronto in what 

police believe was a targeted and potentially gang-

related incident. 

The suspect has not been apprehended nor a name 

released by police who say they are still collecting 

information from the public prior to its announcement. 

Hassan had known gang ties according to 

investigators with at least one other victim suspected 

as well. 

Two people were trampled on and pushed, 

including a pregnant woman who went into labor after 

she was pushed, police constable Victor Kwong said.  

'That woman and her unborn child, I’m glad to say 

are doing well,' said Det. Sgt. Brian Borg according to 

the Canadian Press. 

Among the others injured was a 13-year-old boy 

visiting the city with his family when he suffered a 

gunshot wound to the head. 

He's currently reported in stable condition, 

speaking and responding well to treatment. 

A 23-year-old man who received several gunshot 

wounds to his chest and neck is reported in dire 

condition. 

'His condition is the worst,' Det. Borg said.  

A 25-year-old woman has been released from 

hospital after treatment for a gunshot wound to her 

leg. A 22-year-old man has also been released on 

similar injuries, reports Global Edmonton. 

A 30-year-old woman who's abdomen was grazed 

by a bullet and a 22-year-old woman who suffered a 

gunshot wound to her hand have both been released as 

well.for the exits.  

The mall, which is popular with tourists, was 

evacuated. 

Swarms of people watched from outside as an 

injured man with visible bullet wounds was wheeled 

out on a stretcher. 

Toronto Blue Jays baseball player Brett Lawrie 

tweeted that he sprinted out of the mall after hearing 

the shots. 

'People sprinting up the stairs right from where we 

just were ... Wow wow wow,' Lawrie tweeted. 

Marcus Neves-Polonio, 19, was working in the 

food court when he saw a man pull out a gun and start 

http://www.politicspa.com/bill-deweese-and-john-perzel-cellmates/36309/
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firing. At least two people were on the ground, he 

said. 

'All of a sudden a herd of people were just running 

toward us, a massive crowd of people screaming, 

running, freaking out,' said Hannah Stewart, 21, a 

shopper.  

She went on to say: 'We saw this girl, sitting on the 

ground, and she had blood on her toes.'  

The girl appeared to have been one of the victims 

and told Ms Stewart she had just been shot. 

Erica Solmes, who manages the McDonald's in the 

mall's food court, said she heard about 15 shots ring 

out before a stampede of people made a dash for the 

exits. 

Transit service around the mall was shut down for 

a time. 

In 2005, a 15-year-old girl was killed during the 

Christmas holidays just north of the mall in a shooting 

that shocked the city during a year of record gun 

deaths in Toronto, Canada's largest city. 

Kwong said police are in the process of reviewing 

security tapes.  

He said they had concluded a search of the mall.  

'One idiot with a gun on a Saturday afternoon in 

downtown Toronto does not speak to the state of 

affairs of the city of Toronto,' acting deputy chief Jeff 

McGuire said at a news conference over the city's 

safety. 

'This has an incredible ability to create fear and 

angst amongst people but we’re here to tell you we’re 

investigating,' he said.  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

2153936/Toronto-mall-shooting-Gunman-kills-

wounds-seven-Toronto-Eaton-Centre-mall.html 

 

12-06-01 HOW FAR UP AT BANK OF 

AMERICA DO THEY DISLIKE GUNS? 

In April of this year, Kelly McMillan learned that 

his companies had become too active making 

firearms. His companies are McMillan Fiberglass 

Stocks, McMillan Firearms Manufacturing and 

McMillan Group International.  

On April 19, 2012 a Bank of America (BoA) 

Senior Vice President, Ray Fox, visited McMillan at 

his office. Fox had scheduled the meeting as an 

“account analysis” meeting in order to evaluate the 

two lines of credit McMillan’s companies have with 

BoA. Fox went on for about five minutes talking 

about how McMillan had changed in the last five 

years, becoming more of a firearms manufacturer than 

a supplier of accessories. 

McMillan told him: “At this point I interrupted him 

and asked, ‘Can I possibly save you some time so that 

you don’t waste your breath? What you are going to 

tell me is that because we are in the firearms 

manufacturing business you no longer want my 

business?’” 

“That is correct,” Fox replied. 

“That is okay,” McMillan replied. “We will move 

our accounts as soon as possible. We can find a 

Second Amendment friendly bank that will be glad to 

have our business. You won’t mind if I tell the NRA, 

SCI and everyone I know that BoA is not firearms 

friendly?” 

“You have to do what you must,” Fox said. 

“So, you are telling me this is a politically 

motivated decision, is that right,” McMillan asked? 

Fox confirmed that BoA’s decision was based on 

their dislike of firearms. 

A few days later, on April 24, McMillan set up a 

meeting the BoA Arizona President, Benito C. 

Almanza. McMillan requested permission to record 

the meeting, but permission was declined. Almanza 

“wanted the conversation to be friendly.” McMillan 

suspects that Almanza did not want to be held 

accountable when telling him that McMillan was a 

credit risk, and that was why they wanted him to find 

another bank. 

In fact, McMillan’s companies had never bounced 

a check or missed a payment. McMillan concluded 

that it was Fox, not Almanza, who had given the real 

reasons for dropping his business.  

“I asked Almanza at the end of the meeting,” 

McMillan said, “Since your reasons and Mr. Fox’s 

reason for not wanting my business are so far apart 

that it couldn’t be a misunderstanding, who should I 

believe, because one of you is not telling the truth?”  

Almanza replied: “I don’t know what Mr. Fox said 

because I wasn’t here.” 

McMillan said this explanation stretches credulity. 

“Imagine this,” he says, “Mr. Fox has a meeting that 

stirs up so much trouble that his boss, the state 

president of BoA has to handle damage control, and 

he shows up in my office without having talked with 

Mr. Fox to find out what he had said. I don’t know if I 

can believe that one.” 

Since the meeting, McMillan has seen several 

different BoA statements that indicate that they now 

view this as a misunderstanding. The latest one stated 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2153936/Toronto-mall-shooting-Gunman-kills-wounds-seven-Toronto-Eaton-Centre-mall.html
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that they were negotiating with the client to clear up 

the misunderstanding. 

“Let me say as strongly as I can, we are not 

negotiating with Bank of America. Our position has 

not changed.” 

In fact, Gun Owners of America sent an inquiry to 

Bank of America to seek clarification on this issue. 

Our letter specifically asked BoA to NOT give us a 

“general policy statement” on the Second Amendment 

or a policy statement as to the bank's treatment of 

other gun-related organizations.  

We specifically requested that they give us either a 

“confirmation or a denial” of what McMillan is 

specifically alleging -- that is, that Bank of America 

dropped them because of their involvement in 

manufacturing firearms. 

Sadly, BoA gave us a policy statement, answering 

the question they wanted to answer -- not the question 

we asked. Anne Pace, a Senior Vice President at BoA, 

told us they “cannot comment” on the McMillan case 

-- even though it’s become very public -- but assured 

us that: 

We do not have a policy that would deny banking 

services to entities because they are in the firearms 

industry. We have a number of banking relationships 

with retailers, manufacturers and other related 

companies. We also bank and finance many 

companies that directly support our military. We are 

proud to do so. 

While we are certainly glad to hear this 

information, we specifically told BoA that this was 

precisely the kind of information that skirts the real 

answer we were seeking -- namely, what is their side 

of the story in relation to McMillan? BoA refused to 

give us that answer. 

While Pace’s letter to us says they “honor the 

rights and freedoms provided for in the U.S. 

Constitution … including the Second Amendment,” 

their alleged dealing with McMillan certainly 

tarnishes that claim. 

To be sure, McMillan’s experience with BoA went 

to the top of their Arizona corporate structure. We 

don’t know for sure if other state branches of the bank 

have the same policy. 

Let me urge any reader who has an account with 

BoA to inquire, perhaps referring to the dustup with 

McMillan, to see if BoA in another state would make 

a loan to the ABC (or fill in the name) Firearms 

Manufacturing Company. 

http://www.newswithviews.com/Pratt/larry126.htm 

 

12-06-01 Venezuela bans private gun ownership 

Venezuela has brought a new gun law into effect 

which bans the commercial sale of firearms and 

ammunition.  

Until now, anyone with a gun permit could buy 

arms from a private company. 

Under the new law, only the army, police and 

certain groups like security companies will be able to 

buy arms from the state-owned weapons manufacturer 

and importer. 

The ban is the latest attempt by the government to 

improve security and cut crime ahead of elections in 

October 

Venezuela saw more than 18,000 murders last year 

and the capital, Caracas, is thought to be one of the 

most dangerous cities in Latin America.  

'Must do more'  

The government has been running a gun amnesty 

in the run-up to the introduction of the new law to try 

to encourage people to give up their illegal arms 

without fear of consequences. 

Besides the health of President Chavez, security is 

the main concern for voters ahead of presidential 

elections in October.  

While voters don't seem to hold Mr Chavez 

responsible for the insecurity, the situation has 

worsened throughout his 13 years in office.  

The government's most recent statistics put the 

murder rate at around 48 per 100,000, although some 

non-governmental organisations estimate it's much 

higher - 60 per 100,000 in 2011, one of the highest 

rates in the world. 

Critics say the new gun laws and other recently 

announced measures, like a victim's compensation 

fund, are just the latest in a long line of failed attempts 

to bolster security.  

One member of the public in Caracas told the 

BBC: "They're killing people every day. This law is 

important but they need to do more, they're not doing 

enough  

Hugo Chavez's government says the ultimate aim 

is to disarm all civilians, but his opponents say the 

police and government may not have the capacity or 

the will to enforce the new law.  

Criminal violence is set to be a major issue in 

presidential elections later in the year. 

Campaign group The Venezuela Violence 

Observatory said last year that violence has risen 

steadily since Mr Chavez took office in 1999. 

http://www.newswithviews.com/Pratt/larry126.htm


Several Latin American countries have murder 

rates far higher than the global average of 6.9 murders 

per 100,000 people. 

According to a recent United Nations report, South 

America, Central America and the Caribbean have the 

highest rates of murder by firearms in the world.  

It found that over 70% of all homicides in South 

America are as a results of guns - in Western Europe, 

the figure was closer to 25%. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-

18288430 

 

12-05-31 Officer shot wife in buttocks showing 

gun to pals 

HARRISBURG, PA -- Authorities say a central 

Pennsylvania police officer shot his wife in the 

buttocks as he was showing his department-issued gun 

to family and friends during a weekend cookout at his 

home 

Dauphin County District Attorney Ed Marsico said 

Wednesday that the gun issued to Harrisburg Officer 

William Owens discharged and struck the officer's 

wife.  

Marsico said he believes the shooting was an 

accident but charges could be filed if an investigation 

determines Owens acted recklessly.  

Owens' wife was treated at a hospital after the 

incident Saturday evening.  

A city spokesman said the officer has been 

suspended without pay pending the outcome of an 

investigation.  

http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/nat

ional_world&id=8682980 

 

12-05-31Fire breaks out in Schuylkill Haven 

SCHUYLKILL HAVEN — Fire crews from across 

Schuylkill County were battling a blaze Thursday 

night at two garages behind Schuylkill Gun Works at 

20 W. Main St. 

The fire started just after 6 p.m. Schuylkill Gun 

Works itself and the Downtown Tavern both sustained 

smoke damage 

http://republicanherald.com/fire-breaks-out-in-

schuylkill-haven-1.1323424 

12-05-30 Scottish BID TO CAP OWNERSHIP OF 

GUNS 

THE Scottish Government wants the power to limit 

the number of guns that any one person can have after 

ownership figures hit a record high. 

The number of legally held firearms has risen by 

almost a fifth in the last 10 years, yet there are fewer 

licensed owners. 

This suggests that there are more guns concentrated 

in fewer hands, with the average owner having three. 

Justice Secretary Kenny MacAskill has written to 

UK Home Secretary Theresa May renewing demands 

to devolve gun control or tighten the legislation at 

Westminster. 

He said: “It concerns me that gun owners, even 

those with a legitimate need for such weapons, can 

accumulate multiple firearms and that there is no 

apparent limit. 

“It is one of the areas where the Scottish 

Government would, if given the proper powers over 

firearms in Scotland, aim to legislate to ensure that we 

can better control the number of lethal weapons in 

society and thereby help to protect and reassure the 

Scottish public.” 

Mr MacAskill also said he would like a review of 

fees that mean a gun licence costs just £50, compared 

to a TV licence at £145.50. 

The Northern Constabulary area has the most guns 

per head of population. 

http://www.express.co.uk/posts/view/323340 

12-05-29 Arizona Militias Gain Momentum After 

Citizen Border Group Bill is Defeated 

Tucson, Arizona – Arizona militias determined to 

keep watch on the U.S.-Mexican border say they're 

done trying to get help from their state lawmakers -- 

now they'll take matters into their own hands, they 

vow. 

The Arizona Daily Star reports the state's border-

militia groups are seeing members becoming more 

motivated after plans for a state-sanctioned citizens 

border organization were struck down in the Arizona 

Legislature. 

Leaders of volunteer patrols along the Arizona-

Mexico border said there is an invasion of smugglers 

and undocumented immigrants that needs to be 

stopped. Supporters say they are giving up on getting 

assistance from lawmakers. 

Jack Foote, a longtime Arizona border-militia 

leader from Cottonwood, worked with the group that 

penned the bill. 

"We have now washed our hands of our state's 

Legislature," Foote said. "Now we are going to do 

things our own way." 

The proposed bill would have established a 300-

member, armed Arizona Special Missions Unit to 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-18288430
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-18288430
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guard the border at the governor's request. A provision 

in the bill included screening volunteers to weed out 

violent extremists. 

Critics of the bill say a border militia is extremist 

in nature. 

Mark Pitcavage, of the Anti-Defamation League, 

said extreme behavior is no longer found on the 

fringes of militia movements. 

"Some are explicitly white supremacists," 

Pitcavage said. "The others may not be white 

supremacists but may well be racists." 

Arizona militia groups were recently in the 

spotlight after Jason Todd "J.T." Ready, a known neo 

Nazi and border-militia leader, shot and killed four 

people before turning the gun on himself. FBI 

officials were investigating Ready at the time.  

He had most recently led a group known as the 

U.S. Border Guard. James Turgal, the FBI special 

agent in charge who oversees Arizona, said Ready's 

shooting of his girlfriend and her family members was 

"a domestic violence tragedy" unrelated to his 

political activities. 

A regeneration of border-militia movements would 

contradict an earlier trend reported by the Southern 

Poverty Law Center, which tracks groups it considers 

right-wing extremist.  

The center said earlier this year that the Minuteman 

border-watch movement that exploded in southern 

Arizona in the last decade has virtually disappeared. 

The study concluded the decline was due to its 

members' concerns about illegal immigration have 

been adopted by state lawmakers. 

Pat King, a rancher who lives near the border, said 

she has accepted help in the past from Minuteman 

groups. King said the group now uses cameras to 

report illegal activity rather than conduct patrols. 

"You have to be very careful of who joins your 

ranks, that you don't trash the whole organization," 

King said. "Some people can join and have their own 

agendas. That gets kind of frightening." 

http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/politics/2012/05/2

9/arizona-militias-gain-momentum-after-citizen-

border-group-bill-is-defeated/#ixzz1wHsvwN00 

 

12-05-29 China condemns U.S. gun ownership 

as human rights violation 

A report issued by the State Council Information 

Office of the People's Republic of China has included 

U.S. gun ownership among a list of human rights 

violations, Law Enforcement Examiner Jim Kouri 

reported yesterday. "The Human Rights Record of the 

United States in 2011" was published last Friday on 

the PRC’s Consulate General in New York website. 

“The United States prioritizes the right to keep and 

bear arms over the protection of citizens' lives and 

personal security and exercises lax firearm possession 

control, causing rampant gun ownership,” the report 

claims. “The U.S. people hold between 35 percent and 

50 percent of the world' s civilian-owned guns, with 

every 100 people having 90 guns [and] 47 percent of 

American adults reported that they had a gun.” 

The conclusion that gun bans will result in 

enhanced protection of lives and personal security 

flies in the face of both the American and Chinese 

experience. Predictably, the report presents many of 

the same cherry-picked arguments used by “leading” 

U.S. and international “gun control” organizations that 

totally ignore the protective benefits of arms in private 

hands. And, as typical with advocates of a centralized 

monopoly of violence, Chinese-style genocide, which 

resulted in government-caused deaths of unknown 

tens of millions of defenseless human beings in the 

20th Century, and the current brutal occupation and 

tyrannical suppression of Tibetan sovereignty, is left 

unacknowledged. Left unsaid is the inconvenient truth 

that rendering captive populations unable to resist 

makes such monstrous crimes against humanity not 

only possible, but inevitable. 

Also left unquestioned: What is the motivation and 

agenda of any American who advocates Chicom-style 

citizen disarmament, knowing full-well its blood-

drenched historic record? 

http://www.examiner.com/article/china-condemns-

u-s-gun-ownership-as-human-rights-

violation?CID=examiner_alerts_article 

 

12-05-29 Two jailed for giving false IDs 

Two men are in the Washington County jail on 

state parole violations after allegedly lying to state 

police about their identities during a traffic stop on 

West Chestnut Street in Washington early Sunday. 

Placed in jail were Martel Johnson, 22, of 

Canonsburg, and Vikram Yamba, 27, of Pittsburgh. 

Johnson, who was identified by police as the driver 

of the vehicle stopped for traffic violations, originally 

identified himself as Marlous Johnson and then told 

police his name was Henry Johnson. 

Yamba identified himself as Mallick Livingston of 

Tarentum. 
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Martel Johnson was sentenced in December 2009 

stemming from charges for allegedly shooting at a 

home on Shannon Avenue several months earlier. He 

pleaded guilty to attempted aggravated assault and a 

firearms violation for shooting at the home of John 

Law. Police found him with a .380-caliber handgun. 

Johnson, who was 19 years old at the time, was 

sentenced to 2 to 4 years in jail followed by 3 years of 

state probation. 

In 2008, Yamba pleaded guilty to charges 

stemming from a May 2007 shooting at a bar in 

California. Yamba, formerly of Turtle Creek, shot 

Marc Morris in the leg. Both men were students at the 

time. He was sentenced to 3 to 10 years in jail 

following by 7 years probation. At the time of the 

shooting, Yamba was appealing a federal sentence for 

using stolen credit cards. His bond was revoked, and 

he was then sentenced to 18 months in a federal 

penitentiary. 

State police said Yamba is wanted by various local, 

state and federal agencies. 

As a result of Sunday's traffic stop, Johnson will be 

charged by state police with hindering apprehension, 

identity theft, giving false identification to police, 

possession of a controlled substance and traffic 

violations. 

Yamba will be charged with hindering 

apprehension, identity theft and giving false 

identification to police. 

http://www.observer-reporter.com/or/story11/05-

29-2012-psp-arrests 

 

12-05-29 Pennsylvania Game commissioners 

send staff 'back to drawing board' on changes to 

wildlife management unit boundaries 

A presentation by Pennsylvania Game Commission 

staff to the Board of Game Commissioners on 

Tuesday was disappointing for anyone hoping to see 

major changes in the commission's system of 22 

wildlife management units across the state, including 

some commissioners. 

A group of mostly biologists working since last 

August in the current five-year review of the WMUs 

found no reason to go along with most of nine 

proposals for changes in WMU boundary lines they 

had received from the field. 

When they recommended no changes in WMU 2G, 

the unit covering much of the state's traditional, 

northcentral, Big Woods deer hunting range and the 

source of a majority of hunter complaints about the 

commission's deer management program, 

Commissioner David Putnam objected. 

"This is disingenuous. This is dishonest. This is 

bad science," he charged. "I've sat at this table at least 

four different meetings, maybe 10, and I've brought up 

one issue for 2G. Where is it? Where is the issue that I 

brought up?" 

Putnam has advocated a north-south split for WMU 

2G since he first came onto the board of 

commissioners in 2009, based on the differing forest 

types in the two areas of the WMU. 

He noted that the southern half of the WMU is 

mostly oak-dominated forest, while the northern half 

is mostly mixed hardwood forest, explaining that the 

two types of forest differ in how much food they 

produce for wildlife, how frequently the commission 

cuts the trees to revert from mature forest to new 

growth that generally supports higher deer populations 

and other key characteristics. 

In their presentation staff referred to a large scale 

forest-cover map for the entire WMU to note there is 

little difference in the forests of the unit. 

"That is a purposeful misrepresentation of the 

question I asked to be addressed," Putnam said./p 

Commission Executive Director Carl Roe 

interjected, "I asked the question, 'Is there a difference 

in forest type?'" 

Putnam replied, "This needs to go back to the 

drawing board. I think we need some different people 

looking at this." 

Staff continued to present reasons for not making 

changes in various WMUs, including impacts of any 

changes on data they collected previously by WMU in 

areas such as deer harvest. They also contended that 

moving to smaller units would not produce as reliable 

data in the future. 

When they moved to WMU 3D in northeastern 

Pennsylvania, Commissioner James Delaney Jr. 

joined Putnam's protest. 

"I'm not satisfied with the information here," he 

said. "I want to see the township level deer harvest. 

I'm done. Thanks for all your work so far." 

Tuesday's meeting was a workshop session for 

staff to present topics that will be on the agenda at the 

commissioners' voting meeting in June. 

To that end, staff agreed to come back to 

commissioners with additional information and a 

revised presentation at that time. 

While many Central Pennsylvania hunters travel to 

deer hunting camps in WMU 2G for the annual 

http://www.observer-reporter.com/or/story11/05-29-2012-psp-arrests
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November opening of the rifle hunting season for 

deer, none of the proposed changes presented on 

Tuesday covered any on-the-ground changes in the 

region. 

The boundaries for WMUs is a hot-button issue for 

many hunters because the commission allocates doe 

licenses by WMU, and sets some deer seasons 

differently by WMU. Some believe too many doe 

licenses are issued for some WMUs, while some 

others believe the current system is not effective in 

directing hunters to areas where deer numbers need to 

be reduced. 

http://blog.pennlive.com/pa-

sportsman/2012/05/pennsylvania_game_commissione

rs_send_staff_back_to_drawing_board_on_changes_t

o_wildlife_management_u.html 

 

12-05-28 SWAT rampage destroys Iraq vet's 

home over guns 

While Army Sgt. Matthew Corrigan was sound 

asleep inside his Northwest D.C. home, the 

Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) was 

preparing to launch a full-scale invasion of his home. 

SWAT and explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) teams 

spent four hours readying the assault on the English 

basement apartment in the middle of the snowstorm of 

the century. 

(This is part two of a four part series on Sgt. 

Corrigan's case. Click here to read the first story.) 

The police arrested the veteran of the Iraq war and 

searched his house without a warrant, not to protect 

the public from a terrorist or stop a crime in progress, 

but to rouse a sleeping man the police thought might 

have an unregistered gun in his home. 

It all started a few hours earlier on Feb. 2, 2010, 

when Sgt. Corrigan called the National Veterans 

Crisis Hotline for advice on sleeping because of 

nightmares from his year training Iraqi soldiers to 

look for IEDs in Fallujah. Without his permission, the 

operator, Beth, called 911 and reported Sgt. Corrigan 

“has a gun and wants to kill himself.”  

According to a transcript of the 911 recording, 

Beth told the cops that, “The gun’s actually on his 

lap.” The drill sergeant told me he said nothing of the 

kind, and his two pistols and rifle were hidden under 

clothes and in closets, to avoid theft. 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/guns/2012/

may/28/miller-swat-rampage-destroys-iraq-vets-

home-over-g/ 

12-05-27 Almost half of new vets seek disability 

America's newest veterans are filing for disability 

benefits at a historic rate, claiming to be the most 

medically and mentally troubled generation of former 

troops the nation has ever seen. 

A staggering 45 percent of the 1.6 million veterans 

from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan are now 

seeking compensation for injuries they say are 

service-related. That is more than double the estimate 

of 21 percent who filed such claims after the Gulf War 

in the early 1990s, top government officials told The 

Associated Press. 

What's more, these new veterans are claiming eight 

to nine ailments on average, and the most recent ones 

over the last year are claiming 11 to 14. By 

comparison, Vietnam veterans are currently receiving 

compensation for fewer than four, on average, and 

those from World War II and Korea, just two. 

It's unclear how much worse off these new veterans 

are than their predecessors. Many factors are driving 

the dramatic increase in claims - the weak economy, 

more troops surviving wounds, and more awareness of 

problems such as concussions and PTSD. Almost one-

third have been granted disability so far. 

Government officials and some veterans' advocates 

say that veterans who might have been able to work 

with certain disabilities may be more inclined to seek 

benefits now because they lost jobs or can't find any. 

Aggressive outreach and advocacy efforts also have 

brought more veterans into the system, which must 

evaluate each claim to see if it is war-related. 

Payments range from $127 a month for a 10 percent 

disability to $2,769 for a full one. 

As the nation commemorates the more than 6,400 

troops who died in post-9/11 wars, the problems of 

those who survived also draw attention. These new 

veterans are seeking a level of help the government 

did not anticipate, and for which there is no special 

fund set aside to pay. 

The Department of Veterans Affairs is mired in 

backlogged claims, but "our mission is to take care of 

whatever the population is," said Allison Hickey, the 

VA's undersecretary for benefits. "We want them to 

have what their entitlement is." 

The 21 percent who filed claims in previous wars is 

Hickey's estimate of an average for Operation Desert 

Storm and Desert Shield. The VA has details only on 

the current disability claims being paid to veterans of 

each war. 

The AP spent three months reviewing records and 

talking with doctors, government officials and former 

http://blog.pennlive.com/pa-sportsman/2012/05/pennsylvania_game_commissioners_send_staff_back_to_drawing_board_on_changes_to_wildlife_management_u.html
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troops to take stock of the new veterans. They are 

different in many ways from those who fought before 

them. 

More are from the Reserves and National Guard - 

28 percent of those filing disability claims - rather 

than career military. Reserves and National Guard 

made up a greater percentage of troops in these wars 

than they did in previous ones. About 31 percent of 

Guard/Reserve new veterans have filed claims 

compared to 56 percent of career military ones. 

More of the new veterans are women, accounting 

for 12 percent of those who have sought care through 

the VA. Women also served in greater numbers in 

these wars than in the past. Some female veterans are 

claiming PTSD due to military sexual trauma - a new 

challenge from a disability rating standpoint, Hickey 

said. 

The new veterans have different types of injuries 

than previous veterans did. That's partly because 

improvised bombs have been the main weapon and 

because body armor and improved battlefield care 

allowed many of them to survive wounds that in past 

wars proved fatal. 

"They're being kept alive at unprecedented rates," 

said Dr. David Cifu, the VA's medical rehabilitation 

chief. More than 95 percent of troops wounded in Iraq 

and Afghanistan have survived. 

Larry Bailey II is an example. After tripping a 

rooftop bomb in Afghanistan last June, the 26-year-

old Marine remembers flying into the air, then fellow 

troops attending to him. 

"I pretty much knew that my legs were gone. My 

left hand, from what I remember I still had three 

fingers on it," although they didn't seem right, Bailey 

said. "I looked a few times but then they told me to 

stop looking." Bailey, who is from Zion, Ill., north of 

Chicago, ended up a triple amputee and expects to get 

a hand transplant this summer. 

He is still transitioning from active duty and is not 

yet a veteran. Just over half of Iraq and Afghanistan 

veterans eligible for VA care have used it so far. 

Of those who have sought VA care: 

-More than 1,600 of them lost a limb; many others 

lost fingers or toes. 

-At least 156 are blind, and thousands of others 

have impaired vision. 

-More than 177,000 have hearing loss, and more 

than 350,000 report tinnitus - noise or ringing in the 

ears. 

-Thousands are disfigured, as many as 200 of them 

so badly that they may need face transplants. One-

quarter of battlefield injuries requiring evacuation 

included wounds to the face or jaw, one study found. 

"The numbers are pretty staggering," said Dr. 

Bohdan Pomahac, a surgeon at Brigham and Women's 

Hospital in Boston who has done four face transplants 

on non-military patients and expects to start doing 

them soon on veterans. 

Others have invisible wounds. More than 400,000 

of these new veterans have been treated by the VA for 

a mental health problem, most commonly, PTSD. 

Tens of thousands of veterans suffered traumatic 

brain injury, or TBI - mostly mild concussions from 

bomb blasts - and doctors don't know what's in store 

for them long-term. Cifu, of the VA, said that roughly 

20 percent of active duty troops suffered concussions, 

but only one-third of them have symptoms lasting 

beyond a few months. 

That's still a big number, and "it's very rare that 

someone has just a single concussion," said David 

Hovda, director of the UCLA Brain Injury Research 

Center. Suffering multiple concussions, or one soon 

after another, raises the risk of long-term problems. A 

brain injury also makes the brain more susceptible to 

PTSD, he said. 

On a more mundane level, many new veterans have 

back, shoulder and knee problems, aggravated by 

carrying heavy packs and wearing the body armor that 

helped keep them alive. One recent study found that 

19 percent required orthopedic surgery consultations 

and 4 percent needed surgery after returning from 

combat. 

All of this adds up to more disability claims, which 

for years have been coming in faster than the 

government can handle them. The average wait to get 

a new one processed grows longer each month and is 

now about eight months - time that a frustrated, 

injured veteran might spend with no income. 

More than 560,000 veterans from all wars currently 

have claims that are backlogged - older than 125 days. 

The VA's benefits chief, Hickey, gave these 

reasons: 

-Sheer volume. Disability claims from all veterans 

soared from 888,000 in 2008 to 1.3 million in 2011. 

Last year's included more than 230,000 new claims 

from Vietnam veterans and their survivors because of 

a change in what conditions can be considered related 

to Agent Orange exposure. Those complex, 50-year-



old cases took more than a third of available staff, she 

said. 

-High number of ailments per claim. When a 

veteran claims 11 to 14 problems, each one requires 

"due diligence" - a medical evaluation and proof that 

it is service-related, Hickey said. 

-A new mandate to handle the oldest cases first. 

Because these tend to be the most complex, they have 

monopolized staff and pushed up average processing 

time on new claims, she said. 

-Outmoded systems. The VA is streamlining and 

going to electronic records, but for now, "We have 4.4 

million case files sitting around 56 regional offices 

that we have to work with; that slows us down 

significantly," Hickey said. 

Barry Jesinoski, executive director of Disabled 

American Veterans, called Hickey's efforts 

"commendable," but said: "The VA has a long way to 

go" to meet veterans' needs. Even before the surge in 

Agent Orange cases, VA officials "were already at a 

place that was unacceptable" on backlogged claims, 

he said. 

He and VA officials agree that the economy is 

motivating some claims. His group helps veterans file 

them, and he said that sometimes when veterans come 

in, "We'll say, `Is your back worse?' and they'll say, 

`No, I just lost my job.'" 

Jesinoski does believe these veterans have more 

mental problems, especially from multiple 

deployments. 

"You just can't keep sending people into war five, 

six or seven times and expect that they're going to 

come home just fine," he said. 

For taxpayers, the ordeal is just beginning. With 

any war, the cost of caring for veterans rises for 

several decades and peaks 30 to 40 years later, when 

diseases of aging are more common, said Harvard 

economist Linda Bilmes. She estimates the health care 

and disability costs of the recent wars at $600 billion 

to $900 billion. 

"This is a huge number and there's no money set 

aside," she said. "Unless we take steps now into some 

kind of fund that will grow over time, it's very 

plausible many people will feel we can't afford these 

benefits we overpromised." 

How would that play to these veterans, who all 

volunteered and now expect the government to keep 

its end of the bargain? 

"The deal was, if you get wounded, we're going to 

supply this level of support," Bilmes said. Right now, 

"there's a lot of sympathy and a lot of people want to 

help. But memories are short and times change." 

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_COMI

NG_HOME_NEW_VETERANS?SITE=AP&SECTI

ON=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT&CTIME=20

12-05-27-13-40-57 

 

12-05-24 Handguns: The New Tote Bag 

Tucker Carlson’s news site, The Daily Caller, has 

announced that it’s giving away a gun a week until 

Election Day. As The Atlantic Wire sagely observed, 

“there’s no way this could ever go wrong.” It’s such a 

great idea to hand out high-capacity 9mm pistols, 

which, according to the manufacturer, have a “snag 

free design ideal for concealed carry.” There’s really 

nothing worse than tearing your shirt when you’re 

trying to defend yourself. 

Besides, The Daily Caller is taking precautions. 

Contest winners must pass a background check at a 

retailer with a valid federal firearms license. And the 

site will disqualify anyone who is caught “acting in a 

non-sportsmanlike or disruptive manner.” 

Before going any further, I should specify that I do 

not oppose gun ownership, and neither does the Times 

editorial board. We believe that sensible rules about 

buying and owning guns do not violate the Bill of 

Rights. 

Speaking of the Bill of Rights, one of the big 

selling points for the give-away gun, FMK Firearms 

model 9C1, also known as the “Proudly American” 

model, is that it’s engraved with phrases from that 

founding document of our nation, excluding the first 

part of the Second Amendment (the part that mentions 

a “well regulated militia.”) 

Please don’t assume the whole “Proudly 

American” thing is just a sales ploy. The company 

says clearly on its website that it decided to make the 

gun after discovering that gun dealers had more 

knowledge of “our history and America’s constitution 

than the average citizen.” That led the FMK folks to 

feel embarrassed about their own ignorance and study 

up. 

“It is this evolution that inspired us to engrave the 

Bill of Rights on the 9C1 handgun, not as some 

gimmick, but instead to inspire and encourage others 

as we were so inspired and encouraged,” FMK says. 

“It is our intent and hope that FMK products perform 

over the long haul at a high level, not to do disservice 

to those venerated words.” (Other “venerated words” 
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on the FMK site include these, from Ted Nugent: “I 

don’t like repeat offenders, I like dead offenders.”) 

Many gun dealers and gun publications emphasize 

patriotism. And that’s fine. Gun owners are certainly 

no less patriotic than non-gun owners. 

But it’s a great ambition, when you think about it, 

to make a gun that is not only light-weight, quick 

drawing and attractive (it comes in black, earth-tone, 

and pink), but also can rapidly pump out 11 or 15 

bullets (depending on how high a capacity magazine 

you want) for years to come, in a way that would 

make the Founding Fathers proud. 

http://takingnote.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/05/24/ha

ndguns-the-new-tote-bag/ 

 

12-05-24 City man sent to state prison for 

armed assault on couple 

A Pottsville man will go to state prison for what 

prosecutors said was assaulting two people with a 

loaded handgun and stealing money from one of them 

last November in the city.  

Rasheem S.A. Smalls, 21, must spend 42 to 84 

months in a state correctional institution, Judge Cyrus 

Palmer Dolbin ruled. 

Dolbin also sentenced Smalls, pursuant to a plea 

agreement between the defendant and prosecutors, to 

pay costs, $100 to the Criminal Justice Enhancement 

Account and $113 restitution to the state police crime 

laboratory in Bethlehem, and submit a DNA sample to 

law enforcement authorities.  

"Do you understand the sentence, and do you agree 

to carry it out?" Dolbin asked Smalls. 

"Yes," the defendant answered. 

Clad in a prison jumpsuit, Smalls, formerly of 

Reading, pleaded no contest to two sets of charges: 

two counts each of aggravated assault, terroristic 

threats and simple assault and one each of prohibited 

possession of firearm, carrying a firearm without a 

license, possession with intent to deliver a controlled 

substance, theft, receiving stolen property, possession 

of a controlled substance and possession of a small 

amount of marijuana in one case and one count each 

of terroristic threats and simple assault in the other. In 

the first case, prosecutors dropped a charge of 

robbery. 

By pleading no contest, Smalls did not admit 

committing the crimes, but offered no defense to 

them, admitted that prosecutors had enough evidence 

to prove him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and 

agreed to be sentenced as if he had pleaded or been 

found guilty. 

Pottsville police alleged that between 5:30 p.m. and 

6 p.m. Nov. 13, 2011, Smalls pointed a loaded .22-

caliber handgun at, and took $50 from, a woman in 

the 300 block of Sanderson Street, and then pointed 

the gun at her fiance in the Laurel Terrace Apartments 

complex. 

Police said they arrested Smalls in an apartment in 

the complex and found him with the gun, 150 rounds 

of ammunition, 17 bags of crack cocaine and a small 

amount of marijuana.  

Smalls had a previous drug conviction that 

prevented him from legally possessing the gun, 

according to police. 

In the other case, Pottsville police said Smalls 

threatened and assaulted a man on Nov. 8, 2011, in 

the city.Defendant: Rasheem S.A. Smalls 

Age: 21 

Residence: Pottsville 

Plea: No contest to three counts each of terroristic 

threats and simple assault, two of aggravated assault, 

and one each of prohibited possession of firearm, 

carrying a firearm without a license, possession with 

intent to deliver a controlled substance, theft, 

receiving stolen property, possession of a controlled 

substance and possession of a small amount of 

marijuana 

Prison sentence: 42 to 84 months in a state 

correctional institution 

http://republicanherald.com/news/city-man-sent-to-

state-prison-for-armed-assault-on-couple-1.1319585 

Illegal possession of firearms + Illegal drugs 

should = a much longer sentence. 

Legal possession of firearms without  Illegal Drugs 

should = government leave us alone. 

  

12-05-23 Donora robbery case withdrawn 

A robbery case was withdrawn Wednesday against 

a Donora man when the victim refused to testify at the 

suspect’s preliminary hearing in Washington County 

Central Court. 

Assistant District Attorney Darren M. Newberry 

withdrew the charges at the start of the hearing before 

District Judge James Ellis against Jamie Lightfoot. 

Donora police on May 17 charged Lightfoot, 19, of 

466 Third St., with robbery, theft, reckless 

endangerment, making terroristic threats, criminal 

mischief, committing a crime with a firearm and 

having a prohibited weapon. They accused him of 
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robbing Aaron Cunningham at gunpoint two days 

earlier at the victim’s residence at 400 McKean Ave. 

Lightfoot was returned to Washington County Jail 

on a probation violation 

http://www.observer-reporter.com/or/story11/05-

23-2012-Donora-robbery 

 

12-05-23 State House OKs mandatory prison for 

felons with guns 

HARRISBURG — A bill to require mandatory 

prison terms for felons caught with guns is on its way 

to the Pennsylvania Senate after winning lopsided 

approval in the House. 

The House gave the bill its final approval 

Wednesday by a vote of 190 to 7. 

The legislation would set a minimum five-year 

prison term for felons caught possessing firearms and 

impose stiffer terms of up to 25 years for repeat 

violent offenders under the state’s “three strikes” law. 

There is currently no mandatory minimum sentence. 

Opponents of the bill sponsored by Rep. Todd 

Stephens, a Montgomery County Republican, argue 

that mandatory sentences take away judges’ discretion 

in sentencing and exacerbate prison crowding. 

Proponents say the bill would help reduce illegal 

gun sales and prevent gun violence. 

http://www.observer-reporter.com/or/story11/05-

23-2012-felons-guns 

 

12-05-17 Bills to Lift Sunday Hunting Bans Fail 

in Three States 

Bills to end Sunday hunting bans in three states 

will apparently not be presented to state lawmakers 

for a vote this year, meaning there are still 11 states in 

which citizens cannot hunt on private property on 

Sundays because of arcane and archaic "blue laws." 

Proposals to lift Sunday hunting bans in Virginia 

and Pennsylvania have failed to make it out of 

committee this year. A limited bid to allow Sunday 

bow hunting in Connecticut is not expected to be 

ready for presentation before the legislative session 

ends. 

In addition to Virginia, Pennsylvania and 

Connecticut, the other states that ban or severely 

restrict hunting on Sunday are Delaware, Maine, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, North 

Carolina, South Carolina and West Virginia. 

While there are many local groups, such as 

Pennsylvania's Hunters United for Sunday Hunting 

(HUSH), battling to end this bizarre Sunday 

suspension of the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, 

there is now a broad partnership coalescing to 

spearhead the fight: The Sunday Hunting Coalition. 

Created in January 2012, coalition members 

include the National Shooting Sports Foundation, 

National Rifle Association, Congressional 

Sportsmen's Foundation, Archery Trade Association, 

Boone and Crockett Club, Cabela's, Delta Waterfowl, 

Mule Deer Foundation, National Assembly of 

Sportsmen's Caucuses, Pheasants Forever, Quail 

Forever, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Safari Club 

International, U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance and the 

Wildlife Management Institute. 

According to the NSSF, removing Sunday hunting 

bans in these 11 states would create more than 27,000 

new jobs, generate more than $730 million in wages, 

and contribute about $2.2 billion in additional 

economic activity. 

http://www.outdoorlife.com/blogs/gun-

shots/2012/05/bids-lift-sunday-hunting-bans-fail-

three-states 

 

12-05-16 OK officials - open carry no problem 

Fallin signs bill allowing Oklahomans to openly 

carry firearms 

Local law enforcement officials say the signing of 

a bill allowing Oklahomans to openly carry firearms 

won’t create problems in Muskogee. 

The bill was signed by Gov. Mary Fallin on 

Tuesday. Oklahoma will become the 25th state in the 

nation with “permissive open carry” laws or “licensed 

open carry” laws. 

The law, which will go into effect in November, 

requires weapons to be properly licensed. 

“The other states that have (the law) don’t seem to 

have trouble with it,” Muskogee County Sheriff 

Charles Pearson said. “From our perspective, we 

assume everyone we come into contact with is armed 

anyway, for our safety. 

“We’re just going to have to wait and see. I think 

we’ll be fine. Everyone was concerned about the 

concealed-carry law, at least with open-carry, we can 

see the weapon.” 

Pearson said once the law goes into effect, those 

carrying weapons better make sure they have their 

license with them. 

“We’ll be checking licenses,” Pearson said. “If you 

have a gun, you better have that license with you.” 
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Muskogee County District Attorney Larry Moore 

said he doesn’t see a problem with citizens being able 

to carry weapons in the open, either. 

“As far as me, personally, I don’t have a problem 

with it at all,” Moore said. “As a law-abiding citizen, 

as long as you meet the requirements to have the 

license, I don’t see a problem.” 

To receive a license under the Oklahoma Self 

Defense Act, applicants must take a firearms safety 

and training course and submit to a background check 

by the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation. Those 

convicted of felonies and certain misdemeanors may 

not receive a handgun license. 

Muskogee Police Chief Rex Eskridge said some 

city ordinances may need to be amended as a result of 

the bill being passed. Eskridge said he would need to 

spend more time reading the bill before passing 

judgment. 

“We have some concerns about (the bill,) but I’d 

need to look at the bill more to see specifically how 

it’s written first,” Eskridge said. “We’re going to have 

to look at our city ordinances and make some 

adjustments, probably, in municipal ordinances that 

deal with possession or carry of firearms.” 

Businesses may prohibit firearms on their 

premises, regardless of whether the citizen is licensed. 

The bill also prohibits firearms on properties owned or 

leased by the city, state or federal government, at 

correctional facilities, schools and college campuses, 

liquor stores and sports arenas during sporting events, 

according to a media release. 

http://muskogeephoenix.com/local/x1221404514/O

fficials-Open-carry-no-problem 

 

12-05-15 Detroit groundskeeper fired after 

finding loaded gun, handing it to cops 

Detroit groundskeeper, who turned in a loaded 

handgun he found hidden in weeds while working, 

was fired by the Wayne County Department of Public 

Services, MyFoxDetroit.com reports. 

John Chevilott, who is just two years shy of 

retirement, found the loaded snub-nosed revolver on 

May 3 when he and his crew were mowing a lawn in 

Wayne County. Chevilott secured the gun, waiting for 

police to drive by so he could hand it over to them. 

But, according to the station, the Detroit police 

never did pass by, so Chevilott finished his work that 

day, drove the gun home and later that same evening 

turned it into his local police department. 

He says the cops ran the gun and discovered the 

weapon had been stolen from St. Clair Shores in 2005. 

"They said I did the right thing getting it off the 

street," Chevilott told MyFoxDetroit.com. 

However, Chevilott's superiors at the Wayne 

County Department of Public Services had a much 

different opinion. His foreman, who had knowledge of 

the situation, was suspended for 30 days, and after 23 

years on the job, Chevilott was fired for violating 

department policies. 

According to a Wayne County spokeswoman and 

the rules, employees aren't allowed to possess a 

weapon on work property. 

Chevilott says he didn't bring a weapon to work. 

He found it on the job. 

"There is no policy. I've never seen a policy what 

to do if we find a gun out here. So, all I did was secure 

the situation to make sure nobody else got hurt or 

killed." 

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/05/15/detroit-

groundskeeper-fired-after-finding-loaded-gun-

handing-it-to-cops/?test=latestnews#ixzz1uxdiNeuF 

 

12-05-15 Firearms expert: Clay trap shell used 

to kill Freemansburg police officer Robert Lasso 

'quite lethal' 

A firearms expert testified this morning at the 

George Hitcho Jr. capital murder case that the shotgun 

shell used to kill Freemansburg police officer Robert 

Lasso isn't normally used for hunting or large targets, 

but can be deadly up close. 

Authorities say Hitcho fatally shot Lasso as the 

seven-year police veteran investigated a quarrel 

between Hitcho and a neighbor. Freemansburg Police 

Chief George Bruneio testified Monday Lasso was 

fending off two dogs with his stun gun drawn when a 

shot rang out and Lasso dropped to the ground. 

Seconds later, Hitcho emerged from a doorway about 

five feet away holding a jammed pump-action 

shotgun. 

Northampton County District Attorney John 

Morganelli is seeking the death penalty in the case. If 

Hitcho is found guilty, a jury will have to deliberate 

between sentencing him to death or life in prison. 

Pennsylvania State Police Sgt. Kurt Tempinski said 

the shell fired from Hitcho's weapon is typically used 

for clay birds. Other shells found in Hitcho's home at 

440 New Street could be used for a target as large as a 

turkey, he said, but from five feet away it made little 

difference. 

http://muskogeephoenix.com/local/x1221404514/Officials-Open-carry-no-problem
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"Any of these at short distances is quite lethal," 

Tempinski said. 

The shell contained hundreds of tiny pellets that 

over a distance spread out and can turn a clay trap into 

dust, he said. At close range, the pellets would stay 

close and rip a large hole in their target, he said. 

"You would have 461 pellets, approximately, 

permeate whatever it was shot with," he said. 

Tempinski's description matched the autopsy 

photos shown to the jury of nine women and three 

men Monday by Barabara Bollinger, the forensic 

pathologist who examined Lasso. The pellets and 

shotgun wad ripped an inch-and-half hole in the back 

of Lasso's neck just below his left ear, she said. At 

least 80 pellets and plastic wad tore through his neck 

and brain stem before entering his brain, she said. The 

wound most likely killed Lasso within seconds, she 

said. 

Chief Public Defender Michael Corriere pointed 

out on cross examination that the shotgun was fired 

through a glass pane in Hitcho's back door, and the 

glass may have changed the trajectory of the shot. 

Tempinski agreed, saying the wad could have changed 

course because of the glass. 

The prosecution rested its case after a lunch break, 

and Northampton County Judge Anthony Beltrami 

dismissed the jury for the day. Corriere is expected to 

make his opening arguments 9 a.m. Wednesday. 

http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/bethlehem/index.

ssf/2012/05/firearms_expert_clay_trap_shel.html 

 

12-05-15 Police: Phony officer could be killing 

Mississippi drivers 

Someone who may be posing as a police officer is 

pulling cars over on Mississippi highways and then 

shooting drivers dead, authorities said. 

After two such shootings this month, the 

Mississippi Bureau of Investigation is asking for the 

public's help to find the person. 

The agency is receiving leads and processing 

forensic evidence, bureau spokesman Warren Strain 

said Tuesday. 

"There are some similarities between the two 

incidents, mainly the fact they happened alongside a 

Mississippi highway," said MBI director Lt. Col. 

Larry Waggoner on Monday. "The concern is that 

someone is posing as a law enforcement officer and 

that is how these vehicles end up on the side of the 

road." 

How you can make sure an officer is not an 

imposter 

The first shooting occurred on May 8. Thomas 

Schlender, 74, was found dead about 1:30 a.m. in his 

car in the median of southbound Interstate 55 in 

Panola County. 

On Friday, Lori Anne Carswell, 48, was found 

dead outside her car on the shoulder of Mississippi 

State Highway 713, in Tunica County, about 2:15 a.m. 

The shootings took place about 55 miles apart, and 

the victims did not know each other, authorities said. 

Authorities are asking citizens to be careful if they 

are pulled over and feel uneasy. 

They advise drivers to call 911 and verify that a 

legitimate officer is pulling them over or drive to a 

well-lit, crowded place before stopping, actions 

permitted under Mississippi state law. 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/15/justice/mississippi

-highway-shooting/index.html?hpt=hp_t3 

 

12-05-15 Under pressure from feds, N.B. 

abandons record-keeping on gun sales 

The province of New Brunswick announced 

Tuesday that it will adhere to the federal government's 

wishes and no longer require gun dealers to keep 

records of sales of long guns and who purchased 

them. 

Not all provinces have been so quick to let go of 

the record-keeping practice that some have likened to 

a "back-door" gun registry. 

Ontario has balked at the Harper government's 

directive. Other provinces say they are consulting with 

their lawyers or seeking further clarification and 

direction from Ottawa. 

"Effective immediately, firearms dealers will no 

longer be required to record purchase information on 

long-guns, and the (chief firearms officer) and 

inspectors will not be inspecting such records," Robert 

Trevors, New Brunswick's public safety minister and 

solicitor general, said in a statement. 

"Firearms dealers have been recording these 

transactions in ledgers, along with purchases of 

prohibited and restricted firearms. They will now be 

instructed to start new ledgers, which include 

information only on prohibited and restricted 

firearms." 

Last week, federal Public Safety Minister Vic 

Toews issued a letter to RCMP Commissioner Bob 

Paulson, who is responsible for administering the 

Canadian Firearms Program, and all provincial chief 

http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/bethlehem/index.ssf/2012/05/firearms_expert_clay_trap_shel.html
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firearms officers stating that the Firearms Act does not 

permit the collection of point-of-sale data "nor any 

other measures that could create a provincial long-gun 

registry." 

Two days later, Paulson sent his own letter to the 

chief firearms officers, saying that passage of the 

Ending the Long-Gun Registry Act left "no doubt" 

that Parliament sought to eliminate any form of a 

long-gun registry. 

The letter, however, did not explicitly forbid 

provinces from continuing to ask gun vendors to 

maintain the point-of-sale ledgers. 

That omission seems to be a source of confusion — 

at least for some provinces. 

"Does the Canadian Firearms Program 

(administered by the RCMP) want us to continue 

collecting ledger information as has been done for the 

past 20+ years?" said Dan Harrison, a spokesman for 

the Nova Scotia Department of Justice, in an email. 

"We are continuing the point-of-sale ledgers . . . 

pending further direction from the program." 

Joanne MacKinnon, a spokeswoman for Prince 

Edward Island's Department of Justice, said in an 

email that, "PEI has required businesses licensed to 

sell firearms to maintain business ledgers as a 

condition of their licence for at least forty years, 

probably longer. In light of the concerns expressed by 

Public Safety Canada last week, we will be seeking a 

legal opinion on this practice." 

The RCMP commissioner has so far refused to say 

explicitly whether he believes the collection of point-

of-sale data by gun vendors should stop. 

"I'm afraid I don't have any more comments for 

you," Paulson said in an email to Postmedia News on 

Monday night. "I think my letter speaks for itself and 

you can speak to the provinces to get their views. 

Other than that we'll have to see how things develop." 

Postmedia reached out to several other provinces. 

Officials either declined to comment or did not return 

messages. 

Chief firearms officers in B.C., Alberta, 

Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Newfoundland are 

federally appointed, while chief firearms officers in 

Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and 

Prince Edward Island are provincially appointed. 

Ontario Provincial Police Supt. Chris Wyatt, chief 

firearms officer for Ontario, has stated previously that 

requiring gun vendors to collect of point-of-sale data 

is critical for public safety because they help ensure 

firearms are not acquired by criminals, unlicensed 

people or people prohibited from having firearms. He 

has insisted that the practice is very different from 

creating a gun registry. 

He also has said that he will only stop the record-

keeping practice if the federal government enacts new 

legislation expressly forbidding it. 

A spokeswoman for Toews has said that the 

minister is prepared to consider any legislative or 

regulatory measures but first wants to give the RCMP 

commissioner a chance to follow up with the 

provincial chief firearms officers. 

A court injunction, meanwhile, remains in place in 

Quebec keeping the long-gun registry alive in that 

province. That province is seeking to create its own 

registry. 

Toews has vowed to "vigorously oppose" that court 

order. 

http://www.canada.com/Under+pressure+from+fed

s+abandons+record+keeping+sales/6623958/story.ht

ml 

 

12-05-15 Killings lead to question: Can you wait 

before pulling over for a cop? 

Two Mississippi killings that may have been 

committed by someone posing as a police officer have 

prompted police to give some unusual advice to 

drivers. 

Authorities are asking citizens to be careful if they 

are pulled over and feel uneasy. They advise drivers to 

call 911 and verify that a legitimate officer is pulling 

them over or drive to a well-lit, crowded place before 

stopping, actions permitted under Mississippi state 

law. 

In the Mississippi killings, police believe the 

suspect may have tricked drivers into pulling over on 

the highway. 

The issue is obviously different from choosing not 

to pull over just to challenge police. But it begs the 

question: What can you as a citizen do if you have 

concerns or suspicions that someone might be 

impersonating a police officer? 

Bill Johnson, executive director at the National 

Association of Police Organizations, said there are no 

standard nationwide laws or rules on the issue and 

every situation is different. 

Johnson said that generally, if citizens have 

concerns, he believes they should try to pull over to a 

lighted area, or the most populated area they can, to 

feel more comfortable. But they can also be their own 

detective. Johnson said that generally, someone 

http://www.canada.com/Under+pressure+from+feds+abandons+record+keeping+sales/6623958/story.html
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impersonating a police officer doesn't have a true 

marked car. 

An impostor is more likely to be using a car that is 

similar to the look of patrol cars: Ford Crown 

Victorias or Chevrolet Impalas, for example. Often 

they will be legitimate police tucked away on a 

highway to catch speeders, but you're less likely to 

find an impostor with an actual stolen police car. 

He said drivers should look for specifics: 

emergency light bars, vehicle decals and even a search 

light. 

In cases such as the current one in Mississippi, 

Johnson said, police are likely to be more lenient with 

drivers who take more time to pull over. 

"I think in a case like Mississippi where it appears 

that someone - it may be an active killer out there 

posing as police - it’s fine if the citizen who is being 

signaled tries to get on their own phone and call 911 

to confirm that it is an actual officer," Johnson said. 

And if it occurs in a state where there are laws 

preventing using your phone while driving, he expects 

that police would also understand if a motorist did so 

under circumstances such as in Mississippi. 

"There’s gotta be some discretion in enforcement 

when it comes to these circumstances," he said. "If the 

person has some doubt about the validity of the stop, 

(or the) car doesn’t appear to be marked properly, I 

think its fine to try to confirm what’s going on around 

them. The real police officers in the jurisdiction would 

understand." 

http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2012/05/15/killings-

lead-to-question-can-you-wait-before-pulling-over-

for-a-cop/ 

 

12-05-14  Confiscated items piling up at 

Schuylkill County Courthouse 

Confiscating everything from guns and knives to 

screwdrivers and key chains, Sheriff's Security greet 

everyone that walks through the public entrance at the 

Schuylkill County Courthouse. 

"If you don't empty your pockets you're not getting 

in the building. It's as simple as that," said Betsy 

Antalosky, one of the guards at the door Friday. 

During business hours, at least two guards are at 

the only entrance to the courthouse as people empty 

their pockets into a container and walk through a 

metal detector. There are six guards employed by the 

county.  

Bags and other storage items are also run through a 

small X-ray machine. 

"It's amazing some of the stuff people try to get 

through security," County Sheriff Joseph G. Groody 

said. 

Groody said about 2,000 items are confiscated 

throughout a year, including about 100 guns. If a 

firearm is found, the owner must show a permit. It is 

then stored in a locked box and can be collected when 

the visitor leaves. 

Tom "Lefty" Dobrolsky, the other guard at the door 

Friday, said most of the guns they collect are from 

people with permits who simply do not want to leave 

their weapon in an unattended vehicle. 

Groody said about 200 knives are confiscated in a 

month. Other items commonly collected at the door 

include razors, needles, scissors, box cutters and 

mace. 

A lot of these confiscated items are not collected 

by people as they leave the courthouse and are stored 

in the sheriff's office. Groody said at the end of the 

year, the items are melted down and destroyed. 

The guards have also confiscated some rather 

unique items. 

Dobrolsky said just a few months ago, a elderly 

man with a cane was coming in the courthouse to look 

at some of the historical components of the building. 

Dobrolsky said that upon further inspection, his cane 

actually encased a sword. 

"You have to be alert all the time because you just 

don't know," Dobrolsky said. 

Antalosky said one time, a screwdriver and a 

wrench were found in a woman's purse. When asked 

why she had the items she said for protection. 

"I really don't think people bring this stuff in to 

hurt someone," Antalosky said. 

There has yet to be any violent incidents reported 

inside the county courthouse. 

Some of the strange items confiscated at other 

county courthouses that the guards were told to be 

aware of include a gun disguised as a cell phone, 

pocket knife belt attachments and weapons masked as 

other objects, such as cassette tapes. 

According to statistics taken by the guards Friday, 

more than 2,235 people came through the only public 

entrance to the courthouse last week.  

"All kinds of people come through here, whether 

it's for dog licenses, to pay taxes or for gun permits," 

Antalosky said. 

The guards said that number represents about a 

typical week, noting that more than 800 people can 

come through the door during the day of a trial. 

http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2012/05/15/killings-lead-to-question-can-you-wait-before-pulling-over-for-a-cop/
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"Most people are pleasant but some people give us 

a hard time," Antalosky said. "I think some people are 

afraid they won't get their stuff back." 

However, Antalosky also said many of the people 

who work at the courthouse said they were happy 

because they feel safe 

http://republicanherald.com/news/confiscated-

items-piling-up-at-schuylkill-county-courthouse-

1.1314959 

 

12-05-14  Injured vet’s guns stolen by D.C 

After being injured on his second tour of duty in 

Afghanistan, Lt. Augustine Kim spent the night in a 

D.C. jail for possessing unregistered guns.  

Mr. Kim was transporting his firearms from his 

parents’ house in New Jersey to South Carolina when 

he stopped at Walter Reed in Washington for a 

medical appointment in the summer of 2010. 

After being pulled over, handcuffed, arrested, 

thrown in jail overnight, his guns were confiscated by 

the city. 

In the end, the platoon leader felt forced to plead 

guilty to a misdemeanor charge, which was later 

dismissed, but the District still refuses to return to him 

$10,000 worth of firearms and parts. The national 

guardsman will deploy to Kosovo this summer. The 

city should return his property before he leaves to 

serve our nation overseas for the third time.  

Wounded Vet 

Mr. Kim, an M1A1 Abrams main battle tank 

platoon leader, was the liaison officer to a specialized 

unit in Afghanistan, when he was injured in a vehicle 

crash. He broke multiple bones on the left side of his 

face and shattered his right arm. He was medivaced to 

Germany, where he spent two weeks getting 

treatment. He then spent three months in and out of 

the hospital at Walter Reed to get necessary facial 

surgery to fix his cracked lower orbit.  

Before deploying, the soldier had taken his gun 

collection to his parents’ house in New Jersey for safe 

storage. At the end of his recovery, he drove to the 

Garden State to pick up the supply and transport it to 

his home in Charleston. 

He had one Colt Carbine AR15 rifle 6920 

5.56/.223, a Beretta 92S in 9mm, a custom Springfield 

Armory 1911 in .45 caliber. The national guardsman’s 

hobby is building and working on 1911 models, so he 

had spare parts, including a frame, barrel and upper 

receiver. 

Arrested Driving Through D.C. 

Returning to South Carolina on June 30, 2010, Mr. 

Kim stopped at Walter Reed for a doctor’s 

appointment. Afterwards, he got lost while driving his 

two-door Honda Civic in downtown D.C. in the 

evening. He was pulled over by police.  

The officer said that his driver’s license had been 

suspended. He was unaware of this. He found out the 

next morning that it was wrongly suspended due to a 

clerical error in which North Carolina incorrectly 

reported to South Carolina that he didn't pay a 

speeding ticket. Mr. Kim called and had this cleared 

up the next morning.  

However, because of the suspended license, the 

D.C. police officer called for backup, and told Mr. 

Kim he would have to go to the police station. Then 

the cops asked Mr. Kim if they could search his 

vehicle. The lieutenant agreed because his guns were 

properly locked in a case in the trunk, in compliance 

with federal firearm transport laws. Mr. Kim was 

handcuffed and told to sit on the curb during the 

search.  

He recalled that the officers inspected the 

collection and “were upset about the fact that I had the 

AR-15, which D.C. considers to be an ‘assault 

weapon.’” The model of rifle is illegal in the District, 

but not in his home state.  

The officers then told Mr. Kim he was in violation 

for the carrying firearms outside the home (in his 

vehicle) in the District. The nation’s capital does not 

acknowledge the right to bear arms, so there are no 

carry rights.  

“I told them I had been under the impression that 

as long as the guns were locked in the back, with the 

ammunition separate, that I was allowed to transport 

them,” Mr. Kim told me in an interview. “They said, 

‘That may be true, however, since you stopped at 

Walter Reed, that make you in violation of the 

registration laws.” It is illegal to possess a firearm 

anywhere in D.C. other than the home.  

Mr. Kim’s attorney, Richard Gardiner, said his 

client was lawfully transporting the firearms, and that 

would have been his defense if the matter went to 

trial. “The mistake he made was agreeing to a search 

of his vehicle,” the attorney explained in an interview. 

“If the police ask for consent to search, the answer is 

‘no.’ If they ask, ‘why not?’ The answer is, ‘no.’” 

Jail Time 

After loading the gun cases into the squad car to be 

used as evidence, the police took Mr. Kim to police 

headquarters. He was booked on four felony counts of 
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carrying outside the home. The maximum penalty for 

all these charges would be a $20,000 fine and 20 years 

imprisonment.  

The veteran spent a “few hours in the drunk tank,” 

then was moved to the central jail. It was cold on the 

steel slab, so he asked the police guard for a blanket. 

“He was surly with me and sarcastic. He said, ‘Oh you 

want blankets? Well they’re back ordered,’” Mr. Kim 

recalled. “I remember thinking, we treated detainees 

in Afghanistan better than this.” He didn’t get much 

sleep that night.  

In the morning, the national guardsman was given 

a public defender and taken to arraignment. He called 

his squad leader at Walter Reed to pick him up and 

get his car. 

Once back at the army base, he quickly resolved 

the driver’s license problem. He then went to the JAG 

office for legal advice. “I knew if I got one felony, my 

military career would be over,” Mr. Kim told me. 

Since the case was in civil court, the military officer 

couldn’t help him with the charges.  

Mr. Kim was more concerned about his career. “I 

asked him for his opinion on how this would affect 

my getting subsequent security clearance,” he 

recalled. “The JAG eased his concerns: ‘You got 

arrested for carrying guns. That’s what you get paid 

for.’” 

So Mr. Kim went online to find a firearms’ 

attorney in the area. He asked for recommendations 

on the gun forum AR15.com and was quickly referred 

to Mr. Gardiner. “The posters said, ‘Don’t accept 

anyone else,” Mr. Kim recalled. “I didn’t know he 

was part of the Heller case.” The lawyer represents 

Dick Heller in his second lawsuit against the District 

for its unconstitutional firearms laws.  

The Courts 

Over the next two months, Mr. Kim had to return 

to Washington for hearings and negotiations with the 

representative for the U.S. attorney. The feds knocked 

the original felony charges down to four 

misdemeanors of possession of unregistered firearms.  

He felt the prosecutor was sympathetic. “Pretty 

much everyone seemed in agreement on the fact that 

this had been some crazy misunderstanding. And, 

unfortunately, we had to through this whole goat rope 

now,” said Mr. Kim.  

Mr. Gardiner finally made a deal with the U.S. 

attorney in which Mr. Kim would plead guilty to one 

misdemeanor charge of one unregistered gun. If he 

avoided violating the law for nine months, all the 

charges would be dismissed.  

“They offered this great deal with no trial and a 

virtual guarantee the charges would be dismissed for 

two reasons,” explained the firearms attorney. “They 

knew they had slight problem with the transport issue. 

And they knew he was a wounded vet. They just 

decided this wouldn't be the best kind of case to get to 

trial.” Mr. Kim accepted the deal on Aug. 23, 2010.  

In May 2011, the charge was dismissed. His 

record, however is not expunged. It still shows he was 

arrested on four firearms charges, which were later 

dismissed.  

D.C Refuses to Return His Guns 

Three weeks after the charges were dropped, the 

U.S. attorney’s office sent a form to the Metropolitan 

Police Department (MPD) property clerk certifying 

that Mr. Kim’s guns were no longer needed for 

evidence. Still, MPD would not release the guns. 

After waiting six months, Mr. Gardiner wrote to 

the District’s property clerk, Derek Gray, in Dec. 

2011 to ask for Mr. Kim’s property to be returned. 

Neither Mr. Gray nor anyone from MPD has 

responded to the request.  

“This is legalized theft,” Mr. Gardiner said. “The 

charges were dropped, and they don't give you your 

property back? The Constitution requires that if the 

government takes your property, it has to do 

something to keep it. They can’t sit around twiddling 

their thumbs.”  

On Friday, I asked MPD why it had not returned 

Mr. Kim’s guns to him after the charges were 

dismissed, and the U.S. attorney released the property 

in June 2011.  

On Monday, MPD spokesman Gwendolyn Crump 

said the department “notified the respondent’s 

attorney last week of his right to a hearing concerning 

the return of weapons.” Mr. Gardiner said that he did 

not receive a letter. The spokesman did not respond to 

my inquiry about the date the letter was sent.  

Ms. Crump also said that the department sent Mr. 

Kim a letter in March, but it was returned 

undeliverable from his legal address, which the 

spokesman was unable to provide at press time. The 

Army lieutenant said that he moved within South 

Carolina in Sept. 2011, but has the mail forwarded to 

his new address. The normal process is to notify the 

attorney on record, however, and MPD never 

responded to Mr. Gardiner’s letter from December.  



Looking back on this whole experience, Mr. Kim 

now says that, “It was a pain driving back and forth up 

to D.C. and having to pay a lawyer, but the biggest 

loss is I’m out ten grand worth of guns.” He’s now in 

South Carolina preparing for his third overseas 

assignment to Kosovo. 

A valiant soldier who proudly serves our country is 

being treated like a criminal by the District. The 

nation owes him gratitude, not harassment for safely 

transporting guns through the nation’s capital. The 

lieutenant’s firearms should be returned to him by 

overnight express -- with a note of apology.  

"Emily Gets Her Gun" is an award-winning series 

following senior editor Emily Miller as she tries to 

legally get her hands on a gun in the nation's capital. 

You can also follow her on Twitter and on Facebook.  

http://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/guns/2012/

may/14/miller-injured-vets-guns-stolen-dc/ 

 

12-05-11 Florida woman sentenced to 20 years 

in controversial warning shot case 

CNN) -- Saying he had no discretion under state 

law, a judge sentenced a Jacksonville, Florida, woman 

to 20 years in prison Friday for firing a warning shot 

in an effort to scare off her abusive husband. 

Marissa Alexander unsuccessfully tried to use 

Florida's controversial "stand your ground" law to 

derail the prosecution, but a jury in March convicted 

her of aggravated assault after just 12 minutes of 

deliberation. 

The case, which was prosecuted by the same state 

attorney who is handling the Trayvon Martin case, has 

gained the attention of civil rights leaders who say the 

African-American woman was persecuted because of 

her race. 

After the sentencing, Rep. Corrine Brown 

confronted State Attorney Angela Corey in the 

hallway, accusing her of being overzealous, according 

to video from CNN affiliate WJXT. 

"There is no justification for 20 years," Brown told 

Corey during an exchange frequently interrupted by 

onlookers. "All the community was asking for was 

mercy and justice," she said. 

Corey said she had offered Alexander a plea 

bargain that would have resulted in a three-year prison 

sentence, but Alexander chose to take the case to a 

jury trial, where a conviction would carry a mandatory 

sentence under a Florida law known as "10-20-life." 

The law mandates increased penalties for some 

felonies, including aggravated assault, in which a gun 

is carried or used. 

Corey said the case deserved to be prosecuted 

because Alexander fired in the direction of a room 

where two children were standing. 

Alexander said she was attempting to flee her 

husband, Rico Gray, on August 1, 2010, when she 

picked up a handgun and fired a shot into a wall. 

She said her husband had read cell phone text 

messages that she had written to her ex-husband, got 

angry and tried to strangle her. 

She said she escaped and ran to the garage, 

intending to drive away. But, she said, she forgot her 

keys, so she picked up her gun and went back into the 

house. She said her husband threatened to kill her, so 

she fired one shot. 

"I believe when he threatened to kill me, that's 

what he was absolutely going to do," she said. "That's 

what he intended to do. Had I not discharged my 

weapon at that point, I would not be here." 

Alexander's attorneys tried to use the state law that 

allows people to use potentially deadly force 

anywhere they feel reasonably threatened with serious 

harm or death. 

But a previous judge in the case rejected the 

request, saying Alexander's decision to go back into 

the house was not consistent with someone in fear for 

her safety, according to the Florida Times Union 

newspaper. 

A jury convicted Alexander in March and Judge 

James Daniel denied her request for a new trial in 

April. 

Daniel handed down the sentence Friday after an 

emotional sentencing hearing during which 

Alexander's parents, 11-year-old daughter and pastor 

spoke on her behalf. 

Several people had to be escorted from the 

courtroom after breaking out singing and chanting 

about a perceived lack of justice in the case, but 

Daniel made a point to say that he had no choice 

under state law. 

"Under the state's 10-20-life law, a conviction for 

aggravated assault where a firearm has been 

discharged carries a minimum and maximum sentence 

of 20 years without regarding to any extenuating or 

mitigating circumstances that may be present, such as 

those in this case," Daniel said. 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/guns/2012/may/14/miller-injured-vets-guns-stolen-dc/
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Brown, the Jacksonville congresswoman, told 

reporters after the sentencing that the case was a 

product of "institutional racism." 

"She was overcharged by the prosecutor. Period," 

Brown said. "She never should have been charged." 

Brown has been more complimentary about 

Corey's work in the Trayvon Martin case, where her 

office filed second degree murder charges against 

neighborhood watch volunteer George Zimmerman in 

the February 26 death of the unarmed African-

American teen-ager. 

That case provoked nationwide protests demanding 

Zimmerman's arrest after an initial police 

investigation released him under the "stand your 

ground" law. 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/11/justice/florida-

stand-ground-sentencing/index.html 

 

12-05-09  Army vet fires shots at early morning 

intruder 

Fred Ricciuti hasn't fired a gun in years, but when 

an intruder entered his home early Tuesday morning, 

his old Army training kicked right in.  

"You're in danger, you have to react," said Ricciuti, 

a Korean War veteran. 

Ricciuti said he heard the sound of someone 

rummaging through his home on Klondike Street in 

Elizabeth Township and yelled to the person, asking 

who was there. 

When he didn't get a response, Ricciuti said he 

took matters into his own hands. 

"I had my German Luger by the door. I reached for 

it and said, 'Hold it! Stop!'" said Ricciuti. "As I 

walked here, he was near the door, and I fired." 

Ricciuti showed Channel 4 Action News' Andrew 

Del Greco the bullet holes in his kitchen window. 

He said one of the bullets grazed the intruder as he 

fled the home and drove away in his car.  

Police caught the intruder not far from Ricciuti's 

home and took him into custody. 

Ricciuti said he searched the rest of his home and 

found broken latches and other signs of forced entry. 

Although he hasn't fired a gun in years, he said his 

Army training hasn't left him. 

"It stays with you. Once you're trained with 

something, it is still there," said Ricciuti. 

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/47345458/ns/local_

news-pittsburgh_pa/t/army-vet-fires-shots-early-

morning-intruder/ 

 

12-05-09  Pennsy Gun Sales To Be Shut Down. 

Temporarily. Probably 

The Pennsylvania state police will be updating 

their instant check system later in the month. Since the 

Keystone State bypasses the FBI’s NICS system and 

instead runs their own  background check operation, 

that means Pennsy residents won’t be able to buy guns 

for about 60 hours. What could possibly go wrong? 

Well, as we – or anyone who’s planned any kind of 

system change – can tell you, plenty. Even the most 

seemingly minor upgrade can develop into a major 

cluster. That 60 hours in Pennsylvania could very well 

drag on. And on. But what the hell. It’s only people’s 

constitutional rights that are affected. Right? Enter the 

bowtied gun rights wunderkind Alan Gottlieb via 

CCRKBA who’s, well, not happy. At all. His rant 

after the jump . . . 

BELLEVUE, WA – A complete shutdown of the 

Pennsylvania Instant Check System by the state police 

for a period of 60 hours later this month for a system 

upgrade is “inexcusable,” the Citizens Committee for 

the Right to Keep and Bear Arms said today. 

“Closing down the background check system, and 

thus suspending all firearms transactions and 

concealed carry license processing simply allows the 

Pennsylvania State Police to obstruct the gun rights of 

law-abiding citizens,” said CCRKBA Chairman Alan 

M. Gottlieb. “We are not reassured by a promise from 

the agency that it will expedite this computer system 

update in order to restore service as soon as possible. 

Access to the computers for background checks 

should not be suspended at all. 

“Surely,” he continued, “the State Police can find 

alternate means of processing firearms transactions 

and permit applications while the upgrade is in 

progress.” 

The system is scheduled for update from 10 p.m. 

Saturday, May 19 to 10 a.m. Tuesday, May 22. 

Gottlieb said this highlights a problem with such 

systems when there is no backup. Authorities can 

literally suspend the Second Amendment by turning 

off a switch or pulling a plug, he observed, and use 

whatever excuse they want. 

“We live in an age when computer upgrades should 

be accomplished considerably faster,” Gottlieb said. 

“Locking down such a vital system that is important 

to so many Pennsylvania residents for 60 hours is not 

an ‘inconvenience,’ it’s an outrage.” 

Keystone State gun owners will hold their 7th 

annual Second Amendment Liberty rally tomorrow, 

http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/11/justice/florida-stand-ground-sentencing/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/11/justice/florida-stand-ground-sentencing/index.html
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/47345458/ns/local_news-pittsburgh_pa/t/army-vet-fires-shots-early-morning-intruder/
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/47345458/ns/local_news-pittsburgh_pa/t/army-vet-fires-shots-early-morning-intruder/
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May 8 on the main steps in the capitol rotunda. This 

would be a grand opportunity for firearms owners to 

contact their state legislators, and the governor’s 

office, to express their dissatisfaction over the PICS 

problem, he suggested. 

“Since the last time this happened in 2007, 

Pennsylvania gun owners have been pushing for an 

end to the PICS system,” Gottlieb noted. “It is time to 

put the State Police out of the background check 

business, and turn over this important job to the NICS 

system operated by the FBI. They do their upgrades 

faster, and they deal with the entire country.” 

http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/05/daniel-

zimmerman/pennsy-gun-sales-to-be-shut-down-

temporarily-probably/ 

 

One of the commenter’s had this to say 

HSR47 says: 

There seems to be a misconception that PA wholly 

bypasses NICS; this is not true. Rather, a PICS check 

involves running a NICS check on the applicant, 

along with checking The Commonwealth’s 

proprietary database(s) of prohibited persons. That 

said, every estimate I’ve seen states that the total 

running cost of the PICS system is in the 

neighborhood of 100 million dollars, with roughly 7-8 

million more in annual administration costs. On top of 

this, the system was defunded by last years budget, 

but the Commonwealth Police managed to find the 

money somewhere to keep it running. Furthermore, 

PICS has a tendency to go down. A lot. PICS may 

have an internal server/phone issue, or there may an 

issue with PennDOT (PICS retrieves SSNs from 

PennDOT), and the result is that nobody can buy a 

gun in PA until the issue is resolved. Add to this the 

issue of reporting prohibited persons to NICS; It isn’t 

done all the time, if at all. This is because the 

Commonwealth Police maintain their OWN databases 

with this information. Keep in mind that this is 

EXACTLY the sort of bureaucratic “loophole” that 

Loughner fell through. So why do we have this 

system? Presumably there was a reason at one point, 

but at this point the only conceviable reason is so that 

the Commonwealth Police can continue to maintain 

their illegal sales/transfer database (by various 

reckonings this database goes back to 1932 or even 

further). Thus, one of the bills currently being pushed 

in PA, House Bill 2127 is aimed at correcting ALL of 

the problems inherent to the PICS system. It will 

eliminate several million in useless spending from the 

budget, it will mandate reporting prohibited persons to 

NICS, and it will VASTLY improve uptime and speed 

of background checks for the purchase of firearms.  

Also note that the NRA doesn’t have anything to 

do with this bill; It’s primarily FOAC’s (Firearm 

Owners Against Crime) baby, along with pretty much 

every other pro-gun bill in the PA legislature. Other 

current positive bills I’m aware of include: HB 1523: 

Preemption enhancement (legislates civil standing) 

HB 2176: Two tier Constitutional Carry HB 1860: 

Disparity of Force for SYG HB 1668: Transport 

enhancement (Current firearms transport law is 

abysmal) HB 935: Parking lot bill including civil 

immunity for lot owner Note again that, with the 

possible exception of ILA notices, the NRA is doing 

nothing to support these bills. 

 

12-05-09  Korean War vet, 84, shoots intruder 

inside home 

ELIZABETH, Pa. (AP) - An 84-year-old western 

Pennsylvania man and Korean War vet shot and 

wounded a home invasion suspect, and then forgave 

the man's family when they came to apologize. 

Police said Raymond Hiles, 25, was captured 

Tuesday not long after trying to break into Fred 

Ricciutti's Elizabeth Township home, about 15 miles 

south of Pittsburgh. 

"My wife and I were asleep. We were staying 

downstairs because my wife is ill," Ricciutti told The 

Associated Press on Wednesday. 

Ricciutti said he heard a noise at about 4:30 a.m. 

and could see someone coming into the room. He 

pulled a gun out of a drawer, yelled a warning at Hiles 

and then fired once, hitting him in the neck. 

Ricciutti, who was born in Italy, said he came to 

the U.S. in 1937, and later served in a tank battalion 

during the Korean War. 

"In the war I experienced a lot of bad things, but I 

had never experienced that in my own house," he said 

of the invasion. 

Ricciutti said the suspect lives across the street, and 

he's never faced any hostility in the town. 

"I know the family. They're good people," he said, 

adding that they came over in tears to apologize for 

what Hiles allegedly did. 

"I forgave them," he said, adding that he couldn't 

hold them responsible for Hiles' actions. 

WPXI-TV first reported that investigators said 

Hiles was arrested a few blocks away, carrying a 

screwdriver and a stun gun. He's being held on 

http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/05/daniel-zimmerman/pennsy-gun-sales-to-be-shut-down-temporarily-probably/
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/05/daniel-zimmerman/pennsy-gun-sales-to-be-shut-down-temporarily-probably/
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2012/05/daniel-zimmerman/pennsy-gun-sales-to-be-shut-down-temporarily-probably/


$100,000 bail on charges including criminal trespass 

and burglary. 

Online court records don't list an attorney for Hiles. 

Authorities said they don't expect to bring any 

charges against Ricciutti. 

http://www.ksl.com/?nid=157&sid=20332109&titl

e=korean-war-vet-84-shoots-intruder-inside-home 

 

12-05-08 Salem Township teen waives hearing 

on firearms charge 

A Common Pleas judge will determine whether a 

Salem Township teen was within the law when he 

entered a car carrying a firearm he was not licensed to 

carry. 

Kyle Jacob Cortese, 19, of Santo Lane waived his 

right to a preliminary hearing on Tuesday and agreed 

to not possess or carry a gun as part of his bond 

conditions. 

At issue is whether Cortese was exercising his 

Second Amendment right to bear arms when he 

attended Delmont Borough Council meetings a few 

times with a pistol on his hip. 

Assistant District Attorney Rebecca Calisti said 

council members were upset about Cortese carrying a 

gun, but acknowledged his right to do so. 

"You're allowed to open carry on your hip," she 

said. 

The alleged problem arose when Delmont police 

arrested Cortese on April 10 at 7:55 p.m. as he was 

getting in a vehicle parked along Greensburg Street. 

Police allege that when Cortese, then 18, entered the 

Subaru Impreza, the gun holstered on his right hip 

became concealed. 

Pennsylvania residents ages 21 and older can apply 

for a license to carry a firearm, which is required to 

conceal a weapon and carry it in a vehicle. According 

to an affidavit, police conducted a traffic stop and 

Cortese got out of the vehicle at gunpoint. 

A .9 mm pistol registered to Cortese's father was 

recovered, along with two loaded magazines with 17 

rounds each from a pouch on the teen's left hip. 

Attorneys discussed the matter outside of the 

courtroom yesterday during the time scheduled for 

Cortese's preliminary hearing. They will ask a judge 

to determine whether Cortese's actions fall under an 

exception in the law. 

Defense attorney William Leonard said the gun on 

Cortese's hip and the vehicle he entered are registered 

to his father. Those facts make Cortese eligible for an 

exception under the felony offense he is charged with 

-- firearms not to be carried without a license, Leonard 

said. 

"There's no question that all of those things apply 

here," he said. 

Cortese was "exercising his right under the Second 

Amendment," Leonard said. 

Calisti said prosecutors plan to argue that the 

exception doesn't apply because Cortese is not old 

enough to carry a concealed firearm. 

"The statute's a little vague," she said. 

Cortese's passenger, Charles Robert Kirkpatrick, 

22, of Freeport Street, Delmont, was detained and 

released during the incident. Kirkpatrick had a loaded 

firearm and a license to carry it, according to police. 

Kirkpatrick was arrested in October when he was 

seen walking along Church Street in Salem carrying a 

fully loaded black rifle. 

When Delmont police arrived, he was allegedly 

swinging the rifle and carrying 200 rounds of extra 

ammunition in a backpack, according to an affidavit. 

Kirkpatrick is awaiting trial in that case on charges 

of reckless endangerment, simple assault and 

disorderly conduct. 

http://triblive.com/news/westmoreland/1513703-

74/cortese-carry-hip-police-carrying-delmont-firearm-

gun-kirkpatrick-vehicle 

 

12-05-08 PREPARING FOR MASSIVE CIVIL 

WAR, RE-EDUCATION CAMPS  

No nation ever did nor ever can retain its liberty 

after the loss of the sword and the purse.” -- Patrick 

Henry 

The past few days the Internet has been burning up 

with these stories: 

Yes, The Re-Education Camp Manual Does Apply 

Domestically to U.S. Citizens 

"A shocking U.S. Army manual that describes how 

political activists in prison camps will be 

indoctrinated by specially assigned psychological 

operations officers contains numerous clear references 

to the fact that the policies do apply domestically to 

U.S. citizens." 

Joel Skousen: Army Document Reveals Citizens to 

be Treated as Enemy Combatants 

Why this would shock anyone who has been active 

in fighting the totalitarian thugs in Washington, DC, is 

beyond me. Let me once again cite this from many of 

my past columns that should have been a warning to 

wake up: 

http://www.ksl.com/?nid=157&sid=20332109&title=korean-war-vet-84-shoots-intruder-inside-home
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"1987: Then U.S. Attorney General William 

French Smith blew the whistle on a fairly low ranking 

Marine officer by the name of Oliver North. 

According to Smith, Lt. Col. Oliver North directly 

helped draft a plan in 1984 to impose martial law in 

the United States in the event of an emergency. This 

secret plan would suspend the U.S. Constitution and 

turn over control of the government to the little known 

agency at that time: FEMA. This plan would appoint 

military commanders to run state and local 

governments. Implementation of this plan would have 

been triggered by violent and wise spread internal 

dissent, disagreement with government policy or 

national opposition to any U.S. military invasion 

abroad. Essentially, it amounted to a complete and 

total suspension of the U.S. Constitution and Bill of 

Rights. 

"Investigators who uncovered this plan believe that 

between 1983 - 1986, North's office was the 'central 

command center' for this informal secret structure 

which involved more than the illegal sale of arms to 

Iran and illegal funding of the underground war in 

Nicaragua under President Ronald Reagan. "Lifers" in 

the military were shocked, saying at the time that no 

Lt. Colonel is ever given the kind of power North was 

apparently given within this secret structure. So great 

was his authority, he could have the orbits of 

sophisticated satellites altered to follow Soviet ships 

around the world or launch high-flying spy aircraft on 

secret missions. Some even compared this whole 

operation as eerily similar to the one portrayed in the 

movie, Clear and Present Danger, starring Harrison 

Ford (1994). 

"North wasn't alone in this secret structure. Others 

included Reagan's closest advisers: U.S. Attorney 

General Edwin Meese, CIA Director William Casey 

and National Security Adviser William Clark. 

Congressional investigators at the time were shocked 

by how far along this secret structure and planning 

had progressed. Arthur Liman, who was the chief 

counsel of the Senate's Iran-Contra committee stated 

in a memo that Oliver North was at the center of what 

he called a "secret government within a government." 

Prior to those hearings, Liman wrote that a policy 

decision made at the highest levels during the Iran 

Contra scandal "...reveals the whole secret 

government within a government, operated from the 

Executive Office Building by a lieutenant colonel 

with its own army, air force, diplomatic agents, 

intelligence operatives and appropriations capacity." 

Think Ronald Reagan didn't know what North was 

doing? 

Section 1-3 of that Army Training Manual cited in 

the first link above talks about military and civilian 

internees. If you read the entire Contents section it 

appears to be written for overseas operations. The 

designation CI (civilian internee) is used in the charts. 

No doubt we'll hear all sorts of protestations by 

government lackeys this doesn't apply to you and me. 

Anyone who believes anything coming out of 

Washington, DC, anymore is either in denial or a 

damn fool. 

Then we have this one: 

"We are Preparing for Massive Civil War,” Says 

DHS Informant 

"In a riveting interview on TruNews Radio, 

Wednesday, private investigator Doug Hagmann said 

high-level, reliable sources told him the U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is preparing 

for “massive civil war” in America. Folks, we're 

getting ready for one massive economic collapse,” 

Hagmann told TruNews host Rick Wiles. “We have 

problems . . . The federal government is preparing for 

civil uprising,” he added, “so every time you hear 

about troop movements, every time you hear about 

movements of military equipment, the militarization 

of the police, the buying of the ammunition, all of this 

is . . . they (DHS) are preparing for a massive 

uprising. "Hagmann goes on to say that his sources 

tell him the concerns of the DHS stem from a collapse 

of the U.S. dollar and the hyperinflation a collapse in 

the value of the world's primary reserve currency 

implies to a nation of 311 million Americans, who, for 

the significant portion of the population, is armed." 

Can you believe Hagmann about his "high-level, 

reliable sources"? Not according to Debbie Schussel: 

Northeast “Intelligence” Network or Northeast 

Plagiarism Network? 

"The old adage says that imitation is the sincerest 

form of flattery. But actually, that's not always true. In 

the world of writing and research, imitation is the 

most insincere form of armed robbery. But, at least in 

a real armed robbery, you usually see the guy with his 

gun and you know he is stealing from you. With 

plagiarists, they just steal your hard work behind your 

back. That was the case with the so-called Northeast 

Intelligence Network a/k/a NEIN a/k/a 

HomelandSecurityUS.com and its main operator, 

Douglas J. Hagmann, who on Monday, ripped off 

something I wrote–passing it off as the work of 



himself and his site's “investigators,” who apparently 

don't even exist. If the intelligence and terrorism 

expertise business is a matter of stealing the work of 

others and passing it off as your own, then I guess he's 

good at it." 

I don't know those individuals, but what I do know 

is none of this is new - except the Department of 

Fatherland Security. A draconian enforcement arm for 

the traitors working to destroy this republic, kissed 

and blessed by your incumbent in the Outlaw 

Congress and mine. When I say not new, the shadow 

government has been planning for civil unrest for a 

long time.  

As the economy continues to tank, millions more 

unemployed and millions more Americans see 

everything they've ever worked for blown away like a 

puff of smoke, the powers who really control our lives 

know things could get messy. No one in their right 

mind wants that, but between the agitators, who I 

believe are paid by the government, and the jackass 

fools in the Occupy Movement, very likely could set 

things off. That would set the government's 

propaganda machine into overdrive with you and me 

as the target. 

Read this essay I scanned and have linked to over 

and over trying to get people to see what was/is 

coming down the pipeline: 

'Our civilian-military face-off' (Sacramento Bee, 

November 30, 1997): 

"Bill of Rights No Obstacle for the [Marine] Corps. 

This piece exposed the mindset way back then that at 

some point due to: "...the rising potential for civil 

disobedience within the inner cities it is 'inevitable' 

the U.S. military will be employed more often within 

American borders." Read on: "The next real war we 

fight is likely to be on U.S. soil." That huge essay 

goes on to talk about military operations against 

Americans right here at home - in your state, in your 

town. 

In 1999, another report, which I have and scanned, 

is titled Homegrown Extremists, International 

Association of Under Cover Officers. That report 

covers: Know Your Enemy - Who Are They? How 

did it get this way? Recruiting and evolution of 

extremists; public meetings, pro-life movement, 

churches. Conspiracy theories: The New World Order, 

the Federal Reserve and so forth. You can read it all 

here; the instructors are listed on page two. 

I am fully aware that the Department of Fatherland 

Security has ordered more than 750 million rounds of 

ammunition over the past few years as well as other 

alphabet soup agencies. 

I also continue to get the constant barrage of emails 

about gun grabbing efforts, how the IRS has the right 

to take away your guns and on and on and on. 

Does anyone ever do anything about it? Sure: 

"Send your donation now to protect your Second 

Amendment rights!!!" That is the ever constant 

mantra from organizations that depend on the never 

ending fight to protect the Second Amendment. It's 

their paycheck. There's no money in the cure, only the 

treatment. Remember that. 

The solution to all of this is still there and 

continues to be ignored while everyone keeps on 

whining. 

Aw, gee, Devvy, we're just trying to fight the gun 

grabbers in Washington. Well, hasn't it occurred to 

folks by now that all that fighting ain't fixing the 

problem? 

The only solution is the constitutional militia. Not 

private militias, but the militia as stated in the Second 

Amendment "...being necessary to the security of a 

free State..". As I have written before, there are a lot 

of private militia in this country doing great work. 

Dedicated Americans training to help law 

enforcement with natural disasters and things of that 

sort. However, it has to be your state legislature that 

writes the statute for your state and gets your governor 

to sign it into law and if vetoed, override the veto.  

I don't care how busy you are, so am I. Like 

millions of other fellow Americans, I have given up 

fun and leisure to learn the solutions, not more Band 

Aids. Reading is time consuming, but it's how we all 

can learn the truth: 

• The Constitutional Militia, Slavery, & 

Contemporary "Gun Control"  

• "The Militia of The Several States" Guarantee the 

Second Amendment 

• True vs False Militia and Why the Difference 

Matters 

To help everyone because of time constraints, I did 

put some of Dr. Edwin Vieria's columns on the militia 

on a CD so you can listen in your car during your 

commute to work or travels. You can download that 

CD here for free; make copies and hand them out at 

gun shows, group meetings and to family and friends. 

Get Edwin's book, Constitutional "Homeland 

Security," Volume One, The Nation in Arms. It's not a 

huge tome, but you will learn as I did the true 

meaning of the Second Amendment. Cost is $19.95; 



VA residents add 5% tax. Send to: Edwin Vieira, 52 

Stonegate Court, Front Royal, VA 22630.  

For those who find a DVD easier for them, order 

The Purse and The Sword: "This seminar featuring 

Dr. Edwin Vieira, Jr. is the single greatest 

presentation regarding the Constitutional remedies 

and powers available to both the people and the 

national government to deal with our economy and 

homeland security challenges. Dr. Vieira presents his 

"visual Constitution" to make plainly clear what 

should and must be done for our nation to deal with 

these present and ever-increasing crisis." 

It is one of the most powerful tools I've ever seen 

and every Tea Party chapter, 9/12 groups and other 

patriotic groups should view. 4 DVD's, 8 1/2 hours. 

It's also THE one thing you need to send to your state 

representative because that is where the constitutional 

militia will be reconstituted. Not by the NRA. If 

money is tight, split the cost with like minded patriots, 

but get it.  

SB 1083 was in the hopper out in Arizona this 

year: "Would establish the Arizona State Guard, a 

volunteer military force under the control of the 

Governor, for the purpose of "securing the safety and 

protection of the lives and property of the citizens of 

this state." Their legislature has gone out of session; 

the bill never made it. If you live in Arizona, you 

might wish to join up with the Arizona Citizens 

Defense League - they are growing strong and they 

are active. 

The only thing that is going to get state legislators 

to realize our very survival depends on reconstituting 

the constitutional militia is boots on the ground. 

Instead of wasting more time and money "fighting the 

gun grabbers", every gun owner must understand that 

only massive heat directed at your state representative 

and senator is going to get this done. That means 

opening a dialogue with him/her. Try to get a meeting 

and sit down with your representative as a group. 

Even if your state legislature is out of session, go to 

your state representative's web site. Many of them list 

their home phone. If not, call their local district office. 

Invite him/her to a breakfast or lunch or meeting.  

Give your representative the CD with Edwin's 

columns and ask he/she to listen to it and you'll get 

back to them. Follow up is critical. If you can, order a 

copy of the Purse and Sword. Hand deliver it to your 

state representative and make it politely understood 

that if he/she wants to get reelected in November, this 

has to be a top priority for the 2013 session and you 

will hold them accountable. 

If you are armed with the facts and present them - 

not as an attempt to go to war with the General 

Government because it's not - but from a 

constitutional perspective, it will go a long way 

towards erasing propaganda about the word militia. 

The Second Amendment: 

"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the 

security of a free State, the right of the people to keep 

and bear Arms, shall not be infringed." 

There was a reason the framers of the Constitution 

worded the Second Amendment as you see above. 

Until I began reading Dr. Edwin Vieria's scholarly and 

thoroughly researched columns, I really did not 

understand the brilliance of that one sentence.  

A state cannot be free when the General 

Government continues to send their thugs inside the 

state terrorizing citizens over things like raw milk or 

"laws" that allegedly give them the "right" to arrest 

and detain citizens under the vile "Patriot" Act and 

subsequent draconian laws. Nor can the people of any 

state be free when local law enforcement turn into 

thugs who use tazers on handicapped folks, the elderly 

and stomping on your God-given rights just because 

they wear a badge.  

Stress this fact to your state legislator: The 

legislatures can't keep fighting every "law" that comes 

out of Washington, DC, further eroding our rights, 

liberty and freedom. Quit trying to climb a sand dune. 

The solution is right there. 

I'm sick to death of my email box filing up with 

emails that Marxist Hillary Clinton and the 

communist UN are going to grab your guns - always 

followed by twenty exclamation marks. Treaties 

cannot over ride the U.S. Constitution. It's up to the 

states to enforce that legal fact because the states 

created the General Government. If your state rep and 

senator doesn't have the courage to stand up for your 

rights and your state, boot them out of office in 

November.  

No more expensive lawsuits to fight off one "law" 

after another either from the state or the Outlaw 

Congress from taking away your guns.  

At least some senators in Arizona's legislature 

understand the problem, but it's not enough. Time is 

not on our side. Are you one of the warrior class or 

just someone who keeps forwarding emails about the 

problem? 



Are we going for the only solution or is everyone 

just going to continue wringing their hands?  

http://www.newswithviews.com/Devvy/kidd534.ht
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12-05-04 Bethlehem cigar store manager held at 

knifepoint by irate customer, police say 

manager at the Cigars International store on Main 

Street in Bethlehem had a knife held to his throat by 

an angry customer until the manager pulled out a 

handgun, chasing away the suspect, according to 

police. 

Matthew Bzura, 37, told police the suspect became 

irate after he was carded for a tobacco purchase about 

8:55 p.m. Thursday at the 535 Main St. store. Bzura 

confronted the suspect outside of the store after the 

suspect knocked over an outdoor advertising sign, 

police say. 

The incident unfolded, Bzura said, when the 

suspect and his two friends were “mouthing off” 

inside the store after he asked to see identification. 

“I explained politely that if you look 29 or younger 

we have to card you. It’s the law,” Bzura told The 

Express-Times. 

Two of the three men purchased tobacco products 

and when they went outside continued to point inside 

and complain, Bzura said. When he heard a loud bang 

outside, the manager went out to investigate. 

The men had knocked down a large outdoor 

advertising sign, Bzura said, and he confronted them 

about it. That’s when the suspect pulled out a knife 

and pressed it to Bzura’s throat, according to 

authorities.  

“I heard a click and I felt this cold metal against the 

right side of my throat,” Bzura said. “I have never 

been in a situation like that. Basically, my instincts 

kicked in.” 

Bzura pulled out a legally concealed .40-caliber 

handgun and told the suspect he felt threatened, police 

say. All three men ran east on Walnut Street. 

“I was very glad I was able to keep my calm,” 

Bzura said. “I was seriously in danger for my life. It 

could have been horrible. This is the first time I’ve 

ever drawn my weapon in self-defense.” 

Bzura credited the training he received from a good 

friend and former police officer to 

help him keep cool during the harrowing 

experience. 

“I was taught to keep aware of the situation, about 

what to do and what not to do,” Bzura said. “That’s 

what the training does.” 

Numerous police officers sped to the incident 

Thursday night, including some on horses who were 

stationed nearby for the season-opening Tunes at 

Twilight concert in the Sun Inn Courtyard off Main 

Street. 

The police secured the area that encompassed Main 

Street to New Street from Walnut to Broad streets. 

Some officers were armed with rifles as the 

investigation unfolded amid sizable crowds in the 

Center City neighborhood. 

Two men were apprehended outside of Rosanna's 

Restaurant at 2 E. Broad St., but they were let go after 

questioning. 

Sirens could be heard sporadically blaring as police 

continued searching for the suspects. 

Police described the trio in detail: The man who 

pulled the knife on Bzura was described as a black 

male, about 30 years old, with a light complexion, 

wearing a light-colored knit cap with ear flaps with a 

Target logo or Captain America shield on its front. He 

was also wearing a Captain America T-shirt, gray zip-

up jacket and blue jeans. 

Both friends were white, one between 20 and 30 

years old, wearing a gray hooded jacket and black 

New York Mets baseball cap and another about the 

same age with dark hair, sideburns, a slightly receding 

hairline, wearing a black jacket with a white T-shirt, 

according to police. 

Police ask anyone with information to contact the 

department at 610-865-7187. 

http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/bethlehem/index.

ssf/2012/05/cigars_international_manager_h.html 

 

12-05-03 Leave your rifles at the door: 

California's needless gun-ban bill 

The national obsession with guns, and the lunacy 

of American gun laws that set different rules for gun 

resellers than new-gun dealers or that allow people to 

possess military assault rifles intended to kill cops 

rather than hunt deer or protect one's home, are 

frequent fodder for Times editorials. But things are 

different in California; not only does this state have 

some of the toughest gun restrictions in the nation, its 

largely urban and liberal Legislature sometimes treads 

unacceptably on 2nd Amendment rights -- in a way 

that offends even some gun-control advocates. 

http://www.newswithviews.com/Devvy/kidd534.htm
http://www.newswithviews.com/Devvy/kidd534.htm
http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/bethlehem/index.ssf/2012/05/cigars_international_manager_h.html
http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/bethlehem/index.ssf/2012/05/cigars_international_manager_h.html


A case in point: Assemblyman Anthony 

Portantino's bill, AB 1527, to prevent the open carry 

of rifles in public. 

The Times' editorial board is no fans of open carry, 

but that phrase is usually meant to describe the open 

carrying of handguns. We have editorialized that open 

carry should be outlawed, and were appalled when 

gun advocates starting gathering on beaches and in 

Starbucks outlets to assert their right to pack heat in 

public. Apparently, so was the California Legislature; 

last year it approved a bill that banned the open 

carrying of handguns. But that wasn't enough for 

Portantino, a Democrat from La Canada Flintridge. 

His bill would apply the same ban to long guns. 

This doesn't make a lot of sense. Fortunately, 

Portantino's bill isn't likely to impose a big burden on 

hunters or target shooters if it passes because it 

contains well over a dozen exemptions for such 

innocent rifle-bearers. It exempts people carrying 

rifles on private property that they own themselves or 

where they have the owner's permission to carry; it 

allows people to carry their rifles in public if they're in 

cases or locked containers; it excuses gun dealers and 

hunters and others who would have legitimate reasons 

to be armed, and so on. Yet this is a bill without a 

purpose. 

The open-carry movement is alive and well 

nationally but has largely gone underground in the 

Golden State since the passage of California's law -- 

advocates apparently figured out that their guiding 

philosophy was badly flawed. Open-carry protesters 

have operated under the theory that a right 

unexercised is a right soon taken away, but they 

discovered that the opposite can easily be the case: 

Exercise a right that other people find obnoxious and 

you may soon lose it. 

As far as I'm aware, there is no epidemic of 

riflemen twirling their Winchesters in California's 

public squares. And the idea that they ever would is 

pretty silly. Open-carry advocates seem to genuinely 

believe that they're safer if they're allowed to mosey 

from saloon to supermarket while sporting shooting 

irons Gary Cooper-style, but even the most strident 

gun nut would have a tough time slinging his .30-.30 

through Ralphs -- or using it to defend himself if his 

fantasy scenario ever came true and he was actually 

attacked by a mugger. 

Pointless legislation is, unfortunately, endemic to 

Sacramento. Portantino is taking aim at a problem that 

doesn't exist, and that's a shameful waste of time 

given the number of genuine problems that need 

solving 

http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/opinion-

la/la-open-carry-20120503,0,6076509.story 

 

12-04-26 Russia to destroy 4 Million Guns 

Russia’s Ministry of Defense intends to destroy 4 

million guns by the end of 2014 

Marco Vorobiev was a member of the elite Soviet 

Spetsnaz in Afghanistan in the 1980s. He’s a U.S. 

citizen now and conducts training courses that draw 

on his special forces training. He’ll have a new 

installment every Wednesday. 

The Russian Ministry of Defense intends to utilize 

(read destroy and melt down) 4 million older model 

guns by the year 2015. These will be pulled from the 

stockpiles of estimated 16 million guns that are no 

longer in service with Russian Armed Forces. 

Roughly 6.45 million of these guns are no longer 

serviceable. 

Though the types were not officially announced, a 

little birdie whispered to me that most of the guns 

slotted for destruction are Mosin rifles and carbines, 

SKS carbines, Nagant revolvers, TT33 Tula Tokarev 

pistols, a huge number of AKM automatic rifles, RPK 

and RPK-74 light machine guns and a small number 

of older PK medium machine guns. 

The Ministry of Industry and Trade is planning to 

send these guns to the factories where they were 

produced for disposal. Apparently this would keep in 

business plants like Molot and create 240 jobs. 

Meanwhile, Russia’s biggest arsenal Izhmash, had to 

suspend its destruction program after misplacing 

approximately 80 AKM rifles. 

I don’t know about you, but I can come up with a 

much better idea for disposal of these guns: Send 

them over here! We would even pay for them. But 

unfortunately this will never happen. So, millions of 

guns, including some of the truly historic firearms, 

will be sent to the crusher instead. 

http://www.shotgunnews.com/2012/04/26/russia-

to-destroy-4-million-guns/ 
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The right of the citizens to keep and bear arms in defense of themselves and the state shall not be 

questioned. PA Constitution -- Article I, Section 21, Declaration of Rights 

 

A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep 

and bear arms, shall not be infringed. U.S. Constitution -- Amendment II 
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